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The More head Conference Center is situated in
the ~enter of the eastern United States, with ready
access to interstate highways, yet it is secluded
enough to be considered a retreat. Designed for
maximum versatility, the Center can be divided,
partitioned, draped and decorated in an endless
series of configurations, including concert hall, to
seated banquet and intimate venues appropriate
for more private events.

Less Than a Day's Drivefrom
Two-Thirds of
America's Population
Light Years from America's
Urban Uproar

OPENING SVMMER 2006

Morehead Conference Center

The City
Morehead is the archetype of the pastoral
southern town. Historic buildings line our
landscaped, serpentine Main Street. We are home
to the Kentucky Folk Art Center and the Kentucky
Center for Traditional Music. We host an entertaining schedule of seasonal festivals and events
and are proud to be the hometown of Morehead
State University, with its 118-year-old campus.
Three well-groomed golf courses can be found
within 10 miles of city limits.

Ii The Countryside
Our local landmarks sport names like Tater Knob
and the Zilpo Scenic byway and Cave Run Lake "Muskie capital of the South" - is close at hand
with scenic overlooks, sailing, skiing, power-boating and pontoon-puttering. Come in June for
"Bluegrass 'n More: A Celebration of American
Music" and in December for "Hometown Holiday."
A short drive to the south brings you to the
spectacular Red River Gorge Geological Area with
towering rock formations and more than 30
natural stone arches. The entire area is part of the
sprawling Daniel Boone National Forest, and you
can stay a day, a week, a month and seldom
encounter a traffic jam.
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Morehead Conference Center
EVENTS • CONVENTIONS • BANQUETS • EXHIBITS

EVENTS

Location : 111 East First Street • Morehead, KY 40351
Correspondence c/o Morehead Tourism Commission
897 Flemingsburg Road • Morehead, KY 40351
606-780-9694•800-654-1944

CONVENTIONS
BANQUETS

www.moreheadcc.com

EXHIBITS
Pnn!ecl in cooperation with th& K&ntud(y Departmenl of Tounsm

hlil Fl~ ibility
• ~ Our 18,000 square feet of available floor space
can accommodate 1,500 for concert-style
seating.
Four breakout rooms can be created to seat 40
in each room .
• 10-top rounds are available for banquets or
buffets for up to 700 diners.
• The pipe and drape expo layout creates
spaces for 250 booths.
• The window-lined, naturally-lit wrap-around
gallery is perfect for receptions, pre-event
activities, breaks between meetings, even
refreshments and piano social hours.

Displays

On-Site Catering

Receptions
EXHIBIT

HAll 2

STAGE

(ill)
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Conce s

l:J State-of-the-Art
All catering and refreshments are handled onsite by professional food service staff.
• High-speed wireless Internet access is available for all events and meetings.
,Audio/visual equipment support is available.
Teleconferencing is provided through
CenterNET2.

OfflCE /
TICKET

@

----------------------

Iii Customized Support
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre and post meeting visitor tours
"Backstage" local tours
Housing assistance
Registration support
Marketing support for events
Visitor packets for attendees
Local publicity assistance

"Our vision was a state-of-the-art center where comfort,
service and affordability are key in serving our region for
meetings, events, banquets and exhibits."
Brad Collins/ Mayor

"Technology is key. Planners will have full access to the
Internet for seminars and presentations. All equipment is
new, up-to-date and best of all, they can handle the
details for you."
Matt Collinswort h/ Director, Kentucky Folk Art Cent er

''Flexibility is one key to our success. It is amazing the
configurations the center can accommodate to make
planning easy and economical. The other key is the
commitment to hospitality and tangible support to those
we serve."

"It will be nice to have bands, exhibits, meetings, reunions,
wedding receptions and other events in a new and
inviting facility."
Terri Cline/Executive Di rect or, Morehead Tomorrow

Roger Ru ssell/ Ch airman, Morehea d Touri sm Commission

"We are here to serve. The commission, the community
and the people of the area. We want to share the
intangible quality of life in Morehead and the retreat we
call home."
Al Ba ldwi n/ City Cou ncil Member

"Open and airy. The windows all around the outer exhibit
area form an inviting and relaxing reception or exhibit
area. The center design just 'feels ' good, and the flexibility
of space just seems to work for a planner. "
Rebecca McGinnis/ Co nference Se rvices Manager,
More head State University

Frontier Housing

Development Team:
•

•
•

&

Frontier Housing, Inc. (Owner) and
Community Housing Partners (Owner and
Contractor)
Community Design Studio, LLC (Architect)
Community Housing, Inc. (Management)

Community Housing
Partners

Investors:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing Equity Fund of Kentucky I LLC
Kentucky Housing Corporation
USDA Rural Development
Huntington Bank
City of Morehead
Housing Assistance Council
Nickelodeon
~
Fannie Mae (predevelopment loan)
~$_
FHLB of Cincinnati (predevelopment lo~ ' ,fiJ

•

Kentucky Bank
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Service Partners:
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Gateway Area Development Di~ i'~ '-•
Aging Program
(Q 0
Rowan County Senior Citize Center, ~
City of Morehead
~
First Steps
Rowan County School System-Special
Education Program
(
Morehead State University - First Steps" '
Program Consultancy
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Groundbreaking Ceremony
April 20, 2007 2:00 p.m.
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NeighboiWorks·

CHARTERED MEMBER

www.frontierhousing.org

Boodry Place is a residential rental community of 32
units in downtown Morehead, Kentucky. The project is a
multi-generational community, targeting senior .-Citizens
and children with disabilities and their families. The
community targets below 50% AMI or approximately
$16,000 to $20,000 with a $300-$360 rent.
The total cost
$4,036,455.

of

construction

is

estimated

This Ground Breaking Ceremony is dedicated
with gratitude to the late Glen Boodry, longtime
Board member and friend of Frontier Housing ..

Welcome

Frank Olson
Frontier Board Chair

Introduction

Stacey Epperson
Executive Di rector

Speaker

Pam Mattox
Parent Advocate - First Steps

Speaker

Janaka Casper
President and CEO of CHP

Speaker

Mark Offerman
Chief Officer - KHC

Key Note

Mayor Bradley Collins

Guest Speaker

Patsy Boodry

Closing

Frank Olson

at

The project design includes incorporation of "green",
which utilizes energy and water conservation measures,
along with the selection of materials for durability and
cost efficiency. The sustainable project will help control
future replacement costs. Additionally, the building is
designed for the needs of the target population. The
building has three separate community spacesa community room on each floor. The main floor
community room is conducive for health services,
screenings and nutritional classes and therapeutic
services for physical, occupational, and speech therapy.
The community design will promote intergenerational
contact and support while focusing on the needs of the
elderly and disabled in an intergenerational context. On
the second floor, community space is designed for
elderly and disabled adult needs and the third floor
space is particularly designed for the needs of disabled
children. Additionally, the outside green space will
include a small playground with "boundless play" for
children of all abilities and integrated with a community
garden for the elderly and adults. Support services for
the residents have been established.

1858

~onorary Bearers
Henry Hall

Arthur Blair

Howard Hall

Luster Blair

Alby Hardin

Arthur Barber-

Elijah Amburgy

C. P. Caudill

Ed Fannin

Watt Prichard

Isaac Caudill

J . B. Fraley

Bert Proctor

Walter Swift

H. l\lI. Turner

Drew Evans

A. B. McKinney

C. 0. Leach

I. E. Pelfrey

J. H . Miles

Howard Lewis

Harlan Cooper

Everett Amburgy

W. K. Kenny

D . B. Leadbetter

Harry Hudgins

Roy Vencill

Austin Riddle

Zora Johnson

Robert Bishop

0 . P. Carr

Ernest Jayne

C. B . Daugherty

Murvel Crosley

Noah Kennard

Finley Hackney

B. W. McKinney

Frank Laughlin

1941

Funeral Services For

DANIEL BOONE CORNETTE
Will be held at the Methodist Church, Saturday, March 1st,
1941, at 1 :30

C. P. Duley
Vernon Alfrey
F. M. Robinson

G. B. Traynor officiating, assisted by:

Rev. A. E. Landolt,

B. H. Kazee, T. F. Lyons, L. E. Mattingly
Body will lie in State from 12 :30-1 :30 at the Church. Services at Lee Cemetery in charge of Masonic order.

Casket Bearers

F. P. Blair

Fred Cassity

Oscar Cornette

Harlan Blair

Roy Cassity

Harry Boggess

Ralph Cassity

Earl Lee Boggess

Holbrook

Frequently Called Nu111bers
This space is provided for your convenience in listing frequently called numbers
which are not shown in this directory.
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SAVE STEPS-Have a phone within reach
Copyright 1975 by General Telephone Company of Kentucky

There are numerous :temples of worship with congregations .of many d1mominations. All of these
fine · groups cooperate in every activity for the
betterment of community life • • •
·

School facilities are modern. . Mo,:ehead has two
higp."sch,o ols and three grade schools. Locat~ in
Morehead ii/. Mort!hea~ State College, one of. the
finest ,. in :the na:tionr,, • •
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Morehead Grade School

Show Horses

IN THE FOOTHILLS OF THE
CUMBERLAND MOUNTAINS

Community sp,irifu. expanding Morehead's qualities . for,."gracious living.
cuitural opportunities i.n clude :the finest facilities
in a modern community.

for further information,
please write

MOREHEAD CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
Morehead, Kentucky

Morehead i~ the h~me of Morehead State College and
is located in the heart of Kentucky's great industrial
East. Many of Kentucky's finest scenic spectacles are
nearby- Natural Bridge, Carter Caves and the new
two-state park at Breaks of the Sandy.
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MOREHEAD A ND HISTORIC ROWAN COUNTY OFFER EVERYTHING FOR GRAC1IOUS LIVING
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Auditorium and Fields Hall

Kentucky Utilities Sub-Station

Fine Arts Building

-----·

The College Band

Tile Manufacturing

Cattle Raising

Industrial opportunities are many. In cooperation with the Kentucky Agricultural
and Industrial Board, the Morehead Chamber of Commerce is prepared to supply
definite and material data to those who
wish to locate here.

Modern Accommodations

Garment Manufacturing
L ittle League

~

---

" "'
Railway Station

Radio
Tower '

Kentucky's Best
I
Volunteer Fire Department

-•.I)

Morehead is one of the fastest growing small cities in Kentucky with plenty of
room for expansion. Founded in 1850 as a stopping place for travelers on their
way to the salt springs of L ittle Sandy, Mor eh ead was named for prominent
J u dge Charles S. Morehead. then Governor of Kentucky. The town was incor porated one hundred years ago - in 1856. M orehead has the city-managerplan gover nment.

Modern transportation and communication facilities are here - bus lines, a railw ay, :tru ck carriers, newspaper, telegraph, telephone and radio.

Ample supplies of natural resources - coal, water, clay, limestone and timber have aided Morehead's rapid growth. Major industries are concerned with the
manufacture of ceramics, clothing and timber products. The Tennessee Gas
Transmission Company' s booster stations nearby supply the necessary natural
gas. Electricity is supplied by the Kentucky Utilities Company through three
high voltage transmission lines.

Morehead has many lovely residential streets, a number of beautifully developed
suburban divisions. There are many active clubs and associations: America n
Legion, Kiwanis, Lions, Masonic or der, Chamber of Commerce, Jaycees, Spor:ts mans, and Kentucky's first Men's Garden Club.

Morehead is the county seat of Rowan County and is located in a productive
farming area. Cash crops are :tobacco, strawberries, beans, tomatoes - and :the
raising of beef and dairy cattle.

The area is widely known for its excellent hunting and fishing and there are
facilities for a variety of other sports. Real Southern hospitality is shown i n
:the fine restaurants and the modern hotel and motel accommodations.

WELCOME TO M OREHEAD

--

Morehead boasts that it is :the "home of Morehead S:ta:te College." It is a college
:to be proud of, offering Baccalaureate and Masters Degrees, with special courses
in Industrial Aris, Home Economics, Business and N u rsing.

There is supervised recreation for youngsters with :the Little League and Junior
League baseball; Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts and 4-H Clubs.

GROW WITH A FINE COMMUNITY

..........

The WILLETT House on Main Street with the Clay residence on the left.
,..J

From The Conection Of:
Dr. Jeck D. Ellis
552 W. Sun St.
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473
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Co,lection Of:
Dr. Jaek D. Ell
552 W. Sun St.
rehead, KY 40 1
7 7478
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Oxen team and steam engine on Railroad Street, late 1880s/'
Peoples Hate),, tall building on, .the left. ~~ , ,,
MO 1'.<--l+E.A- D J AY f..f I 5 , W -,
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1937

Funeral Services will be conducted by

REV.B.H.KAZEE
·a ssisted by

REV.H. L.MOORE
at the Baptist Church
Friday, July Two, Nineteen hundred thirty-seven
at two thirty o'clock P. M.
TH E BOD Y WI L L LIE IN STAT E A T THE BAPTIST CHURC H FROM 1:30

Burial in Lee Ceme'tery

ACTIVE BEARERS
Vernon .l\lfrey

Ralph Miller

Roy Alfrey

Cecil Fraley

Taylor Young

Bert Proctor

HONORARY BEARERS
Oscar Bozeman
G. D. Downing
Lyle Tackett
H. L. Wilson
Frank Laughlin
James Clay
R. M. Clay
W. E. Proctor

Lester Hogge
D. B. Caudill
J. W. Riley
Hartley Battson
Robert Bishop
M. S. Bowne
W. T. Warwick
Claude Crosthwaite
Harlan Powers

f''"'-•alutTelqhlmun"1aot,..,.._lndkotedb11et11nalalterthenumberolu,orda:-'•B1ue"(Da11Letter)•~(Nl11htietter)or•'.!!J!E'tNl11htTele11ram)

16ocf 24op lo
:Maysville KY Sept

From The Co!/f)Cikm Of:
Dr. Jack D. EUis .
552 W. Sun St.

Morehead, KY 40351

28 21

6Q6:784-7471
• 1

I

Mrs

i

Hogge
C~re

Tyler

Hotel

Room 814 LVille,KY

Married~one forty five pm Maysville on way to Lexington
Mr ' &

Mrs

Walter A Hogge
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TRANSMITS AND DELIVERS TH.E ..WITHIN TELEGRAM S~JE:CT TO. Tlil:;_,,F"OI..LOWING TERMS , AND -CGN·G-l+IONSl
To guard against mistakes or delays, the sender of a telegram should oI'~ler it P.:EPEA TED; that is, telegravhed back to the originating office for
1
8
~~~:~~ ~~isft~~
alro1i~1!sYNREPEA'l!ED

~'iflStJi~tir
I*b ,~1nntd1it ittW1cf~~t~n~~r~ro~·~t!~eg~ri,:dai~e:t~;l~~en~~~ng::e~ri~
a~i
l~}
1. Tbe Company sHall not be liable for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, of any VNHElFEATED telegram, beyond the
amount received for sending the same: nor for mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery, or for non-delivery, of any UEPE.A. TED t.elegram, beyond fifty
times the sum received for sending the s..'\.m~ UN LESS SPEOIALLY VALUED; nor in any ease for (\elays arising from unavoidable interruption in the working
of its lines; NOR FOR ERRORS IN CIPHJSR OR OBSOURE TELEGRAMS.
2. In any event the Company shall not be liable for damages for any mistakes or delays in the transmission or delivery. or ·for the non-delivery of this telegram,
whether caused by the nel}igence of its servants or .ot11erwise, beyond fifty tillles the REP.~ATED teleffi;·am rate. at which amount this telegram, if sent as a.
1
!~~f~Aa1~lfii;;~='p~ide~;bigie~1Jte~,g~ ~e:ihab~~~
~f:~u~ ~~~~~te~ihe~t
\h~~~f.ram is offered to the Company for transmission,
s. The Company is hereby made the agent of the sender, without liability, to forward Ul.is telegrR.Ill over the lines of any other Company when necessary to
reach its destination.
·
·
4. Messages will be delivered free within the established free delivery limits of the t.enninal office. For delivery a.t a greater distance a special charge will
be made to cover the cost of such delivery.

vJ:i~~

ti~~\~ ~i.

0

m~sa'~~ l~e~~ri~b~~. ~etfi~~db~go~:sgr~t~sag!:;:If~St~~~~:~Yh~~~~t~~ it~:g:it1 J>[it~n::~d!~1~cf~~:~a;se ~~ d~)i!!~i~ra~~~~lftg~ffl~1ka;1~o~c:~~
instructions regardmg 1t to the Compa.ny.1s agertt m its s&1d office. Messagea sent to. the Company's office by private wire or telep~one a.re sent.at 1.he sender's nRk
of errors or failures in such service ant.I all of the terms and conditions herein shall -apply \o the message throughout.
6. The Company shall not be liable for dama~es or statutory penalties in any cue where the claim is not presented in writing within· sixty days after the
telegram is filed with the Company for transrmssion.
7. .l.t is agreed tl.Lat prompt and correct transmission and delivery of this message shall be presumed in any action for recovery of tolls therefor, subject
ho.w~ver, to rebuttal by competent evidence.
.
,

1: .-:l:~i!~ t!~~v~~~~~r:i::i8u~~~~~~T~t!:: ~~~~~:~~:e~} ~~:~~~e~1::~1i~e~:18ha11_apply to nfeBSages in ea.ch of sncb respective
0

classes in addition to all foregoing terms.

lO. NO EMPLOYEE OF THIS COMPANY IS AUTHORIZED TO
EDWARD REYNOLDS, VICE•PREST. AND GENERAL MANAGER. .

VARY THE FOREGOING.
CLARENCE H. MACKAY.

PRESIDENT,

__ _
CLASSf;:9 OF" SERVICE
FAST DAY TELEGRAMS. A full rate expedited service.
~IG:-rr-TELEGRAMS. Accepted 'up to Z A. M;=f-.:,r .:eHvery -on the morning
DAY LETTERS. A deferred day service at rates lower than the standard day
of the ensuing business day, at rates still lower than standard night mess\>ge
telegram rates as . follows: One and one-half times the standard Night
rates, as follows: The standard day rate -for 10 words shall be charged for
Letter rate for . the transmission of 50 words or less and one-fifth of the
the transmission of 50 words or less, and one-fifth of such stantlard day rate
initial rate for eaoh additional 10 words or less.
for 10 words shall be charged for each additional 10 words or less.
SPECIAL TERMS APPLYING TO DAY LETTERS; In further • com;ideration of
SPECIAL TERMS APPLYING TO NIGHT TELEGRAMS. The Company sh,vl not bt
the reduced rate for this special ''Day Letter'' service, the following special
liable for damages or statutory penalties in any case where the claim is not p~nted lo
terms in addition to those enu1nerated above are hereby agreed to:
(a) Day Letters may be forwarded by the Company as a deferred service

writing within thirty days after the message is filed with the Company for transmission.

NIGHT LETTERGRAMS. Accepted up to 2 A. M. for delivery on the morning ol
the next ensuing business day at rates lower than standard night message
rates. '.{'he charge is upon 9. basis of . 50 word.a, or less, with an additional
lll!arge f<lr Mch all.ditlonal 10 \ytJtda, tfi··fes~.
etmltt~t)..
.
!liltclAL tl::~Ms Ai'l'LtlNG to 1 Nlt.Hk
. LtttEFtO!tA~!I. lli turther tuttahll!Utll!11 ill
•h (c) 'l'tt,ld tl11y dtdetter hlllf be ll.elin,;ed by th~ dompant by telephbttlti!f
tJ,u ret!Uc•tl tat~ tot this •~cli1l-• k"tght Hetgtanl" !!et ce, t11e fdlltl"lbli !llelllil t1tllit
, e Mme ,b th~ 11 l'ijSSee, tllld such d~li•ery 1!Ht1Ii be i, Mnlj:)[etl! dUmhtl.r!fd ln Mtlliloil ld tHos• enUllletaled ~Wl'll lre ett!b;' M:tend ij:
tlf the oblitifttiott t:tf the l;!tinlpilnY to deUTer.
. !al klglit tetlet¢tttirts lil,ty al *18 ..tJl>lidH tif ihe. 'rii!eatatlll .t)JbJ1>ittlt Ile blklled ti
(d} 'l'h1s Day Letter is received subllllt to the express understanding and
dertlnation to the addresseesil and .t 6 .tltltt!l!&hy shall be deemed to have- ,flscharged !ti
agreement that tile Company does not Uil ert11ke that a tlay Leiter 11,h11II bt!
ij!J lgall6H hi stldl case! lfH
fesvec id tlttlltery by mailing such Night Le"'8rgrams at
delivered on the day of its date absohile t. 11,11d at all e•ents 1 lrUt tllat the
destlnaUbn, postage prellahl.
,.
Company' 8 obligation in this respect is sttbJect to the contilUon th.l!t therU
I.bl f!gllt t.ltetgraiils sltali be wrltletl In plain Engllsh. Coil§ language 18 not
shall reruaiti !!O.fl!cl~ot tillie for the tran!!n1lbsfott ahd delivery of such D!ly LetJl•t~\tteThe Compltht .tba!I ndt Jl~ l!ab/ij fut dimag~• or statufo!'Y v-ties In aDF caee
ter oil the d,ar. df •.t s date during regular office hburs·•·btlbject. ttlth..l!. prlt>rltt. ut
~h.~te.. tli~ c.ll!liu 1~ .11.ot Jlr.ese.,1.,l.ed hi. ~r llti.li WI. th·.!· n .tHlrtf . tlbs dfter the message ts tlleo
the transm1ss10n of regular telegrams uttder the_ctJ11tiltltllis battled abtlTl!. ___ lritH \hij t::.c,mlfil_n;v tot lrilti!!)11MIQI), ______ _ -"
and the transmission and delivery of such Day Letters is in all respects
subordinate to the prioritY. of transmissiqn an,d delivery of ;'egular telegrams'.
(b) Day Lett~r~ ~hall bt! ~ritten lh tJlaiti English. Cdde !attgU:llge it not

!RVICE: IN THE: W

[ndictn1ent
.( · ··

\gainst City
~ismissed
TTa,T B ee n Charge d
W ith Mai;1taini11 g
A Common NuisanC'c

I

Tlw true bdl ac:ainst the City/

[

M or(•hr·cu;! ,

cha r ged ·

l

I

with

1J.1 n \aining a comn1on nuisance
t i L.: <..:C' •·are 11-ratm_r•nt plant i n__

{e:,t

I\lon-"' hPad, \1,,·as dismissed
week in Rowan Circu it

11s

'nu rt.

JudgP John J . Winn was adised the City had taken steps
, correct thf' foul odors of the
r PSl'n t n;.-1,:i·=taxed svstem.
Jc
Bid~ r.\J.,·c been · ad~·ertiscd for I C
·:L· ne\\" t reat,nent :;,:stem . . ,-hich i
1nu ld l.ie adl'qual('. ·accnrdin _
g to ·
ng.1ncers , if 1\1o r c·head doub '.es
,:i~ fµ o pulatinn. It wil l cost up·;irds of S:300. 000.
\\'1 Jlil' P c:n,~l l entered a pica
f gui It.•: b c-fn,·e Judge W in n fo r i
ar n· ing
concealed
a deadly l
·eapon and received a ..two..,,_year t
m.t•·n_c.::::._ Pc· rne!l indicated_. he

,
1
!

·oma as·KI'orprohrnCl1'F'before- -·

oui·t adjourns .
,
Th e . uise of WJlTura T.nent, I :
ha,·~•:d w it h cutting and wotind 1g \~·i th intent tn, kiil, ,vas. con ;11u"rl until the f irst day-•of the
L..:.'.·d1 t1·rm.
Th e gran d jury is expected to
,c1f: ,.- a re port, probably ,ts final.
uda;·

BLYS BLACK ANGUS

Tnrnm i e Old f ield, Jr. of White
~ak h2s receptly p u rchased six
,u,·pi.Jib:l l3lack A ngus h ei fers
r, , 111 James W. S h ropshtre, L ex-

ngt 1Jll . Tomn1ie b oug_
h t t h e rcg-

::-tc•;·L·d heifcrs ···'\\--ith: n1o n cy h e
tail earned in 4·H cl u b projects,
·h idly from se lling cal " es a,i'a·
he ,..prize money h e wo n .

()lit/

$ti# ;,.g
11~7

.D. B. Cornelle
Dies After
Long Illness
Was Prominent Merchant ,
Civic Leader And Mem•
her Of Masonic Lodge
Daniel Boone Cornette, the son
of William Cornette and Elizabeth Carroll was born in Lawrence County in 1858. He wa&_united in marriage to Susan Emma
Ward in 1881. They moved to
Rowan
County
thirty-three
years ago and lived at Clearfield for ten years and the last
twenty-three years at Morehead
Surviving Mr. Cornette are hi.s
wife Mrs. Susan Cornette, three
daughters; Mrs. Matt Casity,
Mrs. J. L. Boggess and Mrs. ·
Lindsay Caudill, all of Morehead.
Four sons, B. W. Cornette of
Ashland, Ky., Ward Cornette of
Hunting.ton, W . Va., and Roy
and Forest of Morehead; two
brothers, George Cornette of
Portsmouth, Ohio and Dave Cornette of Louisa; one sister Mrs.
Jo.hn Ball, Louisa, Ky.
'T here are nineteen
grand
children and five great grand
children.
Mr. Cornette was a member of
the Methodist Church and a
member of the Masonic Lodge
and Order of the Eastern Star.
For the past ten years he was
afflicted. His health did not permit him to be away from hime.
During his activ,e life he was a
farmer and merchant. He serv- ed as member of Morehead City
i- Council, and as City Police Judge
and magistrate of the Rowan Fist cal Court.

l
1

Those who kne-w D. B. Corn-

ette will miss him much. All of
his life he ha,s ,b een a friend to
1 all, a good companion· and a,_
fa.ther much loved by his child-ren. I)uring hts affliction, he Wl!HJ~- ·
. courageous and always ready :to.• •
: pass a word of cheer to his frl- 1 ends who were discouraged.
· The funeral was held at the ·
Methodist Church at 1:30 P. M,
i Saturday with Rev. G. B. Tray- .:
e nor in charge assisted by Rev. . :
• T. F. L_yons, and Rev. A. E . .il-..J,ando!t ' nd Rev. B. H. Kazee. The MasL-.ns had charg
f the ·
6
s 'burial in bee Cemete1;
T
~ Basford acti~ i:is ?4r
The follow .ng rr2
wl!re ;-all be
Oscar Co

'_r:.c. \'-0u-ngc-Pro:miSes
·Gas Co~presso~ Will~~:
BoostPressure·Here Machinery To Be Moved From Deple~ Field
On Long Hungry Creek; E. E. Maggard
Placed In Charge Of Operation

c:

·L.
Young, Lexington, president of the L. C. Young Natural Gas C.ompany, has promised immediate .relief from the .·
low gas presure in the city's municipally-<:ontrolled gas mains, ·
which has kept Morehead residents shivering in near-zero
weather-for the past f~w days.
· ~ --~ ~ --~· - •••
_ _ _ _ ........_ _ _ __ - -

-·

M~. -V:oung told a sp«ial mffting of the Morehead City Council. .,,..
Thursday, a t which several local
citizens were presftli, that a cu

~::~esso:erdow

~oca~at H~~

Crttk, •leht miles from Morehead,
would be moved ·to the new ··cu
ftf!ld near the Rowan-Lewis CDunty line. to boost pressure in a hew"ly constructed 1ixtttn-mile prpe..·
line. Company offtclals have explained that th• new IIUI fteld llu
more than ample volume of CU,·
but tha t the long drac throush the
16-mile line cuts pressutt . 'dawn
to the point that a compttSaOr is ·

necessary..
Mayor N . E. -Kennard said that
installation of the compressor
would require a great deal ,of
work, necessitating construction of
a permanent ·Cort.Cttte- t>ase.~in ad- __ __-:_,
dition to the twenty- mile movina:
job and rtt0nstruction of the fflacbinery, but added t hat three . 8hour shifts of laboren wouldAbe'
used if necessary. to get immediate
relief tor Morehead citizens.
E. E: Maqard, city commi.s- ·
sioner of water arid e:as. has been
placed in chare, ol the wont. • .
M r. Yinmc; pn,miMd that "no. ,

expense

wm w -.perid. hi

fam-~

pletlnc the Job as quickly as pos..
sible."

-·'·,

-

ed an auction of the site several years ago which had to be canceled when t~ county attorney pointed out that the county still
owned-the land, and the original agreement was only for the
Board to fiave the use of the land as long as ihe building was being
used by the Board. Possession being nine tenths of the law, the
Board promptly found another use for the building, and there the
matter sits.

9

119 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD

, Directly across from the Courthouse on the western side of
University Boulevard sits a small frame building that currently
belongs to Morehead State University. Its last function was to house
Bo's Barbershop. Before that it served as the Hogge law office, and
before that as the law office of Allie Young. Research into court
records leads one to believe that this is the same building that Taylor Young, Allie's father, originally had constructed on the Courthouse Square. Taylor was forced to remove this building, his law
office, from the Square. Allie later became a politician known
throughout the state and was a major factor in the location and
funding of Morehead State College.

lo

12

102 WEST MAIN STREET

, Our circular tour concludes with a visit to the building
that now houses the Food Stamp office, at the com~r of Main and
South Wilson. The age of the building is not known, but photographs show that it housed Pierce Blair's store circa 1909.
Newspaper accounts state that Blair opened a store on the comer
of Main and Fairbanks in March of 1916. Blair had considerable
dealings with the Morehead and North Fork Railroad, a beloved
local short line which ceased_operation in 1973. One of the
M&NF's old steam engines, Number 12, remains in storage at
Clearfield. Number 12 is a potential tourist attraction for anyone
with the funds to obtain and move it.
The Folk Art Center, where we began our tour, is a block south on
Wilson Avenue.
Te:xt and research by Fred Broum,Juanita Blair, Jack Ellis, Gary Lewis,
and Ethel Jones. Editing by Helen Sunnont. Design by Dan Shute.

175 EAST MAIN STREET

, The next building south from the law office on University Boulevard is commonly called the Cory Building. It occupies
the site where the old Gault House (a prominent Feud building)
stood and was constructed in 1915 by J.E Knapp. One of only two
buildings in the world of its kind, it is entirely constructed of sawed
bluestone bricks, over 15,000 in all. The front of the building has
had some alteration. It serves as another interesting benchmark,
asJhe high water mark of the '39 flood was one of the front steps.
The building has housed many businesses over the years, but the
most famous are Battson Drug and the Cory Theatre (later called
the Mills Theatre) .

11

105 EAST MAIN STREET

, Proceeding west on Main Street for several blocks, we
find the former post office, now the Morehead City Hall. The building was aWPA construction project. Aportion of what made it special, a mural and several stone emblems on the front, were
removed and incorporated into the design of the new post office on
West First Street.

ANOTHER MOREHEAD TOMORROW
PROJECT, FOUNDED BY THE MOREHEAD RECRE·
ATION AND TOURISM COMMISSION

A Walk thru Morehead tlistory
-

102 -WEST FIRST STREET

1. ~we begin our journey at the Kentucky Folk

2

130 EAST FIRST STREET

, The next building to the east of the Folk Art Museum is the
Freight Station Liquor store. The railroad reached Morehead by
1881 and this building served as the headquarters for all traffic,
both freight and passenger. The earliest photos that we have of
Morehead's first commercial district show the station nearly the
same as itis today. The only notable change is the removal of the
freight dock on the south side ·of the building to allpw access to
a drive up window. Alarge freight dock originally connected the
Freight Station with the Wholesale Grocery,,and extended some
distance down the length of the Grocery. In rriany ways the
Freight Station was the hub of Morehead for half a century. It figures prominently in the Tolliver-Martin Feud, and it is a fair guess
that a close examination would reveal more than one bullet hole
in its structure.

Art Museum,

which stands at the end of South Wilson Avenue on First Street.
South Wilson was once known as Fairbanks Avenue. Francis Marion Tolliver erected the Morehead Wholesale Grocery in 1904. The
company soon had a thriving trade throughout Carter, Rowan,
Bath, and Elliott Counties. EM. 's son, Bert, ran the family business
for many years after his father's passing in the 1930's. It was later
sold at auction to Bill Richardson on the day that the last scheduled
freight train came through Morehead. The Richardson family ran
the business for several years until failing health forced another
sale. The last buyer was Morehead State University, whose efforts
resulted in the building's restoration and conversion into a museum known worldwide. This is the first of many Morehead buildings with a connection to the Rowan County War, or Tolliver-Martin Feud. EM. 's brother, Craig Tolliver, led the Tolliver faction, and
lost his life in a massive shootout on this very street in 1887.
Across the tracks from the front of the Wholesale Grocery is
the original site of the Hargis Graveyard, one of Morehead's oldest.
Agood portion of the tombstones allegedly disappeared into a box
car one night, so that the C&O might put in a siding....

3

109-113 EAST FIRST STREET

, Directly across First Street between the Folk Art Center and
the Freight Station·stands the Bluestone Block. The bluestone
industry was thriving in Rowan County by 1898. An old photo that
shows this building also includes the Wholesale Grocery (1904)
and the Gault House (replaced 1915) but the exact date of the
Bluestone Block's construction has yet to be determined. The current structure served as the home of the Caudill-Blair Wholesale in

PHOTO BELOW: FREIGHT DEPOT
AND PEOPLE'S HOTEL,
EARLY 1900'S

....,__
•

'

I

-

the 1920's. Caudill-Blair was one of the hardest hit businesses in
the June 1927 flood, suffering loses of over twelve thousand dollars. The building later housed Big Store Clothing.

4

150 EAST FIRST STREET

5

206 EAST MAIN STREET

, The passenger depot, completed in 1909, is home today to
the Tourism and Chamber of Commerce offices. Toward the end
of the railroad's tenure in Morehead, this depot handled both
freight and passengers. (The freight station was rented for storage
by Barker's Big Store Furniture for many years.) This building
would probably have been a parking lot today were it not for the
tremendous efforts of Tom Calvert, former Economic Development
Director, in finding the funding for its restoration.
·

, Continuing east on First Street, we eventually come to new
Bridge Street. On the comer of Bridge Street and Main stands the
Dehner & Ellis law office, formerly the residence of Norman Wells.
Wells stands out as one of Morehead's true "characters." ASpanish-American war veteran, he lived to be well over a hundred. His
home, constructed of brick brought over the Appalachians from
Virginia, is the oldest brick ~ome remaining in Morehead.
e,-.i.; N ,."' 1.:ui

6

, Directly across Main Street from the Wells' home is the old
Courthouse square, which was donated to the county, according to
legend, by Isabel (Abby) Oxley. (No deed has been found to confirm this.) The first courthouse was burned during the Civil War.
The second was removed so that the current old courthouse itself,
constructed in 1899, could be built. It originally had a bell tower
on its southwest comer. The doughboy statue was finished in 1929.
The Courthouse currently houses numerous clubs' headquarters,
and desperately needs to be renovated and put to a use that would
encourage visitation.

7,

To the rear of the Courthouse is the old County Jail, a WPA
era construction. The county currently uses it for storage.

8, Across from the jail on the back side of the square stands
the old Superintendent's office. The Board of Education attempt-
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Morehead Water Treatment Plant Expansion 2002 (Under Construction)

ST. LOUIS. on Millionai<e w,ls.-Wllllam H. Tippett.
Oklahoma City, descends steps of St. Peter's Church in St.
Louis, following his marriage to Miss Ruth Rathell, who has
appeared with St. Louis Municipal 011,era Co.
(Copyright A. P. Wirephotos.)
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:Jesse-1hirt.~ ~::·, · \

1

Was

.V~ilQ't. .,-

ln•,:·:::~::~-:~,~~=:~::;
MMeltt!;d' ·. ·.• t

~

/~/l

· Mr, ;•riia.;Mi-:ri~;,J.JIB':~ y Ntcke_il

(gre;1f, gr-andp,areil'ts~f.JJim ·Andy

pau(hn1;'1iV~$!....!?J:?4!1"ge . hou_~~

l on _M,ain ,Str~~t.on.1ti'~.lot ·wher~

the J. tJh ,,, f/ow.er's~:Jtouse:, ndw
.stands·~·.., .,~.,_ ., , ,....-1w~~-. . . ,..;~.., . · t;i,.
Late
·:@l¼u6'6n,~ wqmart .
with •a 'sm'l!-41,,{>-ab,y along whh two',
men ·;;a~k~:{i:J,,2;!l pe):W : tlle nig~t
.fhere. The...wom.an was 'driving '.a,,
·frorse· !' hitched to a ,,·wa'gon tin :
. w hic}'L \y]uf C'§.!lin.UPrfv:ture. The
two men- we:re,,. on.horsebacli:. "'· ''
· Th1::i':'.q__n,l¥,~-,&:T}lfe:d 9qe ro~m:
the men said .,truit-0they would hot ,
remain' l6rig •~1h'ey ·plahnea ~;()
go wfsC' on:::,;s'oµie business ahµ '•
asked , Mrs.,,N,iakeU if.sshe ·w.o·uld
look after ,the"'wif¢la:rta' baby u·n,1i~ ,
they ~etu:i;:o,ed,.1J.'.hi~Y;r< did - ~ot •g'?.
west but~- east, ,;, · .,. ,,. · ··,, ·' .·, ·
,, After the . third . d,~y the 'w'ff~
became . nerv:olis- , and . }mpati~_n t,..,
st'a· 'in · c1os'e 'to ' het""r om. ·'She
i~r~se~'" to' '.taik.':- and '. lift~eif tfie;
'floor.
, ..·. _ ·,. ·,· · -· · _,_...,,. -··· · ·. ) ·_
' ' ' , ... IJ ,-, , .·,
i
t
:
. Ahoµt si.x .o'clo,c}{, on. the :(otirJ\i
day the'. t\Vo: meh retur.ned:',They,
took~a ·.;tii:ed ,.~.Jid'. ,'wprti . i::n;t' a~(j
their horses were exhausted arid
:overed • with lather as though '
hef- lilltr .b~:tfo j-µnnmg · toi< a
ong tjme. They rushed upstairs
o 't heir roorri and sl1uf the door e·cweiy'\i'.ehin~ s-th'em; ' '~ ' '.. · ,. :
Mrs. Nick.elt&, curiosity caused
rer to ,tiptoe .,J.ip~rairs, and, peek
hrough- ·a , kriot hole j:n the,. door:
.herJ~,. oti. t.h e... ,41_1;>.l~..• wer.:k staclfo
,nd .. stacks,: 0£ , gold ....coins ·ancl ·
ayers of gold ""IlOtes" wfiich 'o/i's
he .m~u.e.ta.ry~, s.tm1,d1't4:t of ,th~
' me.,<',. ,The ,-- men-i" weire · seated
ounting the money. '··· '. · ·'
.'-.
Mrii. ; Nickell .kriew·:ai once 1tlult
hey, were- roaber-s- -and• the faIP!y becam·e alarmep. -~~.u t befo;e
h_e y oo.ulo <deci~..,whaf.to· dp, th,e
msband· notifu!d"' tt'tei:ii tl,.a,t ji'e
'las leaving along wltli ..the other
nan .and tl:iat they
retutn
ihe · tollovl'mg , '"rnor'flin( for . hrs
ife and baby'!''·"' ,.., -"', .. : ·''~-~
About ten o'clock the fol~owing
~a,Y. , e~ot,h,e r ,
ca;1n_~ and got;
ihe h,~rs~ ana . ~eft a ,.n<?te w~jh
1he wife. She 1mmed1a.t ely d1s•a,rdecq~e ,op.~µitr,ctoJ'f( ~ress:.~9-~
oonnet · sh,e,. had·,.be~p :,wea{ufg;
put :on a. · very bea.utifµ1 · taffeta ;
· ith" . a.- very ·~t· 1is~f ' hat · and
cl:resse'd tne,:- ·-cpXa ~: in '· :dilin~jY
clothing.~· Sh~•l>f°rHd~. MT,:;:-:• Nte~f!1I .
tha't '' she ':'Was 'leav1nl' 'tfre . wa,goh ·
with' t11e, fur niture ' oudi'and' tMt
if' ±hey , did not
1,;;, .
she'' eou~ti 'h;i.v'e,'1L 'SJ'ie>:!J~'fM):Ir--..1e
west bound train. The -same ·_.fi'Mn
.br~u~t irt•;t~e-.:-Hu!1!l.1:,1;y>n Ref~
· altl, a weekly J;lt;!W~pa:per, arr,p
on · the · front . page in · bold ,t):f>e
was ·fMl''story· of'•tfie··r~bbery 'of
the Huntington Biin1c:"'.ffhatl be'en
_i;-obbe_d by-., Jesse., Jamrs and _. his .
men .". Mr. ,., and . 'Mti:r. .'· Nickells
t,e(ogfitze'.d .. the'~ pl"ctirtes. : TIJ,ef
never_ re~titn,e ~ fo_r . th~. fut~it~e:
· and _',1t 1s . shil ~rn Uk ., Nickell . f_;.m.ily_
,, , •.,• •{' , '
·,
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DANIELS A VENUE in Morehead is named for this man,
W. H. Daniels, who came to
Morehead about 1875. He migrated from New York and
purchased an interest in Kentucky Bluestone C o m p an y
which used to ship about five
carloads of cut stone each
day. He is a Past Master of
lhe Morehead Masonic Lodge
nd he, and his nephew, Frank
tavens were together in the
1...----JU st....,..

RURAL HOME-When - Rowan County was created in 1856
practically all homes were log. Now, t he rural sections are
dotted with modern residences and have all utilities and conveniences as city dwellers. This is the h ome of Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Wells on Flemingsburg Road. It is at the entrance of a
- - - - - - - - -hA!luti£u

_•r.u:1: f,p_......t_iJ

n~1J.Q._v:- ~ - - - - - - - . . . !

u

WILL BLAIR home · at Blue Banks about 1900. From left:
Parnell Humphreys and wife who were neighbors; Will Blair
and his wife, Clara. Mr. Blair operated a saw nfill and Mr.
Humphreys was a carpenter. He helped build the present Cranston School. Mrs. Blair was daughter of Peter Littleton, who
settled in · early history on Clearfork.

, . One .:;of _ Rowan . "c 'ounty' s · . oldest :of 6od; alislstin•g,. ,-.•The,, decl)µ.~d b,e:
'nci b~·~t knj}w'n citizens' I ~a:saed ing ·a veteran ' or,,the CMLW,ar, MP
w~r 111 ~M~re.~ad : 'ori ·i\iarch Hi ,'ht casket was,:dr~ped ;;i ~ t4e..flag.-9f ;)}:i~
he ·pet~o1t of J. Hugh Clarke, a'Mec,- county, . with : be~\IU,ful;, f_l;<>ral. ,tp- 1
ionately known ' to many a.s "U'li~le · bu tee from frienua_ , and_ \ove~ oi;ies
70
· ugh." ' His ·last illness· was the·:re~ banked about 'it, :He: wal!! -Jaid to __ ref!(
ult of a fall whfon
r.eceived · in in the Ca.udlll · cemetery Jn Wes~
ecember, and from, which be never Morehead; ·
ec!)vered. He was conscious how~
A.s a -pioneer.· in tJ;i~s section _he - ·
ever, until · ahhost the hour· of -his made a c.ontrlbution to Jts progress
death, :recognized the friends and and development; as :a - citizen }:le
relatives who came to his bedside lived at peace -and in a spirit of
and greeted them warmly.
neighborliness with all and en. J. Hugh Clarke, the son of · Field- ·deared himself to the comm~nity;
ing and Rebecca Clarke, was born prior to his coming to this vicinity
in Owingsville, Ky. , on January 21, he had served his county as a sol1843 . His age was 91 years, 1 dier, making a recoi:d for bravery
month and 22 days. He came to a.nd for patriotism that won him the
Morehead about 1875 where he met gratitude expressed by the governand married Queen A. Logan. To m ent in granting him a pension for
this union two children were born. life and at the end of enfolding his
One of these died in infancy and r emains in the flag.
the other, Mrs. Dee Sims, with
•T he pallbearers were: E. Hogge,
whom he made his home, survives John Cecil, James Clay, Dr. H. L.
him.
I
. W1ilson, D. C. Caudill, John Calvert,
He was a m ember of the Chris~ Arthur Hogge:
~ian church and his funeral services
Honorary pallbearers: J . N. Cau- _
i\Vere conducted by Dr. G. H. Fern, . dill, T. J . Trumbo, Judge Allie W.
astor of the Morehead Christian Young, Sam Allen, Dr. Joe Jaml,hurch , with Rev. H. L. Moore, pas- son, James Andy Nickell, Pierce
br of the M. E. church, and Rev. Blair, E . E. Maggard, Guy Snyder,
r. F. Lyons, pastor of the Church Bert Willet.
, /Cj :,~
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on U. S. 60, n ear Moreh ead. Tons of rocks and
'
tumbled into the road just after the Mo1·ehead
men had driven by.
"

f

N o·(!h Kennard .Was Official
Lariip Lighter In Olden Days

A man who has since given a
full measure of service to the
'City of Morehead and Rowan
County, was the first man to light
·the kerosene lamps here, shortly
before the turn of the century.
N. E. Kennard, longtime Morehead business and civic leader,
was the man who was first hired
to light the city's 12 kerosene
lamps and as a result Mr. Kennard now terms himself "the . old
lamp Ughter."
The lamps were located in an
area from . near the present Bruce
Motel to the Midland Trail Garage on Main Street, a few were
on Railro~d Street and some were
placed n ear the Morehead Noral School.
Kenn ard's contract, given him
y the city fathers, called for him
to light the lamps "near sundown
and to turn them out between 11
p. m. and midnight."
"This w as in order· to save
ferosenc," Kennard explains tofay.
From th11 t job-for which he
as paid $8 a month-Mr. Kenard went on to further service
D the community_ He served
three or four terms" on the city
ouncil, was elected mayor for
wo terms, in addition to renderng aid to the community at any
ime he felt it needed his help.
In the city's business life, the
me Kennard has also been a
rominent one. He entered the
rage business here about 1915,
nd was one of the first dealers
ir that permanent symbol of the
1rly days of this century-the
lode!' T Ford.
Later he engaged in the hardare business for a number of
iars and the trade name "N. E.
ennard Hardware Co.," still is a
, iliar one here.
During the past 25 years, Ken1rd has been agent in Rowan
mnty for Standard Oil Comny of Kentucky, and is the
nt at the present time.
he Kennard family moved to

WHEN KEROSENE LAMPS were in vogue in Morehead, Noah
Kennard, sinc-e several times Mayor and business man, was
the official lamp lighter. Kerosene was used, but back in the
early days pine knots were in vogue for home lighting. Mr.
Kennard was' able to locate one of the old Morehead street
lamps. It was cleaned .up, erected and Mr. Kennard enacts here
how he used to light the l a m p s of Morehead at dusk each
evening.
Rowan County, fro m Mr. Kennard's birthplace, Morgan County . He attended t h e Mor ehead
Normal School as a y outh . ·
.This is a m a n who can say with

a gr eat degree of accuracy:
"I've seen Morehead grow frorr:
a town of kerosene lamps and
mud st reets, to a modern town
'within this valley.'_

~LLEY OF PEACE AND CA.:::
L;.;;:
M:_-=--""'"'..__........._.,.___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sam C. Caudill ;
Loses Left Hand
Sam Caudill, senior, suffered the
loss of his left..hand on Thursday of :
last_ week, when a shot gun exploded
1
the charge striking his hand just ·
abo;e the wrist and passing out the I
back of the palm. He was given
medical attention here and was hurried to St. Joseph's hospital in Lex- /
ington where it was found necessary I
to amputate the hand just above the
wrist.
'MT.Caudill was unable to say just .
1
how the, aocident occurred. He was
shooting rats with a twelve gauge /
shot gun and was crouched down.
1
He stated that he started to rise and
in ~q__me way lost his balance •and
in trying to SL ve himself, apparently threw his left handi ov·e r the muz- 1
zl~ of the . gun, pulling the trigger '
with his right.
'
According to reports Mr. Caudill
is recovering nicely from the effects
of the operation and will soon be
back -h ome. His numerous frieruds
in the community have been one in
expressing their sympathy with him. 1
Mr. Caudill is the son-in-law of H. ;
B. Tolliver.
·

I

QUALIFIED AND DEDICATED ... The Morehead News photographer found the
full personel of Rowan County's Selective Service Board (No. 86) in session Tuesday
morning, after two new members - Dr. J.K. Smith and Hubert Allen - had been
sworn in. Seated from left - Executive Secretary Ella May Evans, Smith, George
Hill, Chairman Alpha M. Hutchinson, Allen, Curley Barker. Rear - Russell Barker,
Dr. George Barber, Luther Jayne. These eight men comprise the Bpard.
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Council ·D elays SelectionlOf Housing -D eveloper _
By JOE LAMB
Staff Writer

The Morehead City Council has once
gain delayed action on selecting a
eveloper for the Divide Hill property
ousing site. After spending an hour in
losed session, studying two proposals
ubmitted by a Morehead and a Someret contractor, the council, on a motion
y Carl Sizemore, elected to take them
fnder advisement until next Tuesday .
Abner, Lewis. Breeze and Associates
>f Morehead and ITR Enterprises of
5omerset were the only two developers
b submit proposals for the property .
The Morehead firm offered a purchase price of $68,000 to the city for the
Divide Hill property and said that it
would package, construct and manage
70 units of housing meeting Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) and Kentucky Housing Corporation (KHCl
guidelines. It included an alternate
purchase price of $25,000 plus the site
development and preparation for the
recrea tional facilities on the property.
ITR offered essentially the same
proposal with a n $85,000 purchase
price. That firm also . guaranteed the
meeting of HUD and KHC guidelines
and said that it would build and manage
70 housing units, with the stipu1ation

that at least 20 percent or 14 of those
units be three-bedroom models.
ITR said that it would use .the loca l
labor force where possible and that construction funds would be kept in the
local banks for as long as possible. The
firm would use a local. resident
manager for the housing development.
It was presumed that the Morehead
firm would use local labor and local
management. ITR offered a firm
committment to have the units completed by 1980. Abner, Lewis, Breeze
arid Associates did not offer a firm
completion date.
After reading the proposa ls the
council members adiourned to closed
session along with City Attorney Buddy
Salyer and Finance Director P hillip
Tackett. D9ring that session, each
developer was given a sepaq1 te
hearing. After an hour and ten minutes
in closed session, Carl Sizemore moved
that the council. "Wait a few days to
study the proposals· and see what we
come up with.''
A special meeting, which would be
the fourth one this month, was set for
Tuesday, Jan. 30. with Jan. 25 as an
alternate date if HUD Section 8 setasides are published before then. Once
those HUD ads are published, the
developer and city have only a short

Mt. Sterling Banker
Named MSU Regent
Gov . Julian M. Carroll has appointed
Billy Joe Hall, president of Mt. Sterling
Bank, to fill the unexpired term of B.F.
Reed on Drift on
the Morehead State
University's Board
of Regents. Read
resigned the post ·
because of health
problems. The annou ncement of
Hall's appointed
J

missioner of the Kentucky Department
of highways from 1965-67 and currently
working as president and chairman of
the board of the Mount Sterling
National Bank.
Regent Sam Kibbey noted in
welcoming Hall to the board that l')is
experience in banking would be a great
asset to the university.
Hall's honors and • achievements
include : being selected "Outstanding
Alummus of the Year" at MSU in 1967;
as maµ_~~,edl'}t~:fi"'" t;>,,e ing.,l;e,f:!lectE!d ,,..~'O~ §ndiog.,. Y~ul'lg

time in which to submit a pplication for
the setasides to obtain funding.
Facility Building Discussed

The City Council also spent a great
deal of time once again discussing the
proposed Carl D. Perkins Community
Facilities Building. When bids were
opened for that building at the regular
city council meeting on Jan. 8, the
lowest received was $235,000 more than
the engineer's estimate of $421,000.
During a special ·meeting last week,
the engineering firm of Mays, Sudderth
and Etheredge suggested that several
items be omitted from the final plans .
However, after talking with con.tractors, the cost still exceeded the
amount of money available by a substantial amount. ·
·
·
Bill Grier of the engineering firm
said, " It's our feeling that the bids that
came in were just simply out of line
with the cost of this type of construction."
He concluded that he felt the best
alternate would be to delete several
items from the package and readvertise for bids, with two sepa rate
proposals, one for just the building and
another for the paving and sewer line
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construction.
Eventually, Salyer suggested that the
full package be advertised with the
deletions and the site work as alternates. The bids would be readvertised
as soon as possible with an opening date
in about one month.
Grier said that his firm would "intensify our efforts to get contractors to
submit bids." He added, " We may have
to brow beat a few contractors. " Grier
said it would be possible to construct a
cheaper building but he did not think
the city would want that since the building is to bear the name Carl D. Perkins .
Council unanimously voted to readvertise the·bids, even though Grier said
that it was ''entirely possible that the
price might go up. " The low bid
previously received was rejected.
After coui:i.cil spent a nother 20
minutes in closed session wi.th Bob

Murphy of the Kentucky Housing
Corporation talking about the Divide
. Hill situation, Councilman Sizemore
said, "We need a new fire truck and we
need to start making arrangements
now."
Fire Chief Glen Terrell had come to
the meeting with figures prepared on
the price and specifications for the new
pumper. He said that a new truck could
be purchased for about $85-86,000 which
would meet the future needs of the city.
He said that the custom built truck
would have a capacity to pump up to
1250 gallons per minute.
According to Sizemore, the city
presently has about $44,000 in its fire
truck ftmd. With a delivery date at least
one-year in' the future, the city would
have $54,000 by the time the money
would have to be paid out. Terrell said
that the new truck is something the city

will "have to have."
Sizemore pointed out that, once the
truck had been advertised, the city
would get a better rating from the
surance Service Organization if it were
to rate the city for insurance purposes
before the truck actually arrived.

In-

Administrator Discussed

Mayor Crayton Jackson told council
members that the city already had received five applications for city administrator. This compares with only two
received the las~ time the position was
advertised. The councilmen agreed to
circula te those five letters among themselves so that they could be studying
them prior to the Feb. 7 application
{Continued On Back Pagel

Fifth _F loor Open s At St. Claire
Things are going up at St. Claire
Medical Center these days. Last
F'r iday, many of the patients on the
third floor of the hospital were moved
up to the fifth floor along with the
hospital pharmacy. ·
The fifth floor which is designed to
hold medical/s urgical , acute-care
patients is just about complete now and
spital officials are proud of some of
it,; new features .
Perhaps the best new feature of the
fth floor is a larger, more modern
,barmacy . Prior to last week the pharacy was housed on the second floor of
e hospital in several rooms which
ere not even adjacent to one another.
Hospital spokesperson Martina Davis
'1id that the new pharmacy is centrally
,c ated to reduce the transportation
me in getting medication to patients.
addition the completely modern
l cility is much larger more efficient
an the previous pharmacy, she said.
The pharmacy itself is only available
in-pa tients at the hospital. It is
perated by Dr. Bruce McWhinney and
everal assistants trained in pharmacy .
'rhe fifth floor ~!so features an up-to,__

--- ;___ -~-'...b,..._.._..,__~ ., .,_.,.._"1~..-es..1----0.i..,i_~.-o._n.rl ....

completion of the fifth floor. the
hospital has been able to move a little
less than half its patients off the third
floor .

Davis said she was not certain when
the additional floors would be complete
but she indicated that the work ..;vas
progressing well.
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quarterly meeting
of the MSU Board of Regents. Hall, 41. a
native of Pikeville, is no stranger to
Morehead. He graduated from Morehead High School. in 1954, received an
AB degree from MSU in 1957 and in 1959
obtained his MA degree from Morehead.
Hall's experience i~cludes_ servin~ a~
a graduate assistant m public relations
at the university from 1958 to 1959;
working as d°irector of Alm:nmi
Relations at MSU from 1959-63; serving
as executive assistant to the comHall

1vran 1n-iv1oum:--~·ten1ng-·ana- 1vron-

in toda y's Morehead
Ne ws is a 68-page "Pictorial
Review" of the past year in More. head and Rowan County. Due to
limited space, not all photos that
appeared in The Morehe,1d :Vew.~
during 1978 could be used in the
tabloid-size review.
The photos were selected at
random by members of the staff
Hall. who will serve the remainder of
for inclusion in the review which
Reed 's term ending March 31, 1982, was :;:;: will become an annual project.
administered the oath of office during :;:?,
A review has been inserted in
the Regents' meeting.
every copy of today's newspaper
:~:: and no additional copies will be

:i

. and nat·1onal br1·ef$ _
). .:i:l~:!
(-----~------------..::...:;;.;;;..::;:;.:,_:::;.,:_:.:=.:..:=._.,,J
_· State
, :::
FRANKFORT, UPI - A 2.1 percent decrease in rates for customers of Western Kentucky Gas Co. has been authorized by the
state Public Service Commission. The decrease, amounting to
about 2. 7 cents per 1 ,000 feet of gas, is the result of a reduction
in the cost of vvhole sale natural gas. It becomes effective vvith
the Jan. 1 b illing period. The Kentucky Public Service Commission has ~lso authoriz~d ·a rate reduction for customers 'of Columbia ·Gas of Kentucky . The reduction, effective Jan. 1, vvill
amount to 1.6 cents par 1,000 cubic feet of gas.
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I Inserted

tgomery County' in 1971; serving as a
chairman cf the board at Mary Chiles
Hospital, Mount Sterling; serving as
chairman of the board of trustees of
Kentucky Employees Retirement
Systems;° acting as· a member of the
Kentucky Insurance Regulatory Board _
and being director of Delta Natural Gas
Company .

BRANDENBURG, UPI - A disab,led tank truck vvas emptied of
its arti-freeze Wednesday follovving a traffic accident on Kentucky 933 in Meade County the night bsfore. Authorities said the
vehicle left the road and_vvent over a 43 foot embankment. Its
driver, Robert Kinsey, vvas treated at an Elizabethtown hospital
for injuries he suffered jn the mishap. County officials said there
vvas no danger of an explosion or fire, but samples vvere taken
from nearby Buttermilk Falls for tests at the Olin Chemical Corp.
in Brandenburg to determine the amount of anti-freeze that
leaked into the vvater.

LOUISVILLE, UPI - Jefferson County School Superintendent
E.C. Grayson, already under fire by the school board over policy
differences came under additiona l pressure Wednesday as the
city's afternoon . nevvspaper called for his resignation. The ·
Louisville Times said in an editorial the board has left Grayson
• vvith "no choice but to step dovvn" from his $47,400 a year post
;· as head of K~ntucky's largest schooL
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., UPI - Willie Williams, vvho is 81 years old
! and has 14 grandchildren and a dozen great grandchildren, is a
· father again . Williams and his vvife Geraldine, 31, became .the
parents of a 6 pound, 14 ounce baby •g irl Tu~sday. Williams,
vvhose last pre·vious child is _29, said nurses at the hospital
vvhere the baby vvas born have been teasing him. "All the nurses
vvere saying, 'Don't get close to me." His advice to other men:
I "Take care of yourself, and you're going to be good. Don't throvv
yourself avvay. Don't run around so much, and treat your vvife
right if you've got one."
·

I

CHICAGO, UPI - Alderman Bernard Stone had vovved not to
shave until his streets vvere clear of snovv. But a street cleared .of
snovv is a rare sight these days in Chicago, barraged by numberous winter storms this month. Tvvo fellovv aldermen annoyed by Stone's scraggly appearance decided they couldn't
vvait. "He vvas an ungodly sight," said Alderman John' Madrzyk.
So Madrzyk and Alderman Fred Roti vvalked into Stone's City
.J:lil!L pffice Wednesday_ and sha~ ed him - forcibly. "I feel better
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Kentucky Pubhshmg Company.
It isanticipate'1 that hundreds of
subscribers will keep the review
for reference in future years.
Many local and area merchants
and individuals cooperated with
the newspaper on the project by
taking advertising space in the
special section.

~

Dr·. Caudill

Dr . C. Louise Caudill of
Morehead has been a medical
doctor here for 31 years and was
one of Kentucky's fi~st female physicians, making her somewhat of a
pioneer in medicine. At age 66, Dr.
Caudill says she still devotes 98
percent of ·her personal life to her
profession. (See story and photos
on Page 17.)
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Fires Strike
Home,Car
Fire severely damaged the furnace
area and a six foot roof section of the
Liz Martindale· home, Martindale
Drive, at3 a .m. Tuesday.
Martindale told firemen that she
awoke smelling smoke and upon investigation ·saw flames in the furnace.
Inspector Danny Mabry told Th,•
:Vew.~ that upon the department's
arrival the blaze "already had a good
start and was through the roof. " The
home was partially smoke damaged, he
said.
Firemen were at the scene for over
two hours .
A car fire at noon that same day is
believed to have Qeen caused by an
arsonist.
Mabry said that at 9:30 a.m. he was
called to check on a car located at the
entrance to Pine Hills Subdivision that
had been damaged in a wreck at 2:30
a.m. (State Police had no record of the
accident at press time.)
Reportedly. Mabry found the car to
be unhazardous , but hours later flames

each room contains its own emergency
life support outlets for oxygen 1md other
equipment. The units in each room
allow patients to control almost everything in the room from lights to the television sets.
The fifth floor , as will each of the new
floors, contains an isolation room which
will permit doctors and nurses to care
for special cases without endangering
other patients. Each floor also contains
a central conference room which can
serve as an all-purpose · room for
classes and special events.
Once the final renovation is complete
at the hospital, it will be able to bed at
least 170 patients. That compares with
only 94 beds prior to the work. The new
beds will serve 56-acute-care patients
and 20 psychiatric cases. The psychiatric patients will be housed on the sixth
floor. Prior to renovation those patients
were interspersed with other patients
on various floors .
Renovation is being completed on the
fifth and · sixth floors · first so that
patients on the third floor can be moved
up because the work on the fourth floor
requires moving patients so that certain tie-ins can be made. With the near

CATHY SHELY , a pharmacist at St. Claire Medical Center, demonstrates her
technique in the IV booth at the hospital pharmacy. 1,'he fifth-floor pharmacy,
a completely modern facility, opened this .week at the hospital. Prior to the
opening, the pharmacy was in several rooms on the hospital's second floor.
( Staff Photo)

Police Investigating Attempted
Abductions-Of Two MSU Coeds
Local police are investigating the
second attempted abduction near Morehead State University within a week. At
this time, however, police are not sure
that the incidents are related because
of differences in the descriptions of the
suspects.
_The first case, being investigated by
MSU campus police. was opened last
Saturday evening when a MSU coed
told campus security that she was
forced into a car at knifepoint as she
walked along University Blvd.
Gary Messer, head of campus
security, said that an 18-year-old
female· student was _ forced into the
man's vehicle last Saturday evening at
7: 30.
Messer said that the student, whose
na me is being withheld by campus
security, was taken a short' distance t~
the end of Wilson Avenue which deadends. He said that the student managed
to escape while the would-be-assaihrnt
was attempting to turn his car around.
The student told Messer that . she
jumped · out of the· car and ran to a
nearby house.
The second incident occurred Wednesday evening about 6 p.m. on Wilson
Avenue. Morehead Police Chief Mike
Ha ll said that a 19-year-old MSU
student told him that a man pulled up in
wbat was described as a 197~ or 1973.

believed to be betw"een 30 to 35 years old
with brown hair, said, " Don' t move."
He then pointed a blue steel revolver at
her and ordered her to get in the car.
Hall said that the woman managed to
escape by jumping into the creek alongside the road , Hall said that the woman
was apparently uninjured, aside from

"being scared to death."
The chief said that it has been hard to
connect the two incidents because of the
difference in the descriptions. He added. however. that it is " quite a coincidence» that the two attempted abductions were so similar. Because of
that. Hall said he had not ruled out a ny
connection between the two.
·

Heart Clinic,Scheduled
A one-day consultative and diagnostic heart clinic for medically indigent pa tients will be held in the Rowan
County Health Department, Morehead,
on Wednesday, Feb. 7.
This clinic will serve patients from
Bath, Boyd,' Carter, Elliott, Greenup.
Lawrence, Menifee, Morgan and
Rowan Counties.
Dr. Jacqueline A. Noonan, ~nd other
physicians from the University of Kentucky Medical Center, Lexington, will
conduct the clinic.
Co-sponsored by the Kentucky Heart
Association, the Bureau for Health
Servic_e s, and the County Health
Departments, the clinic provides a
diagnostic service for the patient, along
with recommendations for treatment
and management of the case. It also
provides~an oonortuni t_v for the refer-

cian reg;:irding his patient.
N_ece-ssary expenses of the clinic are
being -underwritten by the Kentucky
Heart Association and the Bureau for
Healtp Services . Clinic personnel. as
well as space and equipment, will be
provided by the Rowan County Hea lth
Department and the Bureau for Hea lth
Services .
·
Only those patients who have a
written referral from a physician will
'be admitted to the clinic.

Weather
.The statewide extended weather
outlook Saturday through Monday calls
for a chance of snow Saturda y and
Sunday with gradual clearing Monday.
Cold during the period . .Lows will b~ in
the upper teens and 20s Saturday and
Sunday and in the teens Monday. Highs
will be in the uooer .20~ nrL1ow .:10"
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ELECTION ~XTRl

Morehead Votes Wet
Morehead_ city voters ·decided by an
overwhelming, 538-vote margin
yesterday that the city will be wet.
. The answer to the question "Are you
m favor of the sale of alcoholic
beverages in the city of Morehead?"
. was 1,832 yes and 1,294 no.
By most accounts the large margin of
victory for the wets was the result of a
heavy turnout of students from
Morehead State University. The two
precincts where student registration is
the heaviest provided Citizens for
Progress, the pro-wet group, with their
biggest victories.
In the Rodburn precinct, the vote was
532 to 181, a margin of 351, for the wets.
In Courthouse precinct, the difference
in favor of the wets was 185 votes, for a
combined total of 536.
In the election last April, which was
later declared void by the state Court of

..

Steve O'Connor, chairman oj the Citizens for Progress, the pro-wet group,·was
a man on the go yesterday._Here he walks away from City Hall precinct atthe
county library.

the
votes.
.
The dry forces carried only three
precincts yesterday - North More.head
by 10 votes, Thomas Addition by 34
votes, and Fleming by 57.
Steve O'Connor, chairman of Citizens
for Progress, admitted tl}a-t it would not
have been possible to have as large a
margin of- victory without the student
vote, but he · said other factors also
contributed to the wet victory.
In North Morehead, he noted, the
wets lost by only 10 votes Tuesday . In
April when the we~s won the election by
67 ·votes, 1,321 to 1,254, the margin of
victory for the dry forces was 57 votes
in North Morehead. "The students
didn't do that." O'Connor said. "We
. were only beateh soundly in one
precinct <Thomas Addition 322 no, ?88
wet). " ..
O'Connor said, ' 'Without being unduly critical, the drys made two or
three mistakes. When they went out and
·had the first election ov~rturned, they
were automatically painted as the ·bad
guys."
.
Another thing, he said, :•is that they
tried to sing two songs . <Temper<1nceleader Delbert) 'Butts was preaching
total abstinence to people who were not
in favor of it. And they were trying to
say, 'Drinking's aM right, but nof in our
town.'
.
"The voters didn't know whether they
~ were wets; drys or damps." .

Danny Fannin, chairman of Citizer.
and Students for a Better Moreheac
the dry group, credited-the wet force~
victory to "a tremendous influx·· o
student voters.
"My personal opinion is that the long
term residents of Rowan County an<i
Morehead are dry,'· he said.
He said one difference that attribut
to the large victory for the wets wa
that the last election was held nea
spring break at MSU and man,
students "chose to leave town, rathe
than-vote."
Fannin said the fact that hi:
organization was being painted as "th,
bad guys" for challenging what the we
forces called a "fair election" in Apri
had little to . do with the outcome. "l

TotalsAre ·OnPage
think that was played up too much." hE
said. " I don't see how anyone can bE
displeased. We were· just trying to do
what was legal." He indicated it would
be a bad omen for the sale of alcoholi<
beverages to have begun on the wrong
foot with an improperfy held election.
Fannin, whose organization made an
. effort to include students from . the
university, was asked if he felt it was
wrong that students were allowed to
vote in the election. He didn't disagree
when one of his fellow campaign
workers said; "It's legal."
Fannin said he did not think his grou~
would totally disband now that the
election i's over. "We're Citizens ancl
Students for a Better Morehead," hE
said, "that's not been changed. I.
:there' s another situation where we car
work for a better Morehead; we'll giv(
120 percent."
O'Connor said of the student in
fluence, "The students today earnec
the respect of voters. Th~y have prover
to county officials that they are a potenl
-political force.'·
(Continued on page three)

· Here's What To ExpectJf YoUr Vote Was Challenged

which was amended by the last session disagree as to the qualifications of ,
According to representatives of lot to do in the weeks ahead.
voter, or if his right -to vote is depute«
Commonwealth Attorney Truman of'session of tl}e legislature, states:
by a challenger, the voter shall sign i
Citizens and Students for a Better
"(1)
The
fact
that
a
person
is
Dehner said yesterday afternoon that it
Morehead, the pro-dry committee for
written
oath as to his qualification
is his opinion that . he and County At- registered constitutes only prima facie before he is permitted to vote. The oatl
yesterday's lo..::al option election, about
evidence
of
.his
right
to
vote
and
does
~00 challenges were issued to _potential torney Harvey Pennington will' be . not prevent the -officers of any elec.tion· shall be in such form as prescribed b;
required to investigate every challenge
voters.
from refusing to allow him to vote for the state board cif elections and 2i
·
If that proves to be the case, local · that is issued. .
· printed copies shall be included in th1
cause.
KRS
117
.245
regarding
the
procedure
·
(Contlnu~ on page 8)
prosec11tors and · the Rowan County
"(2)
When
the
officers
of
an
elec~ion
grand jury may find themselves with a when a voter's right to vote is disputed.

.....
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Transition To A Wet Morehead .Should Be S1noot~
Now that Morehead once again has
voted itself legally wet, the process
leading up to the eventual sale of
alcohol beverages is expected to be a
smooth one.
Mayor Jphn Holbrook Jr. said
yesterday morning that there will be.no
nee<:f to re~write the city's alcohol
beverage control ordinance which was
adpoted in June.
In addition, he said; City Councilman
Don Greenhill will resume his duties as
alcohol beverage control administrator. Mayor Holbrook said
Greenhill requested a leave of absence
from the job \Yhen the state Court of
Appeals voided the first election held in
April.
" We've ~!ready got our ordinance
enacted and things will just resume as
they were before,' ' Holbrook added.
According to Edward Farris, distilled
spirits administrator with the state
Alcohol Beverage Control board, those
persons who already have their applications filed with the state will not
need to re-apply if those forms are in
good order.
·
.
. , Farris said there are now 12 package
liquor license applications on file, one
restaurant-wine license application and
a large number of beer applications
already on file.
Farris said anyone who has changed
h,is mind about seeking a license can
have his license fee refunded simply by
requesting it.
· State ABC field director Portier

period can lapse during the 60 days that, a minimum of 37 more d,
mentioned earlier, meaning that beer elapse before liquor licenses
could be sold legally in Morehead on the · issued.
61st day after the county board of
" So, you're looking at 4½
election commission~rs certifies the (after the election) at the ver)
results of Tuesday's referendum . If before liquor can be sold in Mo
that certification comeS' t~is week, beer Farris said.
·
could be so·td here the :week after
Thanksgiving.
Morehead voted itself dry
For distilled spirits, the process is Other than the elections this ,
different, Farris said. Sometime after . last referendum came in Aj
Morehead becomes leg~lly wet (60 days when the question was defea
aft~r the election is certified) , the ABC vote of 764 to 530. An effort to
will announce that it is accepting liquor question put on the baHot in 19
pplications.
when County Judge Ott Caldw
The ABC will allow 30 days for the that a petition did not have enot
ubmission of those applications . After signatures on it.

Don Greenhill ·will resume his duties
as city alcoholic beverage control administrator.

Collier said Tuesday .that 60 days must
elapse from the . time the election is
certified before Morehead becomes
legally wet.
According to Farris, beer licenses
must be on file with the ABC for a
period of at least 17 days. That time

Dr. C. Earl Loftis, Jr"
-

.

Announces·the opening of his new office
in Sandy ~ook on Ky. 32 next to the
Frosty Freeze.

For Complete Vision Care

Call 738-5156
OFFICE HOURS: Monday 11 a .m.-7 p.m., Tuesday9 a.m.-Sp.m. ~
Closed Wednesday, Thursday 12 Noon-8 p.m .,
Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m ., Closed Saturday

Louise Louder waited her turn to vote outs ide Courthouse precinct.

_o_ \.. _o_ _o__o_.b_ _o__o__o__o__o__o_ _o_ _o__o_ _o_

Winterize NOw

PJs PJs PJs PJs PJs PJs PJs. Pfs PJs ~Js PJs PJs PJs PJs PJs
c/\.,

PJs

w
c/\.,

2 Gallons.Of Antifreeze
· And
Radiator·Flush

c/\.,

c/\.,

c/\.,

c/\.,

c/\.,

c/\.,

c/\.,

c/\.,

VU

c/\.,

(/\;)

..Cl.

~JJ
c/\.,

..Cl.

~JJ

For that new fall
wardrobe . ..

SHOP DJ'S .

c/\.,

_o_
c/\.,

_o_

PJs i
.:.,-"\, !

_o_,

EDDIE'S
ASHLAND
~
.
.
·. . Phone 784-7294 .
.

~06 W. Main St .

c/\.,

J>JJ

$15.95
Ashland.

c/\.,

.D_

Morehead , Ky.

. PJs

Tradamore Shopping Canter
Morehead, Ky. 783-1051

c/\.,
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_E lection Results
~
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1. Courthouse

206

1,215

532

181

1, 59_8

124

.95

333*

10. North Morehead

200

210

654

11. Thomas Addition

288

322

964

13. City Hall

147

83

451

i6. Fleming

112

169

435

38

28

5. Rodbur,1
7

,

.

West Morehead

Absentee
TOTAL

Morehead
Is Wet--

Ted Pack enters the West Morehead
precinct voting building around i
p.m. yesterday. (Staff photo by J.Mark Perkins)

1,832

1,294

5,650

(A total o.f 81 absentee ballots were issued)

* Estimate-Precinct includes both city and county voters. This
is an estimate of city registration.
. ,
·
-

(Continued from page one)

The dry forces said less than 200 voters were challenged on election day
(see related article, page one).
Representatives of the dry forces
admitted that those challenges, even if
successful, would . not affect the outcome of the election because there is·no
way to determine how those persons
voted.
·
Don Battson, treasurer for Citizens
for Progress; said he felt the
challenging intimidated a lot of voters
and may have hurt the dry forces'
cause.
Battson, who said he was "tickled to
death," at the outcome, credited the
larger margin of victory in Tuesday's
election to a be_tter effort to register
voters . .
He called the 3,12!> voter turnout (55
percent of the estimated 5,650
registered voters) "tremendous."
He said, "I don't think it was the
student vote, but that's not to take _
anything away from the students. ''
O'Connor _said the registration of
some 600 to 700 new voters by his group
helped "turn West Morehead around. "
Battson also said the fact the first
election in April was declared void
'' turned a lot of people off.''
Rowan County Sheriff Jack Carter
agreed there was "probably ~ome
backlash" over the challenge of the last
election. But he said there was no
chance of similar problems happening
with this election. "Everything was
done_properly, " he said.
O'Connor took advantage of a radio
interview to defend the sheriff over the
problems of th~ last election, "We've
got a good sheriff," O'Connor said. "He
took a lot of abuse over the last election,
and I hope the voters will put that-last
election behind them now.''
O'Connor also said he hopes both
sides can "mend fences and get back to
being a community again."
The wet forces' chairman said he _
"was amazed ·.a nd shocked" by the
margin of victory. "A lot of voters just
wanted a change," he added.
Battson also admitted that most
people expected the election to be much
closer than it was.
As to the financial condition of both
parties, Battson said his group owes its
attorney $1,500. Roy White, treasurer of
the dry group, said his organization had
· no debts.

-

- - - - - -- - --

- -- - --

- - - - - - O U T I N FORCE -

Mrs. Charles Chumley and Mrs. J.A. Shackelford worked for the dry forces outside North Morehead precinct.

A group of committee workers waited on voters outside Fleming precinct.

J

~
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About 30 students were lined up in the hallway of the I
Courthouse (Rodborn precinct) waiting their turn to 1

· Eunice Cecil and Hildreth Maggard waited on voters inside the booth at the
Courthouse precinct. ··

ElectionD

At left, Joyce Cox, a local resident, said she was casting· her
wet vote again yesterday. Above, a truck was decorated with

thi~
Wo,

(Staff photos by t

nty
>ed
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give that.precinct a wet victory, 532 votes to 1s1:

~enes

ng precinct. At right, Debbie Lemaster
ign in a voter at Courthouse precirict.
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Voters lined up outside Thomas Addition precinct at.the County Health Center~
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Election Challenges-(Continued from page one)

election supplies of each precinct.
"(3) The subscribed oaths shall be
returned to the county clerk who shall ·
deliver them to the commonwealth's
attorney.
.
".(4) The commonwealth's attorney
and county attorney shall investigate
each of the oaths and cause to be
summoned before the grand jury tpe
witnesses they, or either of them, deem
proper and the grand jury shall make a
thorough investigation of all votes cast,
and return indictments against all
persons illegally voting. The foreman of
the grand jury shall return to the
county clerk all of the oaths upon which
no indictments are found . The clerk
shall safely keep them as a part of the
records of his office, and shall produce
any or all of t_hem when required to any
subsequent grand jury.''
Both Dehner and Pennington agree
that the statute makes it mandatory
. that they investigate each challenge
that was issued to each voter.
Persons who are found to have voted
illegally face a fine of not less than $100,
nor more than $1,000, one year in jail or
both a jail term and a fine.
In addition, persons who fail to allow
a legally qualified voter to cast his
ballot are subject to fines of $1,000 to
$2,000 and/or not less than 60 days 11or
more than six months in jail. . :::J '
The challenges must be investigated ·
regardless of whether the side that
questioned the vote won the election or
lost.
Neither Pennington nor Dehner could
say for certain whether a voter who
happened to be registered in the wrong .
precinct, but was a resident of the city,
would be in violation. (For example,
. they did not know if it would be a
violation if someone who lives in the
Rodburn Precinct was registered and
voted at City Hall.)
The statutes do say that a pers~m who
moves less than 30 days before . an

election, · and is not permitted to
register in a new location, may vote at
his former residence, either in person
or by absentee.
Pennington said it could be '.'a very
long process'' of investigating a large
number of voters. It could also get
expensive if the sheriff is required to
serve 200 subpoenas and the grand jury
is required to take testimony from all
those individuals.
·
Apparently, however, any person
who was challenged will, at least, have
to defend his right to vote in one way or
another.
Charles Chumley, one of the workers
for the dry forces, said outside the
Rowan County Courthouse Tuesday
that it is not the intent of his group to .
intimidate anyone. "We just want it to
be fair," he said.
.
·
He does expect the effort to be
fruitful, however. He . said, "If we'd
done this the last time (in April), we'd
have won.''
Around noon,,Richard White, another
of the dry ·forces supporters, said he
expected 200 to 300 voters to be
challenged at the Rodburn Precinct
alone, · most of them for not being
eligible to vote because they live outside the city limits: •
Steve O'Connor, chairman of the prowet Citizens ·for Progress, said he exp~cted his group to challenge very few,
if any voters.
.
Some voters who were challenged
simply refused to sign the required
forms and walked away from the poling
place without voting.
One student at Rodburn whose vote
was challenged said he would have
changed his vote from dry to wet, if
he'd had know ahead of time which
group was doing the challenging. :~
Regardless of the outcome of the
election, those voters who signed a
challengeform can ·e xpect to hear from
some higher authority within the next
few weeks.

Danny Fannin, chairman of the Citizens and Students for a Better More
relaxed at Rodburn precinct in the new county Courthouse.

Find-more election
coverage in Friday's
Morehead News .

El-ections
Compared
This sign apparently didn't convince enough voters yesterday. ·

(Percentage of votes cast)

WATCH
Friday's }\/4orehead News
For The Spinning Wheel's
IOONLIGH.T MADNESS SALE
You've heard about it, you've seen it-.

DONTMISSIT

· THE SPINNING .WHEEL
·Main Street

·April_24

Sept. 21

Yes No

Yes

N

·courthouse

5 8. 9 90

41.1%

65.5%

34.!

Redburn

10.0%

30.0%

74.11 96

25 ·'

West ~orehead

47.9~

52.1%

56.6%

•n.1

North !!orehead .

42.6%

57 .4~,

48.8%

51.:

Thonas Addition

40.6%

.. 59.1~%.

47.2%

52 .!

City Hall

61.6%

38.4%

63.9%

36. :

Fle!Tling

39.0%

61.0%

39. 9'%

60. :

Ahsentee

41.1%

58.9%

57..6%

4?. • l

TOTAL

51. 3 96

48.7%

58.6~,

41. l

Morehead, Ky.
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CitY Ordinance Remains In Effect
An .ordinance adopted by Morehead
City Council last June will apparently
remain in effect now that Morehead
residents have once again voted the city
wet.
Mayor John W. Holbrook Jr. said
Tuesday that he sees no reason why the
ordinance would have to be changed.
Following is a summary of some of
the more important provisions of the
ordinance:
The city has established three different retail licenses - package liquor,
malt beverage and restaurant wine.
(The city law differentiates between
carry-out beer outlets and taverns; The
state Alcohol Beverage Control board
fecognizes only one beer license.)
Retail package liquor licenses will be
limited
one for
each 2,300
persons
living in.toRowan
-county,
or. eight,
according to the 1980 census.
The number of retail malt beverage
licenses selling beer on a carry-out
basis or in restaurants and the number
of restaurant wine licenses will be
unlimted. Howeyer, those establishments that operate as a tavern will be
limited to one for eaeh 1,000 residents of
. the cty, _or seven, according to the last
census.
.
Retail package liquor stores, carryout beer distributors and restaurants
must be located at least 200 feet away
from a school, hospital, .church or
residential district, if a protest is made
with the proper time frame. In the case
of taverns, the distance is extended to
300 feet.
No tavern will be issued a license if it
is within 100 feet of an existing tavern.
No licenses will be issued to
businesses that sell school books, school
supplies, food or other items to minors
or operate a penny arcade. or similar

establishment that derives the majority
of its business from minors.
Annual license fees to the city are:
$600 each for package stores and
restaurant wine and $400 each for either
a malt beverage retail or wholesal~
license.
The city also has enacted a 3 percent
regulatory license fee on the gross
receipts of the sale of alcoholic
beverages for each license issued. It is
designed to provide reimbursement to
the city for the cost ·of additional_
policing, regulatory or administrative
expenses as a result of the sale of
alcohol.
·
Separate licenses must be obtained
for those alcohol establishments that

will permit dancing on the premises.
Persons under the age of 16 are not
permitted to enter any tavern unless
accompanied by a parent or adult
guardian. No one under the· age.of 21 is
allowed to purchase alcohol.
·,
Persons who give· or sell alcohol,
either directly or indif.fctly; for use by
minors will be fined $500 and.have their
licenses suspended for seven days. On
the second offense, the licensee will be
required to forfeit his bond paid to the
city and the license will be suspended
for 14 days. The third offense will r,esult
in a fine <;>f $2,000 and revocation of the
license. Any person over · 21 who·
provides, by gift or sale, to anyone
under 21 will be fined $100 for each

offense.
Alcohol cannot be sold on Christmas
day or on any election day during the
time when polls are open.
(State statute prohibits Sunday
alcohol sales in fourth class cities, such
as Morehead.)
Carry-out beer and liquor stores may
sell their products between the hours of
6 a.m. and midnight under the city law.
Taverns may not sell prior to 10 a.m.
nor after midnight. (Under a new state
law, cities may extend the hours
however they choose.)
The complete ordinance covers many
different aspects of alcohol sales in ·the
city. Complete copies of it are available
at City Hall.
.
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You Still Have Time
To Be Eligible

To Win Diamond Solitaire
To Be Given Away O_
ctober 1
By

In Observance Of Our

75th

(Diamond)

Register Through
Thursday, Sept. 30
Drawing--: 1 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 1

.· 11 You're Not Already A Customer Of Peoples Bank

Come In And Open Your Account
So You May Qualify And Register ·
For Beautiful 75 Point (¼carat>
Ladies Diamond Solitaire

You Do Not Have To Be
Present To Win

Drawing Will Be Held
AtEndOfOur
Celebration In September.

Register At Main Street Location
or Ky. 32 Branch

Register at Main Street Location
or
Branch Bank on

Ky 32 Connector

All Current And New Customers May Register.

(Employees And Their Immediate Family Are Not Eligible)

Richard White, left, and Charles
Chumley were active on election day
trying to muster support for Citizens
and Students for a Better Morehead,
the pro-dry faction. White acted as
spokesman for United Dry Forces
when it attempted to void the results
of the April 24 election. Chumley was
chairman of UDF for that election,
which .his organization lost by 67
votes.

Anniversary

Eich Nposr!or ,nsurld IO •100.000

MO~~HEAD,KENTUCKY

FDIC·

'I

Ftd~II Deposit Insurance Cofl'Ofltion

ESTABLISHED 1907

•

~
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. THE PEOPLE&.BUS_
INESSES IN MOREH·EAD "'& ROWAN c·ouNTY

.Buy American ..

.•

.IOREHEAD ·.
ROWAN ·
COUNTY . .
-.---

-

•.

Buy Local
-·LOANS AT 12% * ON NEW AMERICAN· MAD.E AUTOS, HOMES
AND HOME IMPROVEMENTS UNTIL THE END Of-THE YEAR OR UNTIL ·
s1,000,000 IS GONE. THREE YEAR AUTOMOBILE LOANS AVAILABLE . .
*12'3/o DOES NOT INCLUDE ANY FEES WHICH MAY BE ASSOCIATED WITH SUCH LOANS

New SClturday Hours
OUR LOBBY WILL·NOW BE OP1
EN SATURDAY 9 A.M~-12 NOON
If you need to bprrow money or conduct banking business, you can do so with these extended Saturday hours .

. THE CITIZENS· BANK WANTS TO DO EVERYTHl°NG POSSIBLE TO HELP MOREHEAD & ROWAN COUNTY
.

THE CITIZE S BA K
.

114 W. MAIN STREET
PHONE 784-4196 .

_

MOREHEAD·, KY.. .

~ 83

~ (I-Ml

TRADEMORE SHOPPING CENTER·
PHONE 783-1596

.for Each ~opy

Pay Cashier ...

No.1

Y, JANUARY 4, 1973

Week 's Schedule
Open To Public At Morehead
State University

. Saturday, Jan: 6: Alumni Association trip
to New York City, through Jan. 9. ;
Basketball at Oral Roberts.
Monday, Jan. 8: Registration, Laughlin
Health Building, through Wednesday . ;
Basketball vs. Illinois State at Garden City,
N.Y .

,.

Thursdayf:Jan. 11: Classes begin.

Spending
In Rowan
Increases
Despite the fact that the American
economy as a whole has not been operating
in high gear in the last five years, Rowan
County can point to solid progress in the
period.
A comparison of reports on business
activity, running from 1966 to the beginning
of this year, especially at the retail level,
bear this out.
They show that the volume of business
done by local merchants was considerably
greater at the end of the five years than at
the beginning. Part of this rise, of course,
was due to higher prices.
The advance was made, however, while
people in most parts of the country were
pulling in their horns and were refusing to
spend money except for their immediate
needs and wants. They preferred to put the
rest of their disposable cash into savings
while waiting for conditions to improve.
Although local families, also, were more
restrained ,.han usual, they did not tighten up
t extent.

15c

Mail -Subscription Rates - in Kentucky, one year
$5.00; two years $9.00; five years $20.00. Outside
Kentucky, including overseas - One year' S6.00;
two years SI0.00; five years - $23.00. Save by
renewing for five years. ( Prices include Ky. sales
tax).
Entered 2nd Class Mail Matter.
At Post Office - Morehead, Ky.

Morehead Stores
Can Open Sunday
The controversy in Morehead over retail
stores being permitted to be open on Sunday
for business came to an end last Thursday
night at a special meeting . of City Council.
The Council voted 4-2 for stores to be
permitted to open Sundays. The resolution
passed at the regular Council meeting
December 13 was void and a new resolution
was adopted Thursday that says any
business wishing to remain open on Sunday
may do so.
Lola Belle Blair and JoAnn Needham were
the two members voting against stores
opening on Sunday. Dr. John Duncan Jr., Dr.
N.C. Marsh, Austin Riddle and Phillip Lewis
voted in favor of Sunday store hours.
Council members who voted at the regular
December meeting in favor of stores being
permitted to open on Sunday were Dr. N.C.
Marsh and Austin Riddle. The other four
were opposed to Sunday· store hours.
Tobacco Man Heard

The deciding factor, no doubt, that brought
about the call for a re-vote on Sunday closing
was the Morehead Tobacco Warehouses.
Following last month's Council meeting,
Council members learned that tobacco
warehouses are not exempt from the Sunday
Closing Law, which meant that the
warehouses could not legally remain open on
Sunday.
Matt Dykes, general manager of the
Morehead Tobacco Warehouses voiced his
ideas last Thursday night regarding the ill
effects that closing the local warehouses on
Sunday could have on the burley industry
here. Dykes said that many farmers tell him
they have no day but Sunday when they can
bring tobacco to the warehouses.
The warehouse spokesman further stated,

"The farmers say they'll take their tobacco
to Maysville, Mt. Sterling or other towns
where the warehouses are open on Sunday if
ours are not."
Dykes said the tobacco business is ,
competitive and emphasized that closing
warehouses on Sunday could cause quite a
bit of inconvenience and a loss financially.
He further commented that $7,000,000 in
tobacco money has cleared ~hrough the
banks here and expressed pride over the fact
that the industry has contributed that much
to the community.
Regarding
the
Sunday
closing
controversy, Dykes assured the council that
he would abide by any rules or regulations
passed and would have no animosity toward
the council or anyone in the community
should the warehouses not be permitted to
open for business on Sunday.
The warehouseman expressed pleasure ir
having been permitted to do business i
Morehead during the past 16 years. '-'\'.have tried to build a bigger tobacco market
for Morehead and put more business in the
town," he said.
No Sunday Leaf Sales

Dykes said that employes of the local
tobacco business had never thought of the
tobacco warehouses being in violation of a
law by opening on Sunday for receiving and
unloading the leaf. He explained that they
regard it as a service to the farmers and that
no burley is auctioned on Sunday.
Councilman Duncan, who previously voted
for stores to be closed on Sunday, expressed
his feelings prior to changing his vote. He
said he would not want anv Morehead
businessman to be endangered beca}lse of
Continued On Next Page
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as no equa m
um.

Proposed ·
Annexation
At Standstill
The City of Morehead's proposed
annexation plan remains at a standstill since
a judge has not been obtained to hear the
case.
The annexation hearing was originally
docketed for trial December 12; however,
Special Circuit Judge Delbert Eagle was
unable to be in Morehead on that date due to
commitments in Menifee Circuit Court.
Mayor William Layne and City Attorney
Paul Blair reported at a special meeting of
City Council. last Thursday night that they
have been in contact with-four judges, and
have not been able to get a judge assigned to
the case.
The proposed annexation plan was
protested on Thursday, December 7, in
Rowan Circuit Court through a motion filed
by Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cecil and Billy L.
P~trick, landowners of part of the territory
sought to be annexed. They requested that
the annexation hearing be rescheduled to a
date not earlier than January 12. Mayor
Layne has indicated that the trial was not
postponed because of the protest.
Since the trial was not heard before the
end of the year, the property proposed for
annexation by the city would not be subject
to taxes for 1973, according to Mayor Layne,
should annexation pass.
The annexation plan by the City takes in an
additional six square miles. The territory
sought would bring the municipality to a
total of nine square miles.
The City is seeking through its annexation
plan to take , within its boundaries all
property south of Divide Hill to the hill
between Morehead and Clearfield from
below Brady Curve east to Rodburn; all of
Divide Hill and everything south of
Interstate 64, including the interstate itself,
for a distance of about three miles.
Areas which would be taken into the City
through annexation would include Sherwood
Forest, North Wilson Avenue, Ed Mabry
Development, additional parts of West
Morehead, Forest Hills, Pine Crest, Holiday
Inn, and parts of the Daniel Boone National
Forest.

Scenic Morehead, "The Capital of Rowan County" with the Midland Trail, C&O Railroad, and Morehead1
N.F. Railroad.
·

Morehead Normal School's Hodson Hall served as a
_ men's and women's dorm pver the years (but not at
the same time-). '.Ahou whe e the Baptist Student
The ~app home, later Willett House, located on
Union building is in 2006.)
lVlorehead,s Main Street. _ _ _ __
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This essay, written by ,James
Earl Davis, 17-year-old More1head High student, won fir st
prize in the contest, "What My
Community Needs." Young Davis
was awarded a $100 savings ~ond,
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contributed by Lee Clay Products Company and the essay is
now eligrble for regionaL and
s tate prizes.
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WHAT MY- -GOMMYNITY
ftEEDS
· ~' By Jam~a:r't- Davis
any y oung men and wome:1
leave Kentucky to work and live
in other st ates. Why? This question is asked time and time again .
The immediate answer is _"lhor~
v

'°'"'\

~~~freli~~!i~r/~~i~shi;le/.
not intend to infer that people
always check to see about the ac-

Money-Higher Wages." ·r:..1i~. nf realize something is wrong. but I cident rate of a city, bu~ _it i ,
course, has a great deal to do •t.he lack of "ducation keeps them one of th e great short-commgs of
with it; but there is something from knowing• exactly what is Morehead.
more, something dee],)er than wrong and wnat to ao · ahout it.
If we all remember that "s afety
that. The cornmunity is a great l['hese people are overwhelmed begins at home" and practice it
fact-or in most cases.
~
!Sy the conditions they find them- ln our homes, at school, walking,
Simple deduction shows- us selves in, so they leave and and in our automobiles, then our
that when ·people leave Kentucky go to a vicinity where the im- ,accident rate will decrea~ . 'F(
because of the community, then provements havf already been
The equipment, \;
ra'c
of
that community is lacking · in made.
<-,equipment, is probably what
.something. It needs something.
There are many illustrations 'holds my community back more
What do these communities need? •to show a . lack of. education in than any one of the other n e eds .
It is reasona.ble to believe that this cit~" Maoy times one of the We need as first in equipment a
different communities hav e- dif- club5 I belong to at school has new school. This has been, will
fer e nt specific needs, buL I be- tried to make improvements and be, and I believe should be
lieve that these communities to help others, but the other stu- :Stressed tim e and time again.
have some general a n d basic dents did not understand, so
The need f O r rec reational
needs in common.
without . their ~ooperation our equipment has been felt very
Th ese basic needs ate : Co- plan_s fa1le~L This is one of the much by all , especially the young
operation. Understanding, Educa- ma In thmgs my · community peopln of this community. My
tion, Health and Sanitation. Rec- needs more of, these clubs that town needs better equipment foT
reation, Civic Pride, Safety, are ·honestly "service clubs." government. The county needs a
Eouipment. and Religion .
The.}'. can help make 1:1Y co_m- new courthousi,, ~ nd the city a
The beginning and the end of mu~1ty a :better place m which new city hall. I
~
'
a community problem is coopera- to live.
I Each time I think- of what we
t ion and understanding. These
The next thing my comm unit v need most I come back to one
two factors have kept more im- needs is_ improvements in health t hing, a ne w school.
provement from being made and samtat10n. I .~ave hear? so
If m y community is to _be a
than any others. The very first many people say I cannot sit on good community in the future
things my community needs are my front porch because of the then it must train the children
these two. No matter how much odors of the sewers." This is not of today for the world of tomorequipment and facilities we have, only an urico~fortable condition row. "1'he world of tomorrow 1:;
we cannot go very far without but an 1:1-nsamtary ?ne. Why are no better than the youth of tothe understanding of those facil- ,s u~h? thmgs as this allowed to day." This community cannot
~ies. Neither can we go far w~fh- exist . I have known n:iany_people tr ain adequately for the futur~
out the cooperation as to the use who actually left t~us city be- with the terrrble conditions that
of the facilities .
cause of the samtatwn problem-:- exist in its high school today ..
My community, as well as
The flys, rats, mosquitos, and When we have a new high school
others, I am sure, has had many other pests are a menace to our our biggest equipment problem
elections on improvements that health, why ~hen ca~'t this city will be solved.
•
would have helped the city a have more dr~ves ag_a m st _t_hem as
The need for wider streets was
great deal if they had been pass- one ~f our neighbormg cities, Mt. surely felt by a group of people
ed, but the -~ eople were· unin- Sterl~ng, has don~.
.
.·:::..:Ai ' he other day. It happened that
formE;d and did not understand
'I'h~s phase br~ngs m a otl~r the street they were on, incithe ISsues; consequently these pressmg commumty ~roblem, th e dentally one of the •b etter streets,
issuE:s di_d not pass and the com - proqlem of_ our higI:i schoo_l. was heavily parked. They\ had I
~ 1 t ; r;,;," DO hetter off than ~e- Morehead. High S<:liool IS unsam- driven about halfway up it wnen
fore they were . sctl~t!~etl.
.
ta~ t th~ th~y...met ..another.. car, T ~ wer
The preceedmg mc1dent 1llu- Ih_ealth of our youth. I believe tha t f~rced to back for about' three
strates that we must have under- I ~1rst !lnd foremost _our commun- :l!lfundred feet, turn, and let the
standing in order to have coop- · 1ty needs a new high school. ·4 O th
eration These two I ·b elieve arf,
The recrea tion problem is orie
Aertcarhpass.t M
h d H' h
·
·
'
the most
important
of all ' the th a t h as f aced M ore h ead f or S h 001eac
h dert O a 'borek hea ' 1g d
needs of my community. If m, years. Each day, I hear someone
c
a
go ac
ome an
community does not have under..l say, "there is nothing to do in change cl.othes ·b ecause there
standing and cooperation it will'\ Morehead except go to the were no sidewalks on the st~eet
never go forward very rapid
mov_ies." If we could have , a re<;- 1she tr~velled. ?-'he lac~ ~ ••ii~My community needs edu
reat1on center then muc_h 9f this walks 1s .very mconvemeF. <.:LJ
tion. When many people leave problem ~ould •Je ehmmated.
There 1s one matter of ~qmp1this community to go to ot
The boys m Morehead would be ment that shoul be considered
states, it is often because they
rateful for a field to play foot- second only to t e school need.
- ========='="= - -""11 ball and other games· in, then That is the need for a hospital.
why can't they have it? These There are several reasons why
recreational facilities wouldn't we need a hospital. The most O'bcost much and they would make vious of these is the distance
life more enjoyable for us. They from Morehead to one. There
w<;>uld encou!age µs to stay in was a man in Morehead who
rthIS . c?mmu_mty. . F. ·
• .
broke his leg. This would have
C1v1c . ,pnde 1s sometn_mg a -b een a very common and easily
commumty cannot do w1thouL. healed injury if Morehead had
Ev~ry communi~:;· must have it. not -been so far from a hospital.
It 1s not . a ques!1on of whether .a There was a long delay in gettmg
~ommumtr has 1t or not, ra~her 1t him to Lexington. The resulting
1s ·i:t question o~ ho~ much ~t has. . consequence was that hist e had
This com~umt?7. 1s ~ackmg a ,t o be amputated.
.
great deal m c1v1c 1>ride. When
I belie-ve the preceedi
conwe .g o down the street we see ditjons show that the equipment 1·
any number ?f business plac~s ,p roblem is the greatest problem.
that are neat m front, · but their
Never can a community leave
"back lot" is the "skeleton in the out that underlying fundamental,
'Closet." These "-back l_ots", always religion. If and when any com~YE: sores, are sometimes bre~d- munity makes religion its foun- I
mg places for germ carrymg <dation then there is a trusting in '!
flies. At any rate, they are a others' that makes for advanceblack mark on our civic pride. ment. I heard a persbn say the
We don't enjoy seeing them, and other day "There is no use to go
t~ey do not make a good ii:npres- to the dentist or the optometrist
s10n on our out-of-town v1s1tors. because they will tell me I need
The old, and the unkept build- -my teeth filled or that I need
ings of our city are not only eye glasses whether I do or not, just
sores, but th~y are a menace to 1to get the money." I believe
the safety of our town.
there are few dentists doctors,
These buildings should either for,_QDtQ.metrists, wh
.Jvo ld tell
be torn down or remodeled. ) ~ f✓A.Jv ,, 1 ' " 1
•
•
When people who are not' familiar with our city happen to see
these 'barn like struc
, . they
!have · a lower
f the
·
ould
1

j

I

In the
been pro
more, auto
railroad a-ecidents in
w
County: than in any other .county
of its size in the state. This hal
ot ·been a very good indication

!Commissioners
Met -First On

March I, 1856

1

The. Seat of justice for Rowan
County was designated on the
east fork of Triplett Creek at a
point agreed upon by the commissioners . It was to be between
the residences of Dixon Clack
and B. F. Powers. The name of
the seat of justice was to be
Morehead, in honor of James T.
Morehead, at one time Governor
of Kentucky. The commissioners
selected to locate the city of
Morehead was Harvey T. Wilson,
William Mynhier, George W.
Crawford, Mas·on Williams and
William Grannis.
I
The commissioners met at the
house of Dixon Clack March 1,
1856. Their findings were to be
written up and given to E. H.
Logan or B. F. Powers and this
certificate to be handed to the
County Court Clerk whose dut~
it was to record in records of the
county and a duplicate sent to
the Secretary· of State of the
Commonwealth.
The county was divided inio
four districts in each was to be
elected two justices of the peace,
and one constable which districts
shall be the election districts ;
Dixon Clack, Isaac E. Johnson,
B. F. Powers, and M. C. Royce
were appointed commissioners to
lay off the above districts.
The counties of Fleming and
Morgan, before this act takes
effect, · shall have jurisdicHon in
all things.
The County Judge together
with the Justices of Peace made
final selection of the plots of
ground on which the buildings
were to be erected and to pay
owners for the same. The payment for these was met by a
capitation tax on all persons ln
the county, but was not to exceed
$2 per person in any one year.
Judge Hargis stepped off the
land ,vhich is now used a:; the
pub lic grounds of Morehead,
marking off the Public Square
and then sold town lots.
Rowan County was given the
ight to use the jail of Fleming
County until a jail was built in
orehead.
- The city- of Morehead was lnorporated Jan. 26, 1869 even
hough it was laid out as early as
856.

.

A ma11 ·who sticks to his prin•
iples is stubborn; the man who
oesn't it a hypocrite-so what?
nswer . it yourself.

C-4

~orehead Memories

Now: A vacant lot and empty building at the c
ner of West Main and North Blair Avenue.

Then: On West US 60 (now N. Blair Ave.) was the
Shady Rest Tourist Cam with cabin. Also Standard Oil service station and Ford dealership
owned by Woodie Hinton, c. 1920s.

Now: An empty building on Wilson Ave. being
used as a parking garage.

Then: Beautifully lighted marquee in front of the
Trail Theatre announced the exciting movies
playing each night--for 30 years. (This particular
photo is owner Warren Shaefer hanging gasoline
lanterns during WW II in order to save energy.)

Morehead votes wet
by 538:-vote margin
scheduled, I expected them to not review it," Franks said. "Being_ politicians, they probably said, 'To heclf
"I'll tell you what's bad about it,"
with this, let the people decide this.' "
said Ima Caldwell of Route 1, MoreIt was a convincing decision. By-2
head. "None of us county people could p.m. yesterday, the number of ballots
vote, but we have to worry about all
cast in rhost precincts h,!d already
the drinking and driving.
surpassed the totals cast in, the April
"These college kids are just pass- election.
ing through. Is that fair? They don't
Each side attributed the April viccare what happens to this town."
tory by wets to votes cast by univer· University President Morris Nor- sity students.
fleet was unavailable for comment on
Although many students were too
the election, but Fannin, a Morehead young to buy alcoholic beverages legraduate, said he did not believe liq- gally, many strongly supported the
uor would transform Morehead into a - referendum .
Richmond or Lexington.
"It's ridiculous to have a college
"It'll be nothing like Eastern qr town without legal liquor," said sophoUK," he said. "It'll be more like more Robert Noe of Lexington, who
Mount Sterling."
said the city already has abundant ilThe election leaves Morehead in a legal sales.
unique position, he said. _
"I have heard there are eight
The city is surrounded by seven drive-through bootlegge~s around
dry counties, he said, and will attract here," he said, "and they don't ask
drinkers and drunks from all seven.
how old we are."
"We'll ,see what happens to MoreRonnie Tucker, 18, pf Morehead,
head,"' he said. "We'll see how proswho voted for the first time, had anperous it becomes." other concefJ1.
Don Battson, treasurer of the wet
"It upsets me when people say
forces, ha()_pily awaits the pr_pspeo_t. .
the college kids shouldn't vote be, "I -couldn't be happier if Morecause they don't live here," Tucker
head won the OVC," he said, a refersaid. "Actually, it's the college kids
ence to the university's athletic conthat make the town; if it wasn't for
ference.
.
the college, the town wouldn't even be
1
Battson smiled when asked if he
here."
agreed with Fannin about the effec_t
Many students did not vote, but
legal liquor will have on Morehead.
some echoed sentiments voiced by
"I didn't realize Mount Sterling is sophomore Bonnie Sexton of Flemthat bad," he said, "but I feel people
ingsburg.
in Morehead are educated and can
handle the sale of alcohol without any
"I like Morehead the way it is,"
proplem."
she said. "It's a nice, quiet, decent little town. If you bring in liquor, you
The wets won the April election,
bring in more bad people than are albut the results were challenged. ·
ready here."
After being upheld in Rowan Cir-

From Page One

cuit Court, the April election was
overturned by the Kentucky Court of
Appeals, which ruled that despite•
widespread publicity preceding the
election, a state law was violated because county officials failed to post
sufficient notices of the impending
vote.
'
Last week, the state Supreme
Court effectively voided the election
by refusing to review the appeals
court·•s dismissal.
That decision vexed · O'Connor,
who said the court let a technicality
invalidate an entire election, but it did
not surpris~ Dr. Charles Franks of
Morehead, another legal-liquor advocate.
"With- another election already

Law enforcement officers reported -no altercations at the polls, although one man at the new R0wan
County Courthouse muttered "intimi-·
dation" when dry forces set up a _tab)e
just over 50 feet from the polling
place and began asking and recording
the names' of voters as they entered.
Betty Alderman of Morehead denied any intent to intimidate the
young voters.
The table did not bother Battson; the wet forces treasurer, but he ob\
jected when Fannin cha,llenged the
votes of some students who had
moved to other parts of the campus
since registering last spring.
"That's intimidation," Battson
said.

Lexington Herald/Charles Bertram

_

:lection clerk Elsie Cornette tries to keep up with the paper work at one of the precincts in Morehead.

Wet forces win again in Morehead.

.

¥ Lee Mu_eller
1Stern Kentucky Bureau

MOREHEAD - For the second
me in five months, voters in the city
Morehead yesterday approved the
lie of alcoholic beverages - this
ille. by a larger, more convinc-ing
argin.
After a 67-vote victory in April
effectively voided by the Kencky Supreme Court on a technical• the wets rolled up a 538-vote marn yesterpay, winning 1,832 to 1,294.
Now, barring another courtroom
nfrontation, beer could be sold lelly in Morehead by mid-December.
By late January, the eight liquor

!IS

stores allotted the Rowan County seat
by the state Alcoholic Beverage Control Board ]Ilay be in business.
Along University Boulevard on the
hill above the · city last night, there
was restrained celebration. After 38
years, legal liquor was coming again
to the old college town of Morehead.
Some Morehead State -University
students shouted into the darkness.
Some honked automobile horns. And
some were unhappy.
Ultimately, however, it was the
student body that received both the
credit and blame for yesterday's victory.
A senior, Steve O'Connor, chairman of the pro-wet · Citizens for

Progress, had initiated the local-option election petition in the first place.
And Kentucky's ~Y residency
requirement permitted about 800 students to register for- the election,
O'Connor said.
Atthou_gh they won five of _seven
precincts, the wet forces' tar.gest margins - 532-to-181 and 39h'1-206 came in two downtown precincts
where residents of the university dormitories voted.
Significantly, 551 more votes were
cast in this election than in April,
when the wets won, 1,321 to 1,254.
Danny 'Fannin, chairman of Citizens and Students for a Better Morehead, a dry group, ~id he, knew

where those votes came from .
1April's election was held on a Saturday as students were leaving for
spring brra( he said.
"A lot more students turned out
this time because many more were
here," lie said.
- Fannin declined comment on another appeal, but dry forces' treasurer Roy White suggested a possible
precinct election.
Under state law, voters in dry ter. ritories that become wet can petition
for another election in 90 days.
The loss left some liquor 'oppopents bitter and apprehensive.

(Turn to MOREHEAD, back page)
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Crossing the hills into Rowan County was difficult for the early settlers. Photo:
KY Archives.

History-From D-1.Re:i.Ct
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Fr9m£astera KentuckJ

My Kentucky Hills
I'm like a fish that's out of water.
Like a bird without a nest,
When I am far away from you
These hills I love the best!

Communities come to
0, Kentucky hills, you've seen me happy,
the hills
Seen me laugh and seen me smile,
·
When eastern Kentucky
And when I have to leave you
was settled in the late
I can only stay a little while.
1700s, there were high
craggy cliffs and lush green
You have also seen me crying
hills heavily forested with
Tears of joy and tears of pain.
virgin evergreen and hardYour streams have caught my tears that flowed
wood trees. The hills and
And helped me live again.
hollows were separated by
rushing streams sometimes
You give me such security
falling hundreds of feet to .
From a world that doesn't care.
the mile. It was into that
These hills are like a mother's arms,
rugged, isolated, almost imAn answer to my prayer.
penetrabl~ terrain the
hearty Anglo-Saxon pioNo matter where I travel ·
neers of eastern Kentucky
And what beauty I may see,
chose to settle.
·
It's back to my Kentucky hiils
This was such an isolatThat I so yearn to be.
ed area that it was almost
· bypassed during the early
So when I shall get to heaven
westward migration of this
One wish I hope God fills,
nation. Daniel Boone went
That I may be surrounded by
south and blazed the
My beautiful Kentucky hills.
Wilderness Trail through
C:imberland Gap into KenBy Janis C. Ellis, used with her permission
tucky. Others came from
the north, floating down
anywhere. To get here you
counties and built homes,
the Ohio River and settled
had to be coming here bebusinesses, churches,
in central Kentucky, Ohio,
cause it.was not on the way schools, infrastructure,
Illinois and the Plains
to anywhere else. But come towns, and industry. They
states. So it must have
the people did, and in comwere here to stay.
been only the bravest and
.ing-thS-y
settled,
and
in
set~ those of yoQ whe--h-ave •
heartiest ofnren and
tling they remained, and in left the county, .these hills
women who dared to peneare calling you back for
remaining they helped
trate, let alone settle, live
overcome
the
social,
educaRowan's 150th birthday
and build houses in this
tional, economic and cultur- this year, beginning May 13
rugged region:.
al hindrance of the hills.
in the new convention cenNo roads or rivers traThose
hearty
eastern
Kenter.
versed this isolated land. It
was not on a beaten path to tucky settlers carved out
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Morehead: Rowan's capital for 150 years
By JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
News
I

: "The gates shall be
bpened continually; they
shall not be shut day or
night." (Isaiah 60:11)

everything to make it a
model hometown. It is surrounded by natural beauty
and would be hard to duplicate. It is a place where
"the pure mountain air
flows as freely as the water
of life, that cleanses all
sin."
The people show by their
actions that they·respect
the Biblical command to
earn their living by "the
sweat of their brow." They
earn honest livelihoods and
in no sections of this country are the people more
highly honored for right
and righteous living. The
town is governed by progressive men and women
who are especially mindful
of their civic responsibility
and progressiveness

were firm believers in the
Fatherhood of God and the
Brotherhood of men. The
people of Rowan patronized
hometown merchants in-.
stead of big city department stores or ordering
through Sears Roebuck catalogs. They realized that
patronizing local businesses was the only way to
make a prosperous town. A
number of first class hotels
fed the hungry and put the
wayfarers to rest on immaculate linens where they
enjoyed the quiet nature of
sweet repose.

In 1924, a special business edition of the Rowan
County News promoting
the virtues of this region
spoke about Morehead and
Rowan County in glowing
words and phrases. That
style of writing was ch~racteristic of publishers in
those days. This article is
Agriculture, industry,
an example of that style of
and friendly people
writing. Morehead was
The industrious farmers
called the Capital of Rowan
of Rowan County grow corn
County. That writer wantand luscious watermelons
e'd to give the reader a
in abundance and variety.
clear view of the city of the
Also, local farmers grow
hills located at the junction A town of lights and
honest people
some of the finest tobacco
of the Chesapeake and
A city owned electric
in the world aud.f.ntit as
-Ohio-aml-the Morehe
light plant turns mgh in o large an irlmn
a,~,.....,,
and Northfork Railroads.
day with brilliancy. (There
in,such places as California
T town was recognized
were 13 streetlights in
or Oregon. Rowan farmers
~.. ,,:,,'E~,.,+ional center
town at that time.) There
bring their products to
a:
sized
were seven on Main Street, Morehead where they are
Morehead-a ·t
schools h c1 Y of
pu-.~~ailroad Street and turned into money. This
'c urches
d
.mountain air
an
ter retail
the men
trade gives valuable aid
head. The b .
. ·
and strengthens the comM The r ecently located
elude two b uskinesses in-----·-ercial pulse of Morehead.
orehead State N
an s, two
There is an abundance of
School added anotinn!il
wh o1esale grocer.
~ortant cog in the er Imdefinite numb Ies, and in- fine bluestone for building
hona1 wheel f K educahouses. Local
o_f business
The new scho:1 ;:J~cky.
kept up with thus1!1essmen
Morehead
"d
with their co e tunes
which to 1· an I eal town in
lines
of merc~r;~ensive
family It Ive and rear a
their
old-fashio~eJs~.
But
out th~t iras also Pointed
shake
soon
convin
andwith m
Is a pretty town
customer that th ced the
h
any attractive
dealing with £ . ey are
omes, four churches and
est b ·
air and honus1nessmen. They all

r

'<··.ri .•.•..
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head, Kentucky in 1924.
The town's doors were
swinging wide open and a
cordial greeting awaited
the home seekers looking
for an attractive place to locate. The ebb and flow of a
positive and determined atmosphere and business climat.e seemed to move
Morehead into a prominent
position among Kentucky's

See HISTORY on A-9

The First Baptist Church was one of those Morehead
churches that welcomed new residents to town.
purposes being mined
throughout the county and
shipped throughout the nation. Also, there is an abundant supply of clay products in the form of tile and
firebricks that are mined,

manufactured and shipped
from Clearfield, Haldeman,
and Morehead to points
thro.1ghout the nation.
A fine hometown was
one of the most complimentary expressions for More-

About the Authot·
Dr. Jack Ellis
is a retired
Morehead
State University Library
director and
a retired
minister.
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Places

Preserving the past: focusing on the future
By· JACK ELLIS
Special to The Morehead
News

"I will lift up mine eyes
unto the hills from whence
cometh my help." (Psalm
121:1)

·,

A birthday should be a
time of celebrating past
events while looking hopefully into the future. In
1856, Rowan County, Kentucky, was formed fr.om secticms of Fleming and Morgan counties and was
named for U.S. Representative John Rowan. Therefore , 2006 is Rowan County's 150th birthday and
should be a time of celebrating the past as well as
looking hopefully into the
future.
We live in the present
and anticipate the future
based upon our knowledge
of the past. By reaching
deep into our past we try to
understand those people
and events that shaped our
lives. In reaching into the
past and trying to understand those who ha:ve gone
before us, by studying their
character, sensing their
spirit, sympathizing with
their suffering and savoring their success, we are
better able to understand
.the present as we look forward to the future. There-

As homesteaders came, f'arm production increased to

hay for livestock.
fore , if any civilization, culture, or community is to •
advance it must have a
clear understanding of its
past.

Hills exert a strong influence upon people
Rowan, the 104th county
in Kentucky, was carved
out of the foothills of the
Appalachian Mountains
from portions of Fleming
and Morgan Counties.
Morl:)head, its county seat,
soon became known as ·
"The City of the Hills." But
hills can be a help or a hindrance in the development
of a community. The geography of an area exerts a
strong influence upon the ·
character and behavior of
its residents. It has been
said that the encircling sea

around Great Britain
helped make the English
an adventuresome and resolute people, while the climate of Spain contributed
to the Spanish becoming a
hot blooded race of people.
Also, the great forests of
Russia helped develop a
stoic, backward nation slow
to embrace the commerce
and industry of the outside
world. Even the climate of
Israel and Egypt gives
strong evidence that the
geography can influence
the culture, economy, and
religion of a pation.
Spirit of the hills keeps
calling people back
The hills and mountains
of Eastern Kentucky
seemed to exert a strong
influence upon the chai:ac•

Morehead-hemmed in by the hills.
ter and behavior of the people who live there. Those
born in the hills have a
strong spiritual, reverential
attraction toward the hills
that never seems to leave
them. Even·though they
may move far away during
their lifetime, they never
seem to get that spirit of
the hills out of their mind.
"Happy" Chandler, twiceelected governor of Kentucky, once said, "Every former Kentuckian I ever met
living in another state is either returning to Kentucky,
or planning to return."
(This writer was once one
')f them.)

One of the world's greatest mountain climbers, Sir
Edmund Hillary, was the
first person to scale Mt.
Everest. He once said,
"There is a certain quality
about a hill or mountain
that defies analysis. Call it
the spirit of the hill, or
whatever you like, but no
one has ever explained why
hills have such magnetic
power over people." That
might explain why climbers
want to climb them, artists
want to paint them, poets
want to write about them,
authors want to use them
as settings for their books,
and people qorn among

them remain there, or if
they move away are never
happy until they return.
Perhaps it is their beauty,
their serenity, their endurance and .t heir quietness that not only keeps
people living there, but also
brings them back after they
leave. They are like siµmon
returning to the place .of~ ..,..
their birth to spawn and
die. There is a special affi
ity between hills and th
people who are born t
that continues with
•
throughout their li
/·
I

",

_ _S_e_e_H_L_S_T_O_R_)_ / (

BETTY BASCOM LANE, 1931-2006
The only child of Lucy and Clark Bascom Lane was named for her father whom
she adored. Her father came to Morehead as _the Registrar at Morehead College.
He later founded the Lane Funeral Home and left the college.
Betty grew up on Fifth Street and lived there all her life. My wife, Janis, lived next.,._,
door to her as a child and they played together as children.
'"' ·
'·
She attended Breck for 12 years and graduated from Smith College, a prestigious
women's college in Missouri.
I hired Betty to work in the MSU Library when I was the Director, and she retired
there, long after I retired.
Betty· seemed to be a loner and she had few very close friends. Her work was her
life and she loved to read. She was a conscientious worker and got along well with
the rest of the staff.
Betty loved to travel and upon retirement, she traveled extensively throughout the
US and abroad.
She lived her last years across the street from Don and Jean Battson and they
looked after her in her retirement years.
When she became ill and was in St. Claire Hospital, as a friend and Volunteer
Chaplain, I visited her many times. Later she was placed in a nursing home in Mt.
Sterling.
Her uncle, Cass Lane, was her guardian and cared for her. Before she died, she
came back to St. Claire and I visited her when she told me she had changed her
will to benefit St. Claire.
Betty loved all things about Morehead and since she had no immediate family, she
left her entire estate to St. Claire.
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REASON AND WAY CA~::.1~

'f'; MOREHEAD

My family s. nd I came to Morehead in 1899 from riillsbo ro,

Kentuc.Ky, as my father w1:1s a marble cutter, and he and an uncle , ..- , ,
of mine sp e e;ialized in carvin 6 elaborate designs on t0mbs tcme s _
in their t:i~nb·- le shop)' as it '1\/as cv.lleda

'l1he shop wa~ located on

t he sl be o f the present Citi z ens Bank.

My sister anc I ca rrie to Ow:!.ngR villc from Hillsbcro on

a hacK which wns a wa gon ty pe vehicle that had a canvas top bu t

I

no sides.

We ferried the Licking River at Wyoming.

we cha nge d to a ,.1.o t h e r simil a r conveyance, wh ich t ) OK us to fre2.ton.

There we b oa r d ed the trs. ln f or Mo :r:e.he ad.

The dep o t Ht th e t t i rne

wa~\ the s :o1:ne as the presen t fr e i ght 2ta ti:)n o n TI8 11 r::>RJ S treet ~

'rhe r e st .) f :::,y f9.:n:l.ly , c o n .s i s tir.. e; 0 f
an d my f 1:-1. the r,

t~ i x br other s, r:1.y- r•Dther

ca. me in a wa gon W;_th the hou seh8l d f l,: rrd -c uro ~ :i ver

a d i .r t r::> s.d , whi ch was the re &.,"Ul Gr r o ut e th:e ;.:ugh the c ~\mtr-y.

st r eet s .

'l'h(:ey

Al l the sidewB l ks we re b oa r d wa l ks qnd the street s we r e dirt .

TRANSPO KTA'l' ION

All the streets were wood ones.

TherE.'I were several
,•;

passenger trains each day, three east and three west as the.J:>e was <
no other maans of tr s nsportationo

Mr. Anderson Mille r, the father

c,f i.-Irs. John ·;Hll lbl·oroolc, was the ticirnt agent at the ra:i.lrJo.d

station, and ,\1r ~ John Anglin, f athe r of Mrs. W8rren Lappin , ·was

tne telegraph operat:,r• .
'l'here was a ma il hack which went to Wefl t Liberty one day
and re turned the next.
,1

'

I

\.:,;',_ i- i-lc l 'l. /

-d passengers

-~

__. _

The haotr, a Kind of covered wagon,~
_j_,,

a d / U- -nu. ~/
~~w.~

This hack was pulled b y horses

n

The driver at tt..r..t time '/las Jack Cole.

J) _/. . --/ (/. /

v ld-U:,/ /Ji. s.na ll railr:J a ci ¼:nown as the fvbrehead- North

ran from Morehead to Mor gan County, two runs daily until 1933~
It

\'t 8

s used t o carry p a ssengers but its main use was to haul c l ay

from mj_n es and l u mber.

-

(j)
~~..,J .

~

J

As tRP @Ii:!. ef each century a~rGa.ehee, there is a
tendency of people and institutions to examine where they are ~ analyze how they got there, and project where they are going~ ;
This is true now as the leaders in business, indu stry, ·
education, and other services face the fas t a p p ~ Bg 2ist
century.
So let us look back at early Morehead, 100 years
ago.
As the 19th century was coming to an end, what were
their plans for facing an unknown 20th century.
r6
& ~ UC • ( (,,,
'£ $ I 9'Pt ~
Rowan County was formed in 1856.- ~ Morehead was -/1J1r1
designated as the county seat.
It is unclear who were the
first settlers into Morehead.
They probably came here
following the Revolutionary War and received a land g r ant ;
One settler who preceded them was a Mr. Oxley. The writer has
·seen a powder horn with Oxley 18 4 3 carved on it.
The small
stream up Wilson Avenue was called Oxley Branch by the ear ly
settlers in Morehead.
c Iv n.. w J4P.. ,r Al.[) p_o I.J..})4 N Cou Wr--'-f w If/IL.. f,Lo ~ 5 (,-R,p w'Tlf
Within five years after the county was formed an
Morehead named the county seat, this state and nation was torn
apart by the bloodiest war in our history.
Brother against
brother and neighbor against neighbor prohibited much growth
in Morehead.
On November 10, 1863, guerilla bands captured Morehead
and terrorized the local citizens for several days. Then on
March 21, 1864, the town was captured again and the courthouse
burned to the ground .
~ -ut 14-~ l-Ot!. Nry UJ Hf2.- ~ u .s 6-ll..lJ w 'l?fNext the Tolliver-Martin feu, 1884-1887, slowed down the
growth and development of Morehead and Rowan County. !T~d~cd d
b , !/ uJ cl s , N...,-P---0 Dti c € lJ , "' 7-rU. ,cy t.. e6-1.S 1- ,yr-a )C.. (. TD l't-8P J., s 1+
,. "''/...
N 6::)~;-v-t>u-r f)t:J.. /J..E/) ~ p,ttf;. Otl'c.,cl fl/\rJt1.f'l.rrl(.D /,-(J<-r,
ftJUJ~ ,,,,
fl ',-/>9J..LI / 'A) OlP.Jt /$8-7 wtte~ Pf JI/CL wHs 'lltS'<f'?)Pf!J

1 ppOSl;;J~1,~ ·

'iv'~~

WUl'f...

Hf 'IQ/') NO}'l

(?tH!Ntss

{bt(rJ4J,.I

7TJ Ff..-t>tJ.RISH- >4.(,-'41/f/ . 7)/t{.,.

i C - Ob-~-:f{t;~ / '117?Jtll f ~·1oµS)Jl!J IN 3,epf; !$cf?.
,JI) 1¥ ~ fS f';J..,.f ,V..t Kr tJ /:-- 4
end of the conflictj)i the 1ttle town began ~~

>ti~-,,,.

r.14

H

Following the
to experience growing pains.
Therefore as the 19th century
drew to a close, the prominent citizens of Morehead, called
"The City of the Hills" began planning for what they
considered an e x citing future . J N n,...e, "J--o t2.. ~-1-u 1/·

In July, 1898, Schoolers Printery, a commercial printing
company, of Morehead, Kentucky, publishers of "The Morehead
Advance", included a "commercial club edition" extolling the
virtues of Morehead, the City of the Hills, emphasizing that
1

~~

~'%~

7i;

~

~

this county had potential for tremendous economic development
and investment potential.
They were determined to see
Morehead prosper and grow.
If you want health and wealth . to come to Morehead, "The
City of the Hills" was the motto of the Commercial Club of
Morehead 100 years ago. Their goal "was to show the outside
world what was buried in these beautiful hills surroundi:q.g .·
Morehead."
They said "All laws in the world cannot brin~ .·
success to the town that lacks energy and push" . These·.,.,early ·\ ,
citizens were totally dedicated to the commercial and ·
industrial development of Morehead and Rowan County.
This
group believed that you could do no better than invest~n
Rowan County 'f-,..J~.rJ 'il, tJt+-Y t>j '1)J f'llo~J..#ctJ r\eu.a..,.,~e .Sci tc} '' ,,,...
,
N 1n ~ " 1 h.,. "-~ HI -h .$ '1~ t1(J v c 1./-t, a.. -t1-r ~~+v b1u , ~ v P ~l >1c:1 ~M- (.J.,, ,
~ (l1A.. ~ w u,.e ,-1 ..v b- ;_'.{!7 f 711 / j t..../ µ e, ~J t--o rJ r,.. a s 1 ,v, y,,,. !,...C
c
v9--h h.a ~dK'stry Comes to Rowan County

v..j-1W

Al though the over exuberant claims of coal and iron being
located in Rowan County were not true, the insistence that
-Rowan County contained some of the finest fire clay in the
nation was prophetk:r. Because within 15 years the Clearfield
and Haldeman tile and brick companies located in Rowan County.
These factories employed hundreds of men.
It was also
emphasized that this county had some of the finest hardwood
timber ever grown.
This of course is still true 100 years
later and continues to be one of the premier industries o f ~
county.
Although several sawmills and one planing mill ~G
here, their goal was to establish a furniture factory close to
the source of "the finest hardwood timber in the nation".
This goal is still one of today's goals after 100 years.

Railroad Proposed to Morgan County
This group was visionary in that they proposed a railroad
be constructed through southern Rowan County to Morgan County
for the purpose of opening to the world the rich coal, clay,
and timber deposits of Rowan and Morgan Counties. This indeed
was a prophetic recommendation at that time, and did result in
the construction of the Morehead and North Fork Railroad.
This railroad extended from Morehead up Morgan Fork
through the Clack Mountain tunnel down North Fork of Licking
through the Poppin Rock Tunnel and on to Wrigley in Morgan
County.
This railroad resulted in the coming to pass of what was
proposed by the Commercial Club.
It did open up that region
and brought great economic growth to our county during the
first one-fourth of ~ ~~

~+-~7 .

2

Location Important
These early citizens, members of the Commercial Club, not
only saw Morehead as having great potential as a place for
people to work and invest in the future, but said,
"The 'City of the Hills', on account of its
delightful location is one of the most healthy
towns in the U.S . The malarial swamps that are in
southern towns are not here .
Also, the fatal
fevers of the north are unknown here, and we ar~ .
located midway between the frigid north and the
torrid south.
Therefore, our climate is moderate
in summer and winter." {1t..-e. -tr,w')A... al.So /A.a ;1 a. Y\~r-..t..)
d->--a.,
1k~ satl!ii c.,,:311 ,.__.t b'f' ~ ce.l/12 c!,.

"'ie.-

Morality Important

t-0

Futu. re Growth

fiv,__ ~ ~ ( t ~ ~A~ ~~

i"'6

.,J

,1-4,, ~ ,.

7 -&r'-MA--

_,i,,,_.,m

to-n'C~,-,";J

Tb gqJG;rc--;;e ~
z~
. s ~ x=.:a-n~
e
place to live and raise a family .
They also emphasized the
high moral and spiritual character of ~ e citizenry . This is
·an obvious attempt to reverse the imag 7, ~ ~ Gf31. oodtif/;n CQunty
and the Rowan Countuar. ~ (,J,-,t.a.14~ z~-r>,i.i
,e.,uJ. .'1 9"7;.: ,,,
Jlflr.+f!~$~'~f
-Adro
l :;,-'9~
je./cft 1'1:'n morafity, Morehead is no{ excJf:leB by any tbwn in the
mountains.
The town is inhabited by peaceful, industrious,
~
sober, christian people who live upright and frugal lives".
,
Also the publication pointed out the gracious hospitality
~'cextended by its citizens as it states, "Kentucky's greatest
~t, 11 ~
glory is its hospitality, and the people of Morehead and Rowan
,~ /·,~
County indulge without restraint in that hospitality which has
~ ~t ~
made Kentucky famous 11 • There were four churches in Morehead
~ ~'$'
in 1898: Methodist, Baptist, Christian e/ld Church of 9:2£-~
~~
~~~~t
~>-- ~i ~~~~:~1}:f,
1t~r8~rPt,ft}'fi,I.' rt,..JJ~~'.tiv,
~
· These eafily ~isiona:ries ot 1 o years ago 'be'Iievect in the
'fl~ : [
future of Morehead and Rowan County.
They were pioneers in
Y
the area of economic development. They were devoted in their
determination to see Morehead and Rowan County become a place
where people could live, work, and be happy.

t!n-J~~~}¾:o~

cl~ ~:_J,M:_

~,f;'(o'J,~~

i ,;\

1:.J1 '/t,1,1,l/4 t1.J$./ ; ~l

fl'a

Education Not Emphasized
In 1898 the citizens of Morehead did not seem to really
consider education important in any future growth. Almost as
an afterthought.
They said that the ''Educational facilities
of Morehead are equaled by few and seldom surpassed by any
town of the size".
Also, we have a graded school with good
teachers, and a school term of five months. Again, almost as
an afterthought they said "The Morehead Normal School is an
excellent institution i i.i. t aa@ ~ _ . r;i,L c gegl ;b.e rrt l"e'©~
with a ~
reputation state wide".
Again it seems they were mor e ·
interested in presenting the citizens of Rowan County as being
3

-'

an honest, peace loving, citizenry with high moral character,
then as an educated citizenry.
Organization Important to Growth
In 1898, J.G. Whitt, a local attorney, was elected
President of the Commercial Club of Morehead. This club mu~.t;
have been the fore-runner of what we now know as the Chamber '
of Commerce. It's members included business and profes:§_ional :-\ ,
men who were excited about Morehead's potential and believed ·
in its future as they moved toward 1900. They had a vision of
what could happen when:
"The enterprising citizens of
Morehead and Rowan County put their shoulders to the wheel,
and if you hear anything drop you need not be alarmed.
Because they mean to leave something to show their children,
and their children's children what was done in the year of our
Lord 1898."
Summary of Businesses in Morehead 100 Years Ago
In 1898 Morehead, called "The City of the Hills" by the
Commercial Club was located on the C&O Railroad half way
between Ashland and Lexington. It's population was about one
thousand with 4,200 in Rowan County.
It was a sixth class
city governed by five trustees, a police judge and a marshall.
"This beautiful city in the hills" commanded a large area of
rich territory with enterprising merchants able to handle the
business.
The "Advance", Morehead' s newspaper in 1898 was
published and owned by J.M. Schooler. His economic survey of
the city listed "eleven general stores, all doing a good
business": J.M. Carey, Mark & Muse, H.M. Logan, W.A. Mocabee,
A.W. Vinton, G.A. Nickell, O.S. Gilkerson, J.H. Fraley, B.
Lipsitz, Mrs. Minnick and William Porter.
Colonel Warren A. Alderson, an early pioneer business man
in Morehead was now in his 80's and had sold his business
several years earlier.
It was now known as Mark & Muse and
was located on Main Street across from the Courthouse.
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Evidently in 1898 the people in "The City
the Hills"
were not sick very much, or wore a lot of hats because there
were as many millinery stores as there were drug stores.
These included:
Two first-class millinery stores, Bradley
Brothers & Company and Mrs. Mary D. McBrayer; two drug store,
L. Picklesimer & Company and C.E. Bishop. These were located
on what is now First Street, across from the Depot.

4

-Lots of Lawyers - Few Doctors in Town
Nine lawyers were doing a brisk business in this
beautiful "City in the Hills''. This seems to me to be a good
sign of the times, because at least the people were no longer
settling their deputes with guns, but did, as we now do,
litigate our disputes. These nine la i er ~ were: W. Clarke &
Son, J.W. Riley, Will A. Young, ~ l±°~'E ! iJJJy ! J.G. Whitt, J.~.\ .:
Blair, T.W. Rose and C.S. Gilkerson.
-'il&'fl ~ ve country doctors practiced in Morehead 106" years
ago.
They were probably products of the University of
Louisville College of Medicine.
They made house calls on
horseback, many times swimming streams and remaining all night
in their patients homes.
They dispensed their pills out of
their "black" doctor bags and were greatly revered by their
patients. Three of the physicians in Morehead were: Dr. J.
Wilson, Dr. L.P.V. Williams and Dr. C.E. Saulsberry.
There must have been a lot of tourists, or traveling men
~in Morehead 100 years ago, because t ·here were fi~ otels. Of
course most of these were large homes with a hotel sign hung
outside. Most were located on first street (Railroad Street)
on both sides of the C&O tracks. One hotel, The Gaulthouse,
was located on Main Street across from the Courthouse.
This
is the place following the famous gun battle of June 22, 1897,
that ended the Rowan County War, there the dead were taken to
viewing by passengers that come into Morehead on the train
that day. These five hotels and their owners were: Cottage,
Mrs. Raine; Gault, J.M. Carey; Bryan House, Mrs. J.R. Bryan;
Hotel Hamilton, Mrs. Hamilton; Proctor House, C.S. Proctor;
and Palace Hotel, Mrs. Watkins.
Ladies Must Have Had All N~tural Beauty
Men Needed Lots of Help
The ladies in Morehead did their own hair because there
were no beauty shops in Morehead in those days. I'm sure none
of them would have even entered either of the two barber shops
in town 100 years ago. The two barber shops were: Jas. Lytle
and Tom Bennet.
One of the main goals of the Commercial Club of Morehead
in 1898 was to encourage greater investment and more capital
to invest in the community.
But only one bank was here at
that time.
"The
its doors
success."
worked in

Bank of Morehead", Sam Bradley, President, opened ·
for business January 3, 1898, and continues to be a
Joel Head, Jr., cashier, M.Paxton Davis, Assistant,
the bank.
5
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Other businesses in Morehead, and the prominent citizens
who owned them are ancestors of many Moreheadians today.
Among these are Sam Allen, grandfather of John Sonney Allen;
and Wilson Allen, grandfather of Robert and Hubert Allen.
Allen's business is now operating in Morehead as B¼, Va.1.:lal. 5~ t-)
Grocery.
Businesses in Morehead during this time were:
One grocery, J.R. Bryan; One livery stable, F.P. :]? lair; ·',
One blacksmith shop, Kennard & Smedley;
One hoop factory,
George Petty; One planing mill, William Cooper; One meat
market, Wilson Allen; One confectionery, Sam Allen; One
Jeweler, Sherman Evans; and One shoemaker, Dock Picklesimer

Before Inflation - Taxes and Blacktop
Productive farm land was selling for 5 to 20 dollars per
· acre .
Valuable timberland could be purchased for 4
6
dollars per acre. The county boasted a good system of public
dirt roads maintained by the citizens living along said roads.
Each citizen was required to work three days per year on said
roads to keep them in good order.
They also furnished their
own equipment and tools. There was no taxation for roads in
the county. The rate of tax ation for county purposes was .50
per hundred . THE COUNTY HAS NO INDEBTEDNESS, EITHER BONDED OR
OTHERWISE .

Post Offices in Rowan County 100 Years Ago

,/};;.., _.;r

. Cogswell - Debord - Eadston - Elliottville - Farmers ·"'-i._~ aley - Freestone - Minor - Munson - Rodbourn - Triplett and
.~-.'§.ner .
">t',Jj'

Notice · that Clearfield a,is Haldeman, large p o pulation
centers in the county in the early 20th century, had not yet
been established. 41.Jo /-7,. ,¥r mf'r-f' cl...'1l J ~st.Ud-ff u,-€-r-<- YLA.o!..c) cn'i~dc:l,~ ~ r J a.'} 'Jv,...<t-'1 ,f-,vr,..~ bt>t'-'U..t e.. c,-/ '17-,, tv l--t)cd{/o"'I ~M '1")1.-<21,.,ttc~e't I:..;_{!_ ~be said that these early citizens had a clear
vision of what they wanted to see happen in this community in
the 20th century. They worked hard, and they worked together .
Many lived to see their dreams come to fruition without Local
- State - or Fede r al grants. The railroads lines, clay mines,
brick and tile factories, and stone quarries all came into
being .
But they were so short sighted to not see the
potential economic impact of the Old Morehead Normal School
upon the region.
6
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Dr. Jack D. Ellis
552 W. Sun Street
Morehead, KY 40351
606-784-7473

June 14, 2006

TO: MOREHEAD'S MAYOR & CITY COUNCIL

150 years ago Colonel John Hargis, a man with a peg-leg and a cane, stepped off
and measured the streets and lots in Morehead. He had no idea that Morehead would
become the educational, cultural, medical, recreational and economic center it is today.
But when Morehead was established it was hemmed in by the hills, and today it is still
constrained by geography and topography. But we all still want what's best for our city.
I am proud of Morehead and we have a lovely city that seems to be growing at an
astounding rate. But we are still hemmed in by the hills with a terrible traffic problem as
well as a water problem. Everyone recognizes that growth in business and industry is
essential for our future development. But to continue to place those businesses in a
narrow valley prone to flooding and with an already terrible traffic problem, seems to me
to be a mistake. Even with new road construction it will only get worse in the next few
years.
Geography and topography will always be a constraint in Morehead's
development. But the question is, where is the level land for future growth that would
minimize existing water and traffic problems? The answer could seem to be near the
I-64-801 exit north and south, as well as west US 60 in the broad Triplett valley. More
roads would have to be built in the future. But it seems that those areas offer the greatest
potential with a minimum affect upon the present traffic and flooding problems. I urge
you to seriously consider these or other options before coming to a decision with your
present plans.
Respectfully,

~ i l .~
Jack D. Ellis

/ 4adley Collins-Mayor
105 East Main St.
bcollins@cityofmorehead.com

784-8505 wk
784-6204 hm
776-5943 cell

CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS

~

ruce Adkins
784-1313 wk
924 Piedmont St. 356-2082 cell
rba454@hotmail.com

v-Af Baldwin

783-2150 wk
776-0396 cell
784-2070 hm
a. baldwin@moreheadstate.edu

610 Knapp Ave.

0 .~Bishop
1051 Christian St.
pix@ycnx.net

784-9111 wk
784-6519 hm
356-0588 cell

Dwain Wilson- Public Works Director
Dale Adkins- Fire Chief
Sam Cross- Recreation Director
Randy Waltz- Police Chief

~

~

hirley Hamilton
784-5424 hm
401 Skaggs Rd.
shamilton@zoomnet.net
ike Mincey
784-6353 hm
933 N. Wilson St.
776-3475
m.mincey@moreheadstate.edu

vJ)avid Perkins
784-4918 wk
540 Knapp Ave.
784-8761 hm
dcp540@ycnLnet 356-7549 cell
Joe Parson-City Building lnspector-462-7017
Joyce Stevens- City Attorney: 776-7781
Diana Lindsey- City Clerk
Tammy Catron- Assistant City Clerk
Terri Cline-Main Street Manager 780-7441
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Hooper Josephus, dentist.
Humber Wm C, physician and dentist.
Hunt John M, Proprietor of livery and
sale stables.
Johnson J W , physician.
Judy M B, saloon .
Klein Solomon, general store.
Labold F, dry goods and clothing. ~
Lee Eugene E, proprietor of Owen News.
Levy A & Wolf A, clothing.
Lieberman Henry, grocers and notions.
Lillard jerry D, lawyer.
Lowe George S, principal select school.
McGinnis J W, physician .
Manning Charles F, jeweler.
Marsh Mount, wagonmaker.
Martin John B, county clerk.
Mefford Dallas B, postmaster.
Montgomery Henry P, lawyer.
Moore Harbin H, town marshal.
Morgan Lewis, coroner.
Munday J F, physician .
National Bank of Owe nton ;
Asa P Grover, president,
N H Witherspoon, cash ieT'"Owen Hotel, A S Bloom , proprietor.
Owen News, Eugene E Lee , proprietor.
Peak R J, physician and dru ggist.
Pe rry James W, lawyer.
Rees Farmer, physician and drugg ist .
Revill Joseph C, clerk circuit court.
Rigg E G, supt Clark' s tobacco house.
Rigg Harry B, proprietor Exchange Hotel.
Riley James N, physician . Riley Rev J V, Bapti st.
Riley P M, proprietors Farmer's Hotel.
Roland Bros, distillery.saw , and grist mill.
Sanders Mrs Ella, millinery and
fancy goods.
Sandford Wm H, master commissioner.
Smith John W, county assessor.
Strother Charles , police judge.
Strother J C & Orr J J, lawyers .
Suitor & Hartsough , builders.
Tomlinson May, stoves, tinware,
· hardware, woodware , and p.u mps.
Vallandigham H C, county surveyo r.

(Courtesy of Carl Howell)

Waldrop Rev John W, Baptist.
Wingate Henry, justice of peace .
Witherspoon N H, cashier National Bank
of Owen .
Yancey RH , justice of eace .

This village of
Is in Rowan
County , thirty-five miles from Mount Sterling, its shipping point, and 165 miles from
Louisvill!=l. Th ere are two flour mills, on e
saw mill, three churches, and a common
school. Tri-weekly mail. Cyrus Alley, postmaster.
Business Directory
All ey Cyrus , saw and grist mill.
v Bailey Warren , county judge.
Bradley Elias , grist mill.
Burns HG, lawyer.
Burnes & Johnson, general store .
Cany Judge James, hotel.
'Dl,ark J E, lawyer.
Qt}y,le
Rev H S, Christian .
t,.l 'ir}{
u. $'

LED
St&geto &nd from Owenton t wi ce da ily t o Spart a , on L . ,C. a: L . R.R., connec: t' g with a ll passsenger t rains
Stage once d a ily t o and fr o m ·W a rsaw a n d Spart a , connecti n g w it h m o rni ng tr ain s.
A. dail1 li ne of tr an s fe r w a gon s t o and fro m Owe nto n and Spa r t ll .

· ·:·"" ·

Elias Smith , grocer.
Hardenburg A, wagonm aker.
Hardenburg H D, cabinetmaker.
-'H argis John , lawyer.
-t!i umphrey Andrew, commi ssioner
of taxes.
J'.Johnson James W , county clerk.
✓L'ttleton H T, school teacher.
ogan H S, physician .
Patton Ed, boot and shoemaker.
~ roctor Ebn er, blacksmith .
/ ~rlfield T W, physician .
1.,Stewart Rev James, Baptist.
11 Taber W G, lawyer.
Warren Alderson, general store .
' Wyatt W P, sheriff.
i)'oung Z T, lawyer.

'!

I.

OWENTON, KY.

I

Massack
In the northwestern part of
McCracken County, nine miles southwest of Paducah, the county seat, its
nearest shipping point, and the junction
· of the M. P. & N. and the P. & E. Railroads,
and 235 miles southwest of Louisville.
Tri-weekly mail and stage to Paducah
and Lovelaceville . Population fifty. G. W.
Bumpaus, postmaster.
Business Directory
Berry M M, plasterer.
Bridgewater T E, general store.
Bumpaus G W, general store .
Chambers S C, teache r.
Craig D Y, justice.
Newman J P, constable .
Randolph E C, justice.
Waltman J M, physician.

The well-known mineral water
Springs,
was'• located at Shepherdsville,
Kentucky.
,, ..,spa, Paragu~t
'
'
...
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OWENTON, SPARTA AND WARSAW

F. & A. COX & CO, Proprietors, -

l

A look down Winchester's south Main Street about 1910.
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MOREHEAD CITY COUNCIL ACTIONS
EARLY 1900s
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. to run th e1r
. 1·me mto
.
.
e1yda T e1ep h one C ompany was grante d fi1rst
th e city
far enough to connect this line with the Big Sandy telephone Company.

***
Ordinance passed in December 1912 prohibiting minors to enter pool rooms. ·

***
City advertised in The Mountaineer, Ashland Dailey Independent and Lexington
Herald in 1912.

***
City used carbon system of lighting in 1913.

***
Ed Maggard leased power plant from city and returned it to the city in 1913.
_Light rates in 1913:
Residence- I light, .50; 2 lights, .90; 3 lights, $1.25; over 3 to 30, .25 each; over
30, .20 each.
Commercial-1 light, .60; 2 lights, $1; 3 lights, $1.35; over 3 to 10, .03 each; over
10, .25 each.
Above rates was based on 16 candle power carbon or 50 watts that are connected
to Maggard and Bradley Company power plant for the purpose of furnishing power to
the city.

***
Feb. 21, 1914-City started making plans for replacing plant by appointing H.H.
Yount and H.C. Lewis to contact some machinery company to get their best terms and
prices on machinery to put municipal light plant in operation.

***
Feb. 26, 1914-City decided to purchase oil engine to run the municipal light plant.

***

o,

P/.!Lt. D f S 172 '.LfL t' IJJ~
It. N'T"- m~JlS ,, ri.J.. "L- /Jl(!lt,UV ii ~ up
Fe[).L(), ;T-zt:- ower p' ant being destroyed by fire, but leaving po1es and wiring
in good condition the city made plans for repairing the light plant and advertising for
bids to repair the plant. The city was then without any lights and an emergency existed.
Jesse Pelfrey was allowed $10 for work on electric line, Grant Ramsey $4.80 for cleaning
up plant after fire. Post Glover Electric Company allowed $76.32 for electric fixtures
The bid of S.M. Bradley, L.P. Blair, and E.E. Maggard was accepted to repair and
furnish the light plant for $585 from Cincinnati and from Catlettsburg.
***
Aug. 7, 1916-Ordinance was passed establishing a six percent penalty on a11 overdue taxes.

***
aug. 7, 1916-It was the duty of the City Marshall to take up any animal found

...,.,.

within the city limits wearing a bell and to fasten said animal up in the city Hall lot and
remove said bell, and for taking each animal he received $1 and all expenses paid for
feeding and caring for the animal and after three days notice to the owner he shall, unless
said fee and expense of keep and care be paid, ady~rtise the animal for sale for at least
three days by written or printed notices posted up in at lest three public places of the city
and sell the same and for making the sale he shall have from the proceeds $5 and after ..
deducting all costs, fees and expenses of keeping and sale, he shall pay over to the owner~ \. _
the remainder, if any.
,, ·
,•_· v

***
Oct. 2, 1916-U.G. Mulligan was paid $25 for service of bloodhounds for the
purpose of tracking down robbers who broke into the houses of J.W. Hogge, A.J.
Banfield and J.M. Carey.
~
I
***
n a£ s 111 1. PM_sf12 u>?-7I n1J 4 n>trl ,f'f'(_t: Kt-1-CJ w- m s In f'9""r9, t e sectionof Morehead now called Elizabeth Avenue was called the
Carter Addition.

***
On Aug. 1, 1919, the City of Morehead made final payment on fire engine to the
American La France Fire Engine Company.

***
In 1922 the City Board of Supervisors or Equalizers as they are now called were
allowed three days in which to complete their work at the rate of $3 .00 per day.

***
June 12, 1922 - Every firm or corporation in the city of Morehead shall fix eaves
so that the rain shall not drip down upon the streets of the City. They shall have
guttering of eaves so as to keep rain from said eaves from dripping on said sidewalk.
Any place failing to comply with said ordinance shall, upon conviction be fined $5.00 for
each offense.

***
It was voted to put in water int eh City of Morehead July 10, 922. This was put to
vote at the general election in November, 1922.

***
Votes at the general election on the water bond issue were as follows in precinct No. 2.
298, yes; 3, no.

***

I

Members of first Fire Department on December 11, 1922 were:
V. Hunt; Leo Oppenheimer; J. Y. Trumbo; Hartley Battson, Fire Chief; I.E. Blair;
Moody Alderman; Oliver Caudill; Earl Young; Tom Hogge; J.B. Calvert, Sr.; Melvin
Hamm; Alf Caskey and D.C. Caudill.
***
cct..,u p,; u~1 Lr- d>!!_~l-1'-- f'Ju~t.0111tt.J }rttf-D ~ rP>4-Y 1:=ofl- ,(L, '(C~1c.;7
7
Jan. 8, 1923 - Ordered contract for installing oil engin at light plant with dynamo in good order.

***

\ \

,,

Feb. 12, 1923 - All lodges and Women's Club be made to pay light rent.

***
Feb. 12, 1923 - Clarence Clayton be allowed $200.00 for installing engine at light
plant.

***
June 11, 1923 - Ordinance passed to charge any street fair $50 .00 per day in the
City of Morehead.

***
Sept. 10, 1923 - Passed ordinance to prohibit boys an other persons from going
over the town and inviting people to come to picture shows by hollering at them.

***
Nove. 12, 1923 - Mayor appointed N.E. Kennard, D.B. Caudill and Lester Hogge
to confer with committee from Salt Lick and Owingsville in regard to getting the
Kentucky Utilities Company for the lighting system in Morehead.

***
_Feb. 11, 1924 - Oil engine now installed at light plant be equipped with necessary
equipment and a wire run to the Morehead Normal School bu8lding to furnish them with
liht in the event of a breakdown of large engine and to insure lights every night.

***
March 10, 1924 - It shall be unlawful for any firm or corporation or person to
operate an automobile withing the City of Morehead without first having obtained a
license to operate same from the County Court Clerk as now required by law and said
operator shall have two plates being the registration number attached to said machine in
plain view, one plate at the front of said machine and one at the rear of said machine.

***
March 10, 1924 - It was ordered that the street commission investigate the
possibility of getting R.R. Street paved. They are requested to see each property owner
and railroad official and make a repot at next regular meeting.
"'***
\µ*"r--~ s.1- 0ffL ~di MP.s
April 5, 1924 - 1 of Walter Woody, and Heimerdinger of Cincinnati, Ohio was
accepted to buy the $25,000.00 water and sewage bonds.

row,

***
April 23, 1924 - City Council decided to lease municipal light plant to E.E.
Maggard. Committee was appointed to invoice and tum over all supplies of said plant to
E.E. Maggard.

***
Oct. 24, 1924 - Major appointed committee to stake off location of reservoir for
water works. Same committee was appointed to get a filtration plant.

***
Jan. 20, 1924 - Appointed committee to draw a contract for the citizens whose
property is located on main Street to have same.

***

0)

In 1_922 the _C ity l3oard of order.
Supervisors or Equalizers as
• • •
they are now c_alled :,vere allowFeb. 12, 1923- All lodges and
ed three _days m which _to com- Women's Club be made to pay
plete their work at the rate of light rent.
$3.00 per day.
* • •
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• • •
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une 12, 1922-Every firm or
corporation in the City of Morehead shall fix eaves so that the
rain shall not drip down · upon
the streets of the City. They
shall have gc.1ttering of eaves · so
as to keep rain from said eaves
from dripping on said sidewalk.
Any place failing to comply
with_ s1;1id ordinance shall, upon
conviction be fined $5.00 for
each offense.• • •

It was voted to put in water
in the City of Morehead July
10, 1922. This was put to vote
at the general election in November, 1922.
• • •
Votes at the general election
on the water bond issue were
as follows in precint No. 2.
298-yes, 3-no.
• • •
Members of First Fire Department on Dec. 11, 1922 were:
I
V. Hunt, Leo Oppenheimer, J.
Y. Trumbo, Hartley Battso.n
Fire Chief, I. E. Blair, Moody
Alderman, Oliver Caudill Earl
Young, Tom Hogge, J. B'. Cal· vert, Sr., Melvin Hamm Alf
Caskey and D. C. ·caudill. '

•

•

•

Jan. 8, 1923-Ordered conract for installing oil engine at
ght plant with dynamo in good

Feb. 12, 1923-Clarenc Cla_yton be allowed f200.00 or installing engine at light plant.
• • •
June 11, 1923-Ordinance passed to charge any street fair
$50 .00 per d ay m
· the City of ,':
Morehead.
• • •
>( Sept. 10, 1923-Passed ordin- 1
ance to prohibit boys and other ·
persons from going over the ~
town and inviting people to
f:~~g t~t ~~!~.e shows by hol- t
• .,. •
e
Nov. 12, 1923-Mayor appoint- n
ed N. E. Kennard, D. B. Caudill and Lester Hogge to confer d
with committee from Salt Lick d
and Owingsville in regard to .e
getting the Kentucky Utilities
Company for the lighting systern in Morehead.

* •
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Feb. 11, 1924--Oil engine now
instalied at light plant be equipped with necessary equipment
and a wire run to the Morehead
Normal School buildir,.g to furnish them with light in the event
of a break-down of large engine
and to insure lights every night.

•

•

*

March 10, 1924-It shall be un-1 April 23, 1924-City Council
lawful icr any firm or corpora- decided ··to··1ease municipal light
tion or person to operate an plant to E. E. Maggard. Comautomobile within the City of mittee was appointed to invoice
Morehead without first having and turn over all ~upplies of
obtain ed a license to opera\e said plant to E. E. Maggard.
same from the County Court
• • •
Clerk as now requir~d by law
Oct. 24, 1924-Majot appointed
and said operator shall have two committee to stake off location
plates bearing the registeration of reservoir for water wo1·1{s.
·number attached to Said machine Same committee was appointed
in plain view, one plate at the to get a ,filtration plant.
I
front of said machine and one .
.. ·• • •
at'· the rear of said machir,e.
Jan. 20, 1924-Appointed com* • •
mittee to draw a contract for the
Mal'ch 10, 1924---It Y.'as order- citizens whose property is located
ed that the street commission in- on Main Street • to have same
vestigate the possibility of get- paved.
ting R. R. Street paved. They
• • •
are requested to see each propf
erty owner and railroad official
March 8, 1925-Any manu acand m ake a report · at next reg- turing plant that wishes to reside
ular meeting.
in Morehead may be exempted
,. • •
from tax for a period of five
April 5, 1924-Bid of Walter, _Years.
· • • •
Woody · and Heimerdinger of jl
.
.
.
Cincim?ati Ohio was accepted
April 28, 1925-Gity Council
to buy th~ .$25,000.00 water and ordered that the 5th, 6th, 7th,
sewage bonds.
18th, 9th, 11th days of May, 1925
• • •
be designated as clean-up days
in the City of Morehead.

• • •

May 4, 1925-Godfrey Miller,
civil engineer, was employed to
pave Main Street for a price of
3 % of cost of improvement.
In 1925 Morehead was a fifth
class city.

.

..

Dec. 8, 1925-Edd Fannin was
allowed $68 for pulling automobiles through the muddy streets
of the city.

• • •

Feb. 9, 1926-Vqted by Council
that the city purchase a fire
,::ionO'lno mn11nto~ nn o
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HOMEOW·NERS FIRST AID
MOREHEAD AND ROWAN COUNTY
The earliest recorded mention of the Rowan County area was
made in 1773 by a group of surveyors from Pennsylvania.
While passing through Kentucky they viewed what is now
known as Triplett Creek, but not liking what they saw, moved
on. The community at Farmers was the first settlement,
probably being founded about the time of the Revolutionary
War although the exact date is not known.
In 1856the Kentucky Legislature created Rowan County, the
104th county in the Commonwealth, from parts of Fleming and
Morgan Counties. The seat of justice was designated as a poillt
on the east fork of Triplett Creek between residences of Dixon
Clack and B.F. Powers. The name of the seat of justice was to
be Morehead in honor of James T. Morehead.
While Morehead and Rowan County were named for two
outstanding Kentucky Statesmen, neither one of them was
known to have ever been in the area or to have been
particularly associated with the organization of the county.
Judge John Rowan was born in Pennsylvania in 1773 but his
family moved to the Green River section of Western Kentucky
when he was eleven years old. As a young man, he was a
student at Dr. Priestly's classical school in Bardstown and later
went on to study law in Lexington.
Just four years after he was admitted to the bar, he was
made a member of the committee that formed the Kentucky
Constitution of 1799. At the age of 31, Rowan was chosen
Secretary of State and then was elected to Congress from a
district in which he did not reside.
In 1818, he was appointed a Judge of the Court of Appeals. lt
was while serving in this position that he delivered a learned
and forceful opinion on the power of Congress to charter the
· Bank of the United States. Along with fellow Kentuckian
Henry Clay, Rowan defended the "occupying claimant laws"
concerning the land title laws made by the Kentucky
Legislature on the area between Kentucky and Virginia. His
petition is still considered the ablest vindication of these laws
ever drawn.
Following his time on the bench, Rowan was elected to the
U.S. Senate for a 6-year term before retiring to Louisville
where he died in 1843.
Aside from having one of Kentucky's 120 counties named for
him, Rowan is perhaps best remembered today for being the
owner and builder of My Old Kentucky Home in Bardstown, a
place often visited by his nephew, Stephen Foster, who
immortalized the stately mansion in song. This able jurist and
statesman was also the first president of the Kentucky
Historical Society.
Born near Shepherdsville in 1797, James T. Morehead spent
his 57 years serving his state in positions ranging from the state
legislature to the U.S. Senate. After studying at Transylvania
College in Lexington, he practiced law in Bowling Green and
was elected to the legislature from that district. He was then
chosen Lt. Governor in 1832 and upon Governor John
Breathitt's death in 1834, assumed the duties of governor for
the next two years.
In the U.S Senate where he served from 1841-47, Morehead
was considered an outstanding debater. When it was known he
would speak, the galleries were filled with people eager to hear
him defend, with grace and dignity, his sound and conservative
views. Like Judge John Rowan, he too was interested in
Kentucky history and assembled a huge library in this field.
Thti early settlers came mainly from Scotch-Irish, Irish, and
English descent. Morehead was at this time divided into two
farms -- that of Mrs. Abbie Oxley on the western side and Mr.
Ben Evans to the east . Mrs. Oxley's home must have stood
approximately where the Post Office is now located, while Mr.
Evan's log house was where Mr. and Mrs. C.P. Caudill now live.
The names of Oxley Branch and Evans Branch, of course, come
from this source.
R-681AB KY 3

MOUTH TO MOUTH BREATHING

The first people to settle in Morehead, for the most part,
came from Virginia on military grants. Morehead at that time
afforded a stopover for travelers who were on their way to the
Bluegrass. Some stopped in order to make repairs to their
wagons, etc. Then upon seeing that the location afforded
quantities of good land, abundant wildlife and an ample supply
of water, would decide to stay rather than attempt the
hardships further on. Too, they did not have to worry about the
threat of Indians as there were no tribes in this section.
However, many feared the night raiders who would pass
through, stopping long enough to steal and pillage. It is said
that several settlers were known to sweep their yards in order
to tell if anyone had been around while they were gone. Most
kept their money well hidden.
Another reason for travel through Morehead was the salt
works located on the Little Sandy River in Carter County. Salt
was transported from these salt works through Rowan into
Montgomery, Bourbon and Mason Counties. Because of this
early travel, most of the early buildings in the town were used
as inns and taverns.
Election Day, 1884, brought in a dark and bloody era of
Rowan County's history. As was not uncommon on election day
in Kentucky at that time, a gunfight broke out before the polls
closed. For the next three years a feud between the two
families involved continued and threatened to end the very
existence of Rowan County. The lawlessness which became
prevalent so terrorized the local citizens that many m_e n feared
for their families' safety and moved them to other, more
peaceful communities. The streets were not considered safe,
law officials could not be trusted, and many feared that the only
solution would be to abolish the county -- to have it absorbed by
surrounding counties. Twice the state militia was called in and
for a time order was restored, but as soon as the troops were
withdrawn, lawlessness returned.
Finally, after three years of turmoil, a group of irate citizens
decided this sort of behavior could no longer be tolerated and
decided that if they were to have a community in which they
wanted to live and raise their families they would have to take
action themselves. Armed with what guns and ammunition
they could assemble, they surrounded the hotel where the clan
had gathered and shot it out with them. By days end, most of
the men of the feuding families were dead. And thus did the
Rowan County War end.
The City of Morehead was incorporated in 1869 but was
already designated as the county seat in 1856. Judge Hargis
"walked it off." The city was named in honor of James T.
Morehead, who was one time governor of Kentucky. Records of
minutes of city council meetings date back to 1912.
Morehead presently encompasses approximately 5 square
miles, 1 Rowan County school district and 6 election precincts.
It is a fourth class city. In 1910 its population was about 1500.
In 1968 Morehead's population is estimated at near 6000.
Employment opportunities in Morehead are divided among
local industries, Morehead State University, agriculture,
lumber and local businesses and professions. Morehead State
University has vast economic impact on the community.
There is one newspaper published in Morehead, serving the
county and the city. News of town and county is also covered
by radio station WMOR AM and FM. Morehead State
University has radio station WMKY-FM and publishes a
semi-monthly newspaper. Morehead TV Cable furnishes 6
channels. The University also has a TV Cable.

1. START IMMEDIATELY! Call a doctor! Two
exceptions: if gas or smoke are present,
remove victim to fresh air ; if electric shock
is cause, make sure body is not in con tact
before touching .
2. REMOVE FOREIGN MATTER from mouth.
3. TILT HEAD BACK with victim on back ,
neck extended , grasp lower jaw, lift
forcefullyupward into jutting-out position
as shown.
4. IF AIR PASSAGE IS NOT CLEARED, strike
sharp blows between shoulder _blades .
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In a heart emergency , when the victim shows evidence of heart stoppage , artificial
respiration must be started at the earliest possible moment . An effective method for first aid
treatment is the closed-chest heart massaqe. Only equipment needed is the hands . Turn
victim on hi s back , resting against some solid support, head tilted far back , jaw jutting out.
Kneel at left side of bodv and place heel of one hand on lower portion of breast bone . other
hand on top as shown at left. At rate of approximately 60 co mpressions per minute (pulse
rate) press down with both hands until breast bone is depressed trom one to two inches. Lift
hands between each stroke so that breast bone returns to normal position.

POISONED WOUNDS

PRESSURE POINTS
FOR ARTERIAL [SPURTING]
FROM ARM OR LEG DO THIS
1. Raise wound above rest of victim's body
and fol low steps 1 and 2.
1. Get a thick pad of cloth, sanitary napkin ,
3. Press artery against bone (see chart for
gauze or clothing .
pressure points) between wound and
2. Press pad directly over wound. When
heart.
bleeding is co ntrolled, add more layers
3. Do not use tourniquet unless you are a
and bandage.
trained first aider!
BLEEDING CAN ALMOST ALWAYS BE CONTROLLED BY PRESSING PAD OF CLOTH OR GAUZE OVER THE WOUND.
Severe bleeding must be stopped at once . If
you cannot do the following use finger
pressure until help is available.

FIRST AID KIT
Assemble thesP
FIRST AID SUPPLIES NOW
before you need them :
Sterile gauze compresses and pads. Sealed
ro ll ed gauze bandages. Adhesive strip bandages- tape. Sterile absorbent cotton.
Iodine (2 % solution or consult pharmacist).
Petroleum jelly . Bottle of calamine lotion .
Aromatic spirits of ammonia . Milk of magnesia. Dry mustard. Baking soda . Universal
antidote for poisons (buy from druggist) .
Scissors , tweezers. Medi cine dropper. Fever
thermometer. Hot water bottle. Ice bag .
In all cases of serious shock or injury, send
for a doctor or ambulance at once. In the
meantime , apply first aid promptly , but not
hastily .

BLEEDING WOUNDS . - Bleeding in spurts
indicates severing ofan artery . Steady flow
indicates a vein has been cut. Bleeding from
an artery should be stopped by applying
pressure of the thumb, a comp,ess or cloth
pad over the artery at q point between the
bleeding wound and tt,e heart. In bleeding
from a vein (steady fl.o w), pressure should be
applied on the side away from the heart.
Where bleeding is not severe, a compress
over the open wound should be sufficient. If
bleeding is very severe, tourn[quet may be
made by tying handkerchief, cloth, belt, strap,
or necktie around the part over compress and
using small stick, pencil, or similar article
with which to twist and tighten . Do not twist
too hard , just enough to stop bleeding.
Loosen every twenty minutes to let a little
blood escape . Keep the part elevated .

SHOCK
SHOCK - Lay patient flat on back with head low, unless
head is bleeding. Remove false teeth, gum or tobacco from
mouth. Keep patient warm. Give stimulants such as aromatic

spirits of ammonia in water, hot coffee, tea or water. Do not
give stimulant to an unconscious patient, or to one who may
have internal bleeding.

IMPORTANT DON'TS
Call

~

I

POISONED WOUNDS - From bite of animal - Treat immediately . Wash under running
water to remove animal saliva. Have patient lie down. Apply bandage above wound to
prevent spread of poison . With sterilized tip of knife or razor cut into the wound, a depth of
1 / 8 to 1 / 4 inch over eac h fang mark , and let poison out. Apply suction , or if riecessary suck
wound out by m o uth , provided there are no open sorrls or wounds in mouth , remove as
much poison as possible . Be careful not to swallow. Continue suction- about a half hour.
Cauterize with nitrate acid , r. hloridPof zinc or nitrate of silver , or by applying white hot iron .
Give patient stimulants and rush to doctor.

t,
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HEART MASSAGE

, ---~- ~
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5. OPEN YOUR MOUTH WIDE , cover victim·s
mou)h completely , airtight , close victim's
nose by pinching. With children-cover
both mouth & nose with your mouth.
6. BLOW AIR INTO VICTIM'S LUNGS until
chest rises (less forcefully for children).
Remove mouth .allow exhale. If chest does
not rise , check for correct position and
removal of foreign matter. Tongue may be
blocking air passage.
7. REPEAT (20 times a minute for adults , 12 a
minute for children) until victim revives .
Don't stopi

I

a doctor

Hrst!

Don't attempt to give anything by mouth to an
unconscious person .
Don't use anything from a container that is
unlabeled or on which the label is
obscured.
Don't give a cathartic or laxative in any case of
severe or persistent abdominal pain.

Don't take medicine from a container in the
dark .
Don't keep poisonous drugs in the medicine
cabinet or near other medicines. Do
keep I ids closed with adhesive tape or
with pins in corks as warning signals!
Don't keep poisons within reach of children .

Call
a doctor

first!
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SUMMARY

DATA

POPULATION:
L

1960: Morehead - 4, 1 70

Rowan County - 12,808

MOREHEAD LABOR SUPPLY AREA:
Includes Rowan and all adjoining counties. Estimated number of
workers available for industrial jobs in the labor supply area:
5,193 men and 4 , 205 women. Number of workers available from
Rowan County: 746 men and 531 women.
The future labor supply will include 5,029 boys and 4,851 girls
who will become 18 years of age by 197 2.
LOCAL MANUFACTURING:
Manufacturing firms, their products, employment, prevailing
wage rates, and current unionization are shown in detail in the
Manufacturing Chapter .
TRANSPORTATION:
Railroads: The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Company , operating
between Louisville and Ashland, and the Morehead and North
Fork Railroad Company, operating between Morehead and "Lee
C l ay Products , 1 1 serve Morehead .
Air: The nearest major airport is Blue Grass Field, Lexington,
Kentucky, 70 miles . The Morehead-Rowan County Airport, located
at Farmers , Kentucky, 5 1 / 2 miles distant, can accommodate
light aircraft.
Trucks: Common carrier service is provided Morehead by
McLean Trucking Company and Point Express . Point Express
has a terminal located in Morehead.
Bus Lines:

Morehead is s erved by Southern Greyhound Lines.

1.

L

Highway 9 : Morehead is served by U.S . Highway 60 and Kentucky
Highway 519 and 32 . Interstate 64 will pass 1 1 / 2 miles north of
the city .
UTILITIES:
Electricity:
City : Electricity is supplied to Morehead by Kentucky Utilities
Company.
··"
County :

Grayson RECC and Fleming-Mason RECC .

Gas : Natural gas is supplied to Morehead by the Morehead
Utility Plant Board, whose source of supply is the Tennessee
Gas Transmission Company.

__,

Water: Water is supplied to Mor e head by the Morehead Utility
Plant Board, whose present sourc e of raw water is a 120,000, 000gallon r e servoir owned by Morehead State University .
Sewer System : The Mor e head Utility Plant Board provides separate
sanitary and storm sewers in Morehead.
INDUSTRIAL SITES :
Morehead has two industrial sit e s . Plans for an Industrial Park
· ar e being con s idered at the .present time .

....J
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POPULATION AND - LABOR MARKET

Population
L

The population of Morehead was reported to be 4, 170 by the 1960
U . S . Census of Population, which was an increase of l , 068 since the
1950 census count of 3,102. The net population increa se since 1900 is
reported to be 3,070.
TABLE 1
POPULATION DATA FOR MOREHEAD AND ROWAN COUNTY WITH
COMPARISONS TO THE KENTUCKY RATE OF CHANGE, 1900-60

Year

L

Morehead
Population
% Change

Rowan County
Population
% Change .

Kentucky

% Change

l, 100
8,277
15.5
1900
6.6
1 , 105
.5
9 , 438
14 . 0
1910
-11. 2
9,467
.3
5. 5
1920
981
8. 2
825
10 , 893
15 . 0
1930
-8.4
130.4
12 , 734
8.8
1,901
1940
16.9
3,102
63. 1
12 , 708
3. 5
1950
-. 3
4, 170
12,808
3.2
34 . 4
.8
1960
Source: U . S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1960,
"General Population Characteristics," Kentucky .
Economic Characteristics
Rowan County is a predominantly rural county having only one
community classified as urban . This is Morehead, the county seat.
Rowan County had 861 workers employed in agriculture in the Fall of 1959.
In September 1965 there were 778 workers employed i n manufacturing .
Wage rates are below the state average in Rowan County . Table 2
shows the wage rates for the area .

3.

TABLE 2
ROWAN COUNTY LABOR MARKET~ AVERAGE WEEKLY
INCOMEj TOT AL AND PER CAPITA PERSONAL INCOME
Weekly Wages
All
Industries Manufacturing

County

Personal Income
Per Capita
Rank~:<
Total
Per Capita
(000}

12 , 006 $ 926
98
Rowan
$64 . 68
$ 71. 70
$
75
10,282
1,
167
66.26
51.
63
Bath
105
74 . 01
17,503
854
68.15
Carter
110
4,901
49
.
81
795
Elliott
50 . 19
13,681
1,285
70 . 25
73.51
59
Fleming
12,250
933
96
Lewis
70 . 85
73 . 89
107
3,444
828
29 . 56
Menifee
59 . 79
10,347
62 . 74
54 . 17
91
996
Morgan
0
106.91
5 , 566,097
93.06
1,799
KENTUCKY
~:<County rankings presented here are the per capita personal income
for that county among the total 120 Kentucky Counties .

,-.

-

-

Sources: Kentucky Department of Economic Security (Average Weekly
Wage for All I ndustries and Manufacturing, 1964) for Weekly Wages;
Bureau of Business Research , College of Commerce, University of
Kentucky, Kentucky Personal Income 1963, 1965, for Personal Income.
Labor Market
Supply Area : The Morehead l abor supply area is defined for the
purpose of this statement to include Rowan, and the adjacent counties
of Bath, Carter , Elliott , Fleming, Lewis, Menifee, and Morgan.
Labor Potential Defined: The total estimated labor supply is
composed of three major groups . The first two are currently available
for industrial employment , the third group descri bes the potential for
future years .

4.

1.

The current u nemployed, measured here by unemployment
insurance c l aimants .

2.

Men who would shift from low paying jobs such as agriculture
and women who would enter the l abor force if jobs were available.

3.

The future labor supply due to aging of the population and
measured here by the number of boys and girls who will
become 18 years of age during the next five years ( 1967 -1971).

-...i
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Numbers Available: The total p-opulation of the Morehead labo r
supply area was reported to be 88,406 by the 1960 U . S . Census of
Population, which was a decrease of 8, 260 persons s i nce the 1950 cens;u~
count of 96,666 . The total estimated to be currently available for indus-<- tiial employment includes 5,193 males and 4,205 females . This di.-stribut.i on
is shown in Table 3 .
In 1965, in Rowan County there were 163 high school graduates .
Of these graduates, 46 . 6 percent entered post high school educational
institutions .
TABLE 3
DISTRIBUTION OF THE CURRENT ESTIMATED LABOR SUPPLY
WITH COMPONENTS ~ ROWAN COUNTY AREA, JUNE 1966

Male
Area Total: 5 , 193

Total
Female

Total

4 , 205

9 , 398

Labor Supply >:<
Female
Male
3 , 604

4 , 048

Unemployed
Male
Female
1 , 589

157

345
531
1,277
401
507
7 46
Rowan
308
452
487
462
179
Bath
949
1
,
042
1
,
060
171
l,
135
2
,
195
964
Carter
1 , 063
400
433
214
614
449
Elliott
86
481
213
461
780
Fleming
299
111
226
838
501
200
Lewis
612
140
223
680
317
205
457
Menifee
1, 616
343
773
500
748
843
Morgan
,:<Men who would shi ft from low paying jobs such as farming and
who would enter the l a bor forc e i.f jobs w e re availabl e .

24
10
18
16
20
26
18
25
women

Source : Kentucky Departm e nt of Economic Security (Labor Supply
Estimate) .
Future Labor Supply : The future labor supply will include some
portion of the 5,029 males and 4 , 851 females who will become 18 years
of age by 1972 . Any e xact forec a st of th e number that could enter the
area work force would be impossible . The most influential internal
factor would be the type of local e mployment available .

5.
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TABLE 4
DISTRIBUTION OF THE FUTURE LABOR SUPPLY,
ROWAN COUNTY AREA
18 Years of Age by 1972
Male
Female
Area Total:

4,851

5 , 029

651
615
Rowan
460
451
Bath
1, 183
Carter
1,229
414
Elliott
379
542
571
Fleming
808
748
Lewis
244
244
Menifee
643
Morgan
697
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census of Population: 1960,
"General Population Characteristics" Kentucky .

7

Area Employment Characteristics: The following three tables
show the Morehead area employment in agriculture and the covered
employment of manufacturing and all industries,. respectively .
TABLE 5
ROWAN COUNTY AREA AGRICULTURAL EMPLOYMENT,FALL, 1959
_,

Family Workers
Area Total:

Hired Workers~:~

1.1 , 634

861
Rowan
1 , 475
Bath
1 , 840
Carter
Elliott
940
2,163
Fleming
1,864
Lewis
765
Menifee
1 , 726
Morgan
~:~ Regular Workers (Employed 150 days or more )

Total

211

11,845

0
32
35
0
83
31
20
10

861
1 , 507
1,875
940
2,246
1,895
785
1,736

....

Source: U . S. Bureau of the Census , U.S. Census of Agriculture: 1959,
Kentucky.
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TABLE 6
ROW AN COUNTY AREA MANUFACTURING EMPLOYMENT, SEPTEMBER, 1965
Area
Total

-J

Rowan

Bath

Carter

Elliott

Fleming

Lewis · Menifee Morgan

Total manu1,073
12
3,024
778
738
27
178
facturing
19
199
Food & kindred
0
2
5
6
0
5
0
products
57
39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Tobacco
Clothing, textile
0
1,250
224
0
375
0
651
0
0
and leather
Lumber and
660
320
11
40
12
2
87
27
161
furniture
Print., pub . and
20
110
0
0
0
0
10
143
3
paper
Chemicals,
petroleum and
0
0
0
0
0
rubber
26
26
0
0
Stone, clay and
542
0
0
0
0
0
glass
696
149
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Primary metals
0
Machinery, metal
products and
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
equipment
192
192
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Other
0
Source: Kentucky Department of Economic Security (Number of Workers in Manufacturing
Industries Cover·ed by Kentucky Unemployment Insurance Law Classified by Indus try and
County).
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TABLE 7
ROW AN COUNTY AREA COVERED EMPLOYMENT 9 ALL INDUSTRIES 9 SEPTEMBER 9 1965
Area
Tot al
Mining and
Quarrying
Cont ract
Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation,
Communication
and Utilities
Wholesale and
Retail Trade
Finance, Ins .
and Real Estate
Services
Other

Rowan

Bath

Carter

Elliott

Fleming

Lewis

Menifee

Morgan

311

11

0

90

22

98

0

0

90

409
3 , 024

104
778

28
19

107
1 , 073

5
12

38
199

54
738

0
27

73
178

526

134

47

66

0

147

29

20

83

1 , 495

455

72

306

12

306

121

11

212

197
277
0

54
98
0

32
4
0

52
71
0

6
0
0

28
25
0

14
12
0

0
6
0

11
61
0

64
708
1 , 634
202
1,765
57
841
968
6,239
Total
Source: Kentucky Department of Economic Security (Number of Workers Covered by Kentucky
Unemployment Insurance Law Classified by Industry and County).
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M AN U F..A C T U RING

The following list of manufacturing firms indicates somethi:qg of
the demand for labor and products available in the immediate area of ·
Morehead.
TABLE 8
MOREHEAD MANUFACTURING FIRMS WITH PRODUCTS
AND EMPLOYMENT, 1966

Firm
L . C . Buship
Carr Lumber Co.
Lee Clay Products
Consolidated Ready M i x
Cowden-Morehead Co .

Products

Employment
Male Female Total

Lumber
18
Lumber
23
Sewer t i le
170
Concrete
Men ' s , boys '
dungarees
15
Curtis Lumber Co.
Lumber
12
East Kentucky Printing Co . Job pri nting
3
Espy Ellington & Sons
Lumber
10
Drew Evans Tie Co ., Inc. Rough lumber
10
Gollett Lumber Co.
Hardwood flooring ,
pallets
Greer Lumb e r Co .
Lumber, barrel
staves, hardwood
flooring
80
Rough lumber, dimenGregory Lumber Co .
s i on stock
34
Soft drinks
3
Morehead Bottling Co .
Morehead Concrete
Products
Concrete block
14
The Morehe ad News
Newspaper
10
Albert Patton
Beverages
Rowan County Stav e Co .
White oak barrel
staves
8
Salt Lick Pallets
Pallets
15
Fluid milk , ice
Spring G r ove Dairy
cream
34

2

20

2

25

5

175
8

195
0
2
0

210
12
5

1

10
11

0

10

2

82

1

35

0

3

1

15
16

6

3

1
1

9
16

4

38

9.
\..-
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-. Firm

Employment
Male Female Total

Product

J.C . Wells & Sons
Pallets
R.L. Wells Lumber Co. Pallets
Eugene White
Lumber
Ray L. White & Sons, Inc . Rough, dressed
lumber, pafiets

62
41
20

0
0
3

62
41
23

85

2

87

..._..!

Prevailing Wage Rates
Some examples of wages in the Morehead area are:
Classification

Average Wage Rates

$1. 25 to $2. 00 per hour

Unskilled
Skilled
Clerical and Secretarial
Maintenance

.....,

$2.50 to $3.50 per hour
$240 to $340 per month
$300 per month
Unions

Name of Union

Name of Company

United Brick and Clay
Workers of America

Morehead Concrete Products

Coopers International Union
of North America

Rowan County Stave Co.

United Brick and Clay
Workers of America

Lee Clay Products
.,.J

Communication Workers
of America

General Telephone Co.

._J

10 .
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T RA NS PORT-A TIO N

Railroads
Morehead is served by the Lexington Division of the Chesapeake
& Ohio Railway Company . There are two local and two through freights
and two passenger trains daily.

L

Switching service is provided with eight tracks for 7 5 cars. The
average number of inbound carloads per month is 60, and the average
number of outbound carloads per month is 240.
Railway Express service is available. The Morehead and North
Fork Railroad Company, operating between Morehead and "Lee Clay
Products," serves the Morehead area with daily freight service . This
is an independent railroad company with 12 employees. Outbound
carloads per week average 60 and inbound carloads average 12.
TABLE 9
RAILWAY TRANSIT TIME FROM MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY , TO :
Town

----

No. of Days

Atlanta, Ga.
Birmingham, Ala .
Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Source : The Chesapeake

Town

2
2
1
1
2
2

Louisville, Ky.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Nashville , Tenn .
New Orleans, La .
New York , N . Y.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
3
St. Louis, Mo.
& Ohio Railway Co . , June 1966.

No. of Days
1
4
2
3
3
2
2

Highways
Morehead is served by U.S . Highway 60 and Kentucky Highways
519 and 32. Interstate 64 will pass 1 1 / 2 miles north of the city.

11.
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TABLE 10
HIGHWAY DlST ANCES FROM MOREHEAD, KENTUCKY, TO:
Town

Miles

Town

Miles

Atlanta, Ga .
Birmingham, Ala .
Chicago, Ill.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Knoxville, Tenn .
Lexington, Ky .

558
486
449
109
512
675
274
70

Louisville, Ky .
Los Angeles, Calif.
Memphis, Tenn .
Nashville, Tenn.
New Orleans, La.
New York, N . Y.
Pittsburgh, Pa .
St . Louis, Mo.

148
2,256
520
295
s·6o
691
271
413

Truck Service: The following trucking firms serve Morehead:
Company

Home Office

Type Service

Point Express

Charleston, West
Virginia

Interstate &
Intrastate

McLean Trucking Co.

Winston-Salem,
North Carolina

Interstate &
Intrastate

_;

TABLE 11
TRUCK TRANSIT TIME FROM MOREHEAD , KENTUCKY, TO
SELECTED MARKET CENTERS

Town

Delivery Time ':<
LTL
TL

Atlanta, Ga .
3
Birmingham , Ala .
3
Chicago, Ill.
3
Cincinnati, Ohio
1
Cleveland, Ohio
2
Detroit, Mich .
3
Knoxville, Tenn.
3
,:<Delivery Time in Days
Source: Point Express, Inc.,

12 .

2
2
2
1
2
2
2

Town

Delivery Time
LTL
TL

Louisville, Ky.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Nashville, Tenn .
New Orleans, La .
New York, N . Y .
Pittsburgh , Pa .
St. Louis, Mo .

2
8
2
4
4
3
3

2
7
2
3
3
2
2

June 1966.

-
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Bus Lines: Morehead is serve_c;I. by Southern Greyhound Lines,
operating between Lexington and Ashland. There are three eastbound
and three westbound buses daily .
Taxi Service:

Morehead has 24-hour taxi service.
Air

The nearest major airport is Blue Grass Field, Lexington, 70
miles distant. There are three paved runways, 5,500 by 150 feet, 3,500
by 150 feet, and 3, 500 by 150 feet , Lighting consists of an approach
lighting system, beacon, runway and obstruction lights, and taxi lighting .
,
Servic es. include all octanes of fuel, jet fuel, major A & E repairs,
storage, restaurant, weather bureau and FAA communications, flight
instruction, charter service, taxi, Rent-A-Car service, crop spraying,
and Eastern, Delta, and Piedmont Airlines. Eastern provides seven
flights daily, Delta - seven flights daily, and Piedmont - ten flights
daily. These flights provide connections to all major U . S. cities.
Lexington entered the jet age in October, 1965, with Delta providing jet
flights to Blue Grass Field .
The Morehead-Rowan County Airport located 5 1 / 2 miles southwest
of Morehead can accommodate light aircraft. There is one 2, 600 by 75
foot paved runway. Services include 80-100 octane, charter flight training
and air ambulance .

13 .
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U T I L I T I E S A N"D F U E L

Electri.ci.ty
Morehead i.s served by the Kentucky Uti.li.ti.es Company. Portions
of Rowan County are served by the Grayson and Flemi.ng-Mason Rural
Electri.c Cooperati.ve Corporati.ons.
The Grays on Rural Electr i.c Cooperati.ve Corporati.on provi.des
electri.c servi.ce i.n Carter, Elli.ott, Rowan, Greenup, Lawrence, and
Lewi.s C ounti.es. The Cooperati.ve' s wholesale power source is the East
Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporati. on. Rate inqui ries should
be directed to Grayson Rural Ele ctric Cooperat i ve Corporation, Grayson,
Kentucky.
Most of the area in the county is provi ded electri.c servi.ce by the
Fleming-Mason Rura l Electri.c Cooperati ve, whose wholesale source i.s
the East Kentucky Rural Electr i.c Cooperati.ve. Rate i.nqui.ri.es should be
di.rected to Flemi.ng- Mason RECC , Fleming sburg , Kentucky.
East Kentucky RECC i.s a generati.on-transmi.ssi.on cooperati ve ,
serving Grayson RECC and Flem ing -Mason RECC and si.xteen other
di.stri.buti.on cooperati.ves. The total area served by East Kentucky as
wholesaler i.ncludes substanti.al parts of 93 Kentucky counti.es. More than
185, 000 i.ndustri.e s , commerci.al establishments, i.nst i.tuti.ons, homes and
farms rece ive power from thi.s source. East Kentucky operates the
176,000 KW coal fi.red steam electric Wi.ll i.a m C. Dale Sta ti.on at Ford,
Kentucky, i.n Clark County, and the Cooper S t at ion at Burnsi.de, Kentucky,
on Lake Cumberland. East Kentucky's total generating capacity i.s
presently 276, 000 KW with an add i.ti.onal 200 , 000 KW Uni.t under construction. East Ke nt ucky has major i.nterconnecti.ons wi.th all nei.ghbori.ng
uti.li.ty compani. es - TVA - Uni.on L i. ght, Heat and Power Company,
Kentucky Power Company, and Kentucky Uti.li.ti. es - provi.di.ng a means
for i.nterchangi.n g blocks of power - whe n mutually advantageous . Be i.ng
a preferenti.al consumer wi.th relation to federally developed power,
substant i.al blocks cf hydroelectric power can become available to the
East Kentucky system.

15.
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Natural Gas
Natural gas is distributed in Morehead by the Morehead Utility
Plant Board_, whose source of supply is Tennessee Gas Transmission
Company . Distributi on is through 4- and 6-inch lines. The Btu content
is 1, 080 per cubic foot, and the specific gravity is . 60. Pres sure is
maintained at approximately 25 psi.
Current gas rates per month :
Minimum
First
Next
Next
Next
Next
Next
Outside City

2,000 cu.
3 , 000 cu.
5 , 000 cu.
10,000 cu .
30,000 cu .
50,000 cu.
Plus 20%

ft.
ft .
ft.
ft.
ft .
ft.

$1. 75
1. 00
. 75
. 65
.60
. 55
.50

· ~'I.:.

Coal and Coke~:<
Morehead is locate d in the Eas tern Kentucky Coal Field. The
Eastern Kentucky Coal Field lies within the Appalachian coal region
which also embraces the coal mining areas in Pennsylvania ;' Ohio,
Maryland, The Virginias, Tennessee , and Alabama.
A total of 1 , 894 mines in 31 counties of eastern Kentucky produced
41 ,63 5, 000 tons of bituminous coal in 1963. Average production per
mine was 22 , 000 tons . N i ne counties in eastern Kentucky produced
more than a million tons. P ike County leads with a total production of
12 ,4 59 , 052 tons. Underground mines produced 84 percent, auger mines
9 percent , and strip mines 7 percent of the total. Shipments were 84
percent by rail or water and 16 percent by truck. Captive tonnage was
15 percent of the totaL
Of the total coal production from the Eastern Kentucky Field,
38 percent was cleane d at 42 cleaning plants , 25 perce'nt was crushed
and 9 percent was treated with oil.
The coal seams of eastern Kentucky are of bituminous rank .
They have a high-volatile content and usually are low in ash and
moisture . These q ualities make much of the eastern Kentucky coal
particularly suitable for coke making and for the manufacture of
illuminating gas. Several seams. are of hard structure (splint and block)
and are highly esteemed by the domestic trade. Eastern Kentucky also
is an important source of cannel coal.

~:<u. S . Bureau of M i nes', Minerals Yearbook, 1964.
16 .
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Kentucky has three coke plants, located in Ashland, Calvert City
and Dawson Springs. The supply is supplemented by border state operations .
Fuel Oil
Kentucky has three fu e l oil refineries located in Catlettsburg ,
Louisville, and Somerset. Kentucky's fuel supply is supplemented by
border state operations.
Delivered prices of the various grades may be obtained from the
Kentucky Department of Commerce.

17 .
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WATER AND SEWERAGE

Public Water Supply
Water is supplied to Morehead by the Morehead Utility Plant
Board . The raw water is purchased from Morehead State University
whose reservoir has a capacity of approximately 120,000,000 gallons .
Storage is provided by a 250, 000-gallon elevated tank . Pumping capacity
is 750 gpm and the average pumping time to meet requirements is 22
hours . Average daily use is 400 , 000 gallons and maximum daily use has
been 500, 000 gallons . Mains vary in size from 4 to 8 inches , and the
pres sure is maintained between 7 5 and 100 psi .
Curr e nt monthly wat e r rat e s ar e: ·
Gallons
First
2,000
2 , 000
Next
2,000
Next
2 , 000
Next
2,000
Next
25,000
Next
25,000
Next
240 , 000
Next
300 , 000
Next
300 , 000
All Over
Outside City - Plus 20%

$2. 00 (Minimum)
. 80
. 75
. 70
. 65
. 55
. 45
. 40
. 35
. 25

Water Resources ~:,
Surface Water: Rowan County is drai ned principally by Triplett
Creek which flows into the L i cki ng R i ver along the southern boundary.
The average stream d i scharge (U SGS) of Triplett Creek at Morehead
and Licking River at Farmers are 72 . 9 cfs (23 year record) and 1 , 054
cfs (26 year record), respectively . O t her available sources of water
supplies com e from impounded small streams .

~:,various Reports on Wa te r Resou rce s by the U . S . Geological Survey of
the Departm e nt of Interior .
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Ground Water: The occurrence of ground water is from rocks
of the Mis sif;, sippian and Pennsylvanian systems . This is summarized
in Hydrologic Investigations Atlas HA-10 (USGS) as follows:
MISSISSIPPIAN SYSTEM
Osage Group
11

Shale generally does not yield enough water for domestic
use . Where th i ck limestone or sandstone crops out, it
yields enough water for domestic use to about half the
·-''
drilled wells . A few wells yield as much as 50 gpm from
limestone . Numerous springs is sue from these rocks,
especially from limestone beds underlain by shale. Most
springs discharge only a few gallons per minute, but at
least one discharges more than 20 gpm. 11
Me ramec and Chester Groups, undifferentiated
11

The Merame c and Chester groups outcrop along the escarpment
marking the western boundary of the Eastern Coal Field .
Where ~irnestone and sandstone crop out in valleys, they
generally yield enough water for domestic use . Many
Springs flow from these rocks . A few of these yield as
much as 100 gpm dur i ng periods of high flow . 11
PENNSYLVANI AN SYSTEM
Eastern Coal Field
11

Where sandstone , siltstone , or conglomerate crops out
in broad up lands or in valleys, it yields enough water for
domestic use to m o st drilled wells. A number of wells
yield mor e than 50 gpm for p ublic and industrial supplies.
Some water is obtained from limestone and coal beds.
Little water is a va ila ble from shale. Sands tone and
conglome rate yield water to numerous springs and seeps,
but most of the spr ing s are small and go dry in late summer.

11

Because of local variations, the above conditions may not apply
to any giv en locality but should serve only as a guide to the general
ground water condition s in these systems.

20 .
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Proposed Water Works Improvements
Morehead , Kentucky

In July , 1966, the City of Morehead was approved for a 6o ···per·cent
Federal E. D . A. Grant to improve the city's water system. The remainder
of the project is to be financed by issuing revenu e bonds .
The proposed improvements will include a raw water intake and
pumping station, a raw water transmission main from the Licking River
to the plant, a water treatment plant of 1. 5 million gallon-per-day
capacity, a treated water transmission main from the plant to the City of
Morehead and its storage reservoirs , and the construction of a 300, 000gallon service storage reservoir at Morehe ad .
When completed in 1967, s e ven hours pumping time will be sufficient to IU;eet the average daily demand . The entire project will cost
approximately $1,565 , 000. No increase in the present water rates are
anticipated .

20-A
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Sewerage System
The Morehead Utility Plant Board serves Morehead with separatestorm and sanitary sewers . The mains are 8, 10, 15, and 21 inch~,s . The
capacity is l, 500, 000 gpd and the maximum daily flow has been 700 , 000
gallons. The disposal plant was built to serve a population of 10, 000 .
City sewerage rates are 95 percent of the monthly water bill . Monthly
sewer age rates outside the city are $8 for businesses and ,$4 for residences.

I
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I N D U S T RI A L --SI T E S

SITE # 1: ACREAGE AND TOPOGRAPHY: 25 acres of level land
LOCATION: 1 mile northeast of city
HIGHWAY ACCESS: Off U . S . Highway 60 by county road
RAILROADS: Chesapeake & Ohio line runs adjacent to site
WATER: Morehead Utility Plant Board serves the site
GAS: Morehead Utility Plant Board serves the site
ELECTRICITY : Kentucky Utilities Company
SEWERAGE : Morehead Utility Plant Board serves th e site
OPTIONED BY: Morehead Chamber of Commerce
AGENT: Frank E. Conley
Cost per acre will be furnished upon request by the Agent or
the Kentucky Department of Commerce .
SITE # 2: ACREAGE AND TOPOGRAPHY: 200 acres of gently rolling
land
LOCATION : The site borders on the southwest city limits
HIGHWAY ACCESS: U . S. Highwa y 60 passes through the
site on the northw e st
RAILROADS : The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway serves the s i te
WATER : Water will be made ava ilable at no e xtra charge
GAS : Gas will be made available at no extra charge
ELECTRICITY : Kentucky Utilities Company serves the site
SEWERAGE: City sewers will be made available at no e xtra
charge
OPTIONED BY : Morehead Chamber of Commerce
AGENT: Frank E - Conley
Cost per acre will be furnished upon request by the Agent or
th e Kentucky Department of Commerce .
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LOCAL GOVERMENT . AND SERVICES

Type Government
City : Morehead, a fourth-class city, i.s governed by a mayor who
is elected for a four-year term and si.x councilmen elected for two-year
terms.
County : Rowan County i.s governed by a F i scal Court composed
of a county judge elected for a four-year term and four magistrates
elected for four-year terms.
Laws Affe cting Industry
Municipal Tax Exemption: As pr ovided by state law , Morehead
may allow a five-year tax exemption from muni.ci.pal taxation to new
industry. This exemption cannot be extended beyond this five-year period.
Business Licenses : No business licenses are required i.n the Ci.ty
of Morehead .
Planning and Zoning
Morehead has a Planning and Zoni.ng Commission which is working
1n conjunction w ith the Community Planning and Development D i vision of
the Kentucky Department of Commerce. Planning p rojects which have
been completed to date are : base map, exi sting land use map , existing
land use analysis, major street plan , land use plan, subdivision regulations,
zoning ordinance, community facilities plan, housing condition survey,
public improvements program, centra l business di.strict. Current pro jects
include: neighborhood analysis, community improvements budget, and
parking study.
Fi.re Protecti on
The Morehead Fi.re Department i.s staffed wi.th a chief and 19
volunteer firemen. Equipment includes: a 1962 International R 190 ,
750-gpm pumper truck wi.th a 500- gallon booster tank, 1, 200 feet of
2 1 / 2-inch hose, 400 feet of 1 1 / 2-i.nch hose, and 400 feet of 1- inc h
booster hose ; a 1953 Chevrolet , 500-gpm pumper truck with a 400-gallon
booster tank, l , 200 feet of 2 1/2-inch hose , 400 feet of 1 1/2-i.nch hose,
25.
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400 feet of 1-inch booster hose , and a two-way radio; a 1952 Ford,
500-gpm pump~r truck with a 500-gallon booster tank, l, 200 feet of
2 1/2-inch hose, 400 feet of l 1/2-inch hose, 400 feet of 1-inch booster
hose, and a two-way radio ; and a 1941 Chevrolet, 500-gallon pumper
truck with a 250-gallon booster tank , 1,200 feet of 2 1/2-inch hose, 400
feet of l 1/2-inch hose, and 400 feet of L-,-.inch booster hose. Each truck
is equipped with a 15 pound COz extinguisher, 2 l / 2 gallons of foam and a
first-aid kit. The Department has l, 500 feet of utility hose, a respirator,
and 3 light plants.
Morehead has a Class -6 fire insurance rating.
Police Protection
The Morehead Police Department is staffed with a chief and 8
patrolmen . Motorized equipment consists of three radio-equipped
patrol cars.
Garbage and Sanitation
Municipal garbage collection is made twice weekly in the business
district and weekly in the residential sections . The collection fee is
$2 per month in the business district, and there is no charge in the
residential sections .
F i nancial Information
The following i s a summary of the financial position of Morehead
and Rowan County .
City Income, Expenditures and Bonded I ndebtedness:
(1965)
I ncome
Expenditures
Bonded Indebtedness

$136,004.90
130,884.47
None

County Budget and Bonded Indebtedness:
(1965-66)
Budget
Bonded Indebtedness
Refunding Road & Bridge Bond

26 .
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TA:x;Es

Property Taxes
The following table shows the property tax rates applying in
Morehead and Rowan County for 1965 . A detailed explanation of 1966 tax
changes is shown in Appendix D.
'--

TABLE 12
PROPERTY TAX RATES PER $100 OF ASSESSED VALUE FOR
MOREHEAD AND ROW AN COUNTY, 1965
L

Taxing Unit

Morehead

Rowan County

$ . 05

$ .05
. 50
. 48
2 . 00

State
County
City
School

. 50
2.00

I

Total
$3 . 03
$2.55
Source: Kentucky Department of Reve nue, Kentucky Property Tax
Rates, 1965 .
Net Assessed V alue of Property
(1965)

Rowan County

Real Estate

Tangibles

$5 , 861, 190

$2,245,388

Franchise

$7 , 373,376

27.
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OTHER LOCAL CONSIDERATIONS

Educational Facilities
Graded Schools : The Rowan County School System has 7 elementary
schools and 1 high school. The Breckinridge Training School is operated
by the state in connection with Morehead State University . The Rowan
County School System's 1965-66 budget totaled $803,541.53 .
TABLE 13
SCHOOLS, ENROLLMENT • NUMBER OF TEACHERS, STUDENTTEACHER RATIO I N MOREHEAD AND ROWAN COUNTY

School

Enrollment

No . of
Teachers

StudentTeacher
Ratio

24
Rowan County High
711
29
1 , 785
Rowan County Elementary
70
25
Breckinridge Training School
( 1 -12) (State)
360
18
20
Source : Kentucky Department of Education, Kentucky School Directory,
1965-66 .
I.....,

Vocational Schools: Kentucky ' s vocational education program
utilizes thirteen highly specialized schools , partly integrated with regular
secondary education. These special area trade schools prepare Kentuckians
for work in a variety of trade and industrial occupations .
Morehead is served by the Ashland State Vocational-Technical
School. Courses offered include : electronics , machine shop , industrial
electricity, auto mechanics , welding , woodwork , and drafting.
The trade preparatory courses listed above are normally two years
in length . In addition , short unit courses are offered on a continuous basis
for the upgrading of employed workers . Other short unit courses are
provided in all occupations of an industri al nature as needs arise or upon
requ e st, when facilities permit .

29 .
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Colleges : Morehead State University is one of the fastest growing
institutions of h1gher learning in th e South with an en rollment of ove r
5 , 000 . Twelve years ago, thi s beautiful univers ity had an enrollment
of 698.

Today, the university has a faculty: _of over 250 highly qualified
individuals in five schools - -the School of Humanities, the School of
Education, the School of Science and Mathematics , the School of Applied
Sciences and Technology and the School of Social Sciences .
An unprecedented building program has been undertaken during
the past 12 years as new major structures valued at $30,000,000 have
dotted the skyline of the picturesque university.
This year alone , over $17 , 000,000 in construction is underway .
Currently in various stages of construction are: an addition to the
administration building ($382 , 000); an addition to the Breckinridge Training
School ($1 , 072,000); Mignon Tower, a 16-story women's residence hall
($1,720,000); Lappin Science Hall addition ($1 , 679 , 000); physical
educ~tion class room building ($1,720,000); Alumni Tower , a 14-story
men's residence hall ($2,500, 000 ); and a married housing apartm e nt
building , ($600,000 ).

_,/

Soon to be underway this year are : education- -graduate studies
building; Baird Mus ic Hall addition and an addition to the Doran Student '
House . Two more residence halls are in the preliminary planning stages.
The university operates as a regional university with service to the
region a primary purpos e . Numerous regional meetings are held on
the campus and a large n umber of r esea r c h projects involving the region
are currently being conducted .
,_J

Other Institutions of higher learning in the Morehead area include:
Kentucky Christian Coll e ge , Grayson , Kentucky, 36 miles
Ashland Center of the University of Kentucky, Ashland , Kentucky,
60 mil es
Georgetown College , Georgetown , Kentucky , 82 miles
University of Kentucky, Lexington , Kentucky, 70 miles
Transylvania College , Lexington, Kentucky, 70 miles
Lexington Theological Seminary, Lexington , Kentucky , 70 miles
Health
Hospitals : Th e Rowan County area is served by the St. Claire
Hospi tal located in Mo rehead . The hospital has 50 beds, an emergency
room , X-ray equipment , EKG , laboratory, and operating room .

30 .
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Public Health: The Rowan County Health Department, located in
Morehead, is staffed with one graduate nurse, one public health nurse ,
one sanitarian , one full-time and one part - time clerk typist, and a health
officer two days a week.
-..._•,;:.

Services provided by the department include communicable disease
control, venereal disease control , tuberculosis control, sanitation,
maternity service, acc i dent prevention program , cancer program , dental
health, diabetics program , health mobilization program, heart program,
preschool program, mental health , occupational health, plumbing
program, school health, vital statistics , and zoonos es control. The 1966 - 67
budget totaled $35, 289.
Morehead has twelve medical doctors , four dentists, and two
chiropractors .
Housing
A few housing uni ts are available for rent or sale. The rental
range for two - and three - bedroom houses is $50 to $100 per month. The
construction cost for two- and three-bedroom houses is $12,000 to
$20 , 000 , dependi ng on location and type of materi als used.
Communication
Telephone and Telegraph: General Telephone Company of Kentucky
serves 2,518 Morehead subscri bers with a modern dial system. The
Company has a district offi ce located in Morehead . Improvements
planned for 1966 total $231, 200.
Western Union has a local office op en from 8 A.M . to 5 P.M.
Monday through Saturday.
Postal Facili ties: Morehead has a first-class post office with 18
employees. Mail is received and dispatched four times daily by rail and
truck. There are three city routes . Postal receipts for 1965 totaled
$139,000.
Newspapers: The Morehead News , a weekly newspaper published
on Thursday, serves Morehead . The paper is a Web Lithograph type
of operation . Papers are received dai l y from Louisville and Lexington ,
Kentuc ky .
31.
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Radio: Radio reception is from WMOR, Morehead, l, 000 watts,
AM and FM-92. 1. FM operating hours are from 12 noon to 11 P. M.
Television : Television reception is good from Huntington and
Charleston, West Virginia, and Lexington; Kentucky. All three major
networks are represented.
Cable service is provided by the Morehead T. V. Cable Comp?,ny.
There is a $35 connection fee and a $4 monthly charge for the use of this
cable.
Libraries
Rowan County Public Library , located in Morehead, has approximately 101,654 volumes and had a 1965 circulation of 204,677. This
library is open Monday through Friday from 7 : 45 A.M. to 9:30 A.M.,
and Saturday from 7:45 A. M. to 4:00 P. M., and on Sunday from 1 to 5
P. M : The Morehead State University L i brary also offers service to
the area.
Churches
There are eleven churches in Morehead representing the following
denominations : Baptist, Christian, Church of God, Methodist, Catholic,
Episcopal, Church of Christ, and Nazarene.

-

Financial Inst i tutions
Statement as of December 31, 1964
Assets
Deposits
Peoples Bank of Morehead
The C i tizens Bank

$6 , 442, 3 90 . 92
5,066 , 507.54

$6,017,390.92
4,644,726.22

........

Hotels and Motels
Bruce Motel
Mabry Motel
M i d l and Trail Hotel
M i ller ' s Motel
Morehead Camp Motel
Sky View Motel

32.
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60
12
19
29

units
units
rooms
units
units
units
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Clubs and Organizations
CIVIC:

Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis, Lions , Jaycees, Optomist

FRATERNAL: American Legion, V . F. W. , . Masonic
WOMEN 1S: Rowan County Woman 1 s Club, Morehead Women 1 s
Club, American Legion Auxiliary, Eastern Star , Homemakers
YOUTH: Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts, 4-H, FFA, Little League,
Pony League, Babe Ruth League , Morehead Recr.,eation Club,
Key Club, Circle K
OTHER: Men 1 s Club , Rowan County Sportsman's Club
Recreation
Local: Local recreation facilities include a newly developed
community park . Facilities include horseshoe, a softball field, picnic
area , tennis and basketball courts . All types of college sports and
cultural facilities are available at Morehead State University. A sports man club which has tennis and other playground facilities and a 9-hole
golf course is located 3 miles northeast of Morehead . There are also
two theaters , with one being a drive-in , a 16-lane bowling center, and
several fishing lakes.

.

.__.

Area : Area facilities include: Carter Caves State Park, 33 miles;
Greenbo Lake State Park , 55 miles; Blue Licks Battlefield State Park, 55
miles ; and Natural Bridge State Park, 60 miles .
Community Improvements
Recent:
1.

Several store fronts have been remodeled.

Planned:
1.

A new water system is in the planning stage .

33.
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Agriculture
In 1964 there were 756 farms in Rowan County covering 88,946
acres, an average of 11 7 . 7 acres per farm . The following table shows
some agricultural statistics for Rowan County and Kentucky.
TABLE 14
'--

AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS FOR ROW AN COUNTY AND KENTUCKY
Crops

-

Acres
Harvested

Yield Per
Acre

Total
Production

Clo -Tim Hay :
Rowan County (tons )
(tons)
Kentucky

4,900
440,000

. 95
1. 57

4,650
572 , 000

Le spedeza Hay :
Rowan County (tons)
Kentucky
(tons)

1 , 600
508 , 000

.90
1. 10

1,440
559,000

Corn:
Rowan County (bu )
(bu)
Kentucky

3,400
1 , 093,000

67 . 0
57 . 0

228,000
62,301,000

Soybeans:
Rowan County (bu)
Kentucky
(bu)

50
260 , 000

18.5
22 . 5

900
5,850,000

Burley Tobacco:
2 , 100 . 0
1,712,000
815
Rowan County (lbs)
203,000
411,075,000
2 , 025 . 0
Kentucky
(lbs)
Source: Kentucky Department of Agriculture, 1964 Kentucky Agricultural
Statistics .
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TABLE 15
LIVESTOCK ST A TIS TICS FOR ROW AN COUNTY AND KENTUCKY
Livestock
·~- .

Milk Cows:
Rowan County
Kentucky

Average Number on Farms During 1963
1, 100
476,000

Number on Farms as of January 1, 1964
All Cattle and Calves:
6 , 100
Rowan County
2,495,000
Kentucky
Source: Kentucky Department of Agriculture, 1964 Kentucky Agricultural Statistics .

The most important minerals of Rowan County consist of clay
and limestone . Other important minerals include sandstone, petroleum
and natural gas . Limited amounts of sand and gravel suitable for local
road construction purposes may be obtained along principal streams.
Total value of mineral production in 1964 amounted to $490, 153 from
fire clay, limestone and miscellaneous clay .
Clay: The southeastern portion of Rowan County constitutes the
southwestern extension of the .Oliv e Hill fire clay district. This district
has been an outstanding fire cla y region . The clay occurs at the contact
of the Pottsville (Pennsylvanian) and t he underlying Mississippian rocks.
Deposits are lenticular and are not consistently present over the entire
region . Three grades of refractor y c lays have been recognized and
consist of ( 1) flint , (2) semi - flint , and (3) minor amounts of plastic clay .
Results of an analysis of high-grade fire clay deposit west of Elliottsville
shows normal shrinkage deformation temperatures at about 3, 255°F,
which gives it super duty rating i n r e fractor i es . Other miscellaneous
clay and shale suitable for the manufacture of common brick and tile
occur locally . In 1964 six mines produced a total of 62, 837 tons of
fire and miscellaneous clay . (Kentucky Department Mines & Minerals
Annual Report , 1964 .)
Limestone : A belt of Mississippian limestone outcrops in the
southeastern portion of the County . This belt contains zones of highc a l ci um limestone which has many chemical uses . One quarry near
Clearfield exhibits a twelve foot fac e of high purity stone from the Paint
Creek formation which averages 98 . 6 CaCO3 and shows only a trace of
MgCO3 . In 1964, two quarries crushed limestone for fluxing stone,
concrete, roads and agricultural lime .
~:< u . S . Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook , 1964 .
36 .
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Sandstone: Sandstone has been quarried to some extent in the past
for building and construction purposes but it is not currently being produced .
This stone occurs in the Cuyahoga formation of the Waverly (Lower
Mississippian) and exhibits a fine and even-bedded texture . These
, ,
properties have given rise to the popul a r "bluestone" or "freestone, '.' as
it is commonly known .
Petroleum and Natural Gas: Oil has been produced commercially
from the Ragland oil pool along the Rowan and Bath County line . The
oil is low gravity and occurs at very shallow depths from the "Corniferous"
formation . In the vicinity of Morehead and northwestward , several
shallow wells have produced gas from the 11 Corniferous 11 formation .
Kentucky Mineral Production: In 1964, Kentucky ranked 14th in
the nation in value of mineral production, including natural gas with a
total of $444,379,000. In order of value , the minerals produced were
coal, petroleum, stone, natural gas, sand a nd gr a vel , clays, fluorsp a r ,
zinc, lead, barite, silver, and items that cannot be disclosed individually
but include cement, ball clay , gem stones , and natural gas liquids .
Among the states, Kentucky ranked s e cond in producti on of bituminous
coal, ball clay, and fluorspar .

I
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TABLE 16
KENTUCKY MINERAL PRODUCTION, 1964 (1)
(Units in short tons unless specified}
Mineral

Quantity -· ·

6,014
Ba rite
Clays (2)
920,000
Coal (bituminous}
82,747,000
38,214
Fluor spar
Lead (recoverable content of
858
ores, etc.}
77,360,000,000
Natural Gas (cubic feet}
Petroleum, crude (barrels}
19,772,000
6,560,000
Sand and Gravel
Silver (recoverable content of
ores, etc. - troy ounces}
1,673
21, 868, 000 (3)
Stone
Zinc (recoverable content of
2,0(:>3
or e s, etc.}
Value of items that cannot be
disclosed: cement, ball clay,
natural gas liquids, and
dimension sandstone.

Value ·

$

96,000
1,801,000
309,896,000
1,693,000
225,000
18,257,000
56,746,000
6,297,000
'-.J

2,000
29, 594, 000 (3)
561,000
.._)

19,211,000

(1) Production as measured by mine shipments, sales, or marketable
production (including consump'tion by producers}.
(2) Excludes ball clay, included with 11 Value of items that cannot be
disclosed. 11
(3) Excludes dimension sandstone, included with 11 Value of items that
cannot be disclosed. 11
Source : U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook, 1964.
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Forests
Rowan County has 151,000 acres of forested land . This 1s 81
percent of the total acreage of the county . Principal tree types are
oak, hickory , beech, yellow poplar, and pine .
L

Kentucky's forests are one of its largest resources . Both the
amount of timber cut and the proportion used in manufacturing within
the state could well be increased. The total annual net growth of Kentucky
forests is substantially greater than the amount of drain . Less than one quarter of the lumber, veneer, and bolts produced (500 to 600 million
board feet per year) is used in manufacturing in the state .
Kentucky's forests are protected from fire by a radio-interconnected
network of 144 fire towers . .

I
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MARKETS

Kentucky's economic growth is credited in part to its locati.on at
the center of the Eastern Market Area . A line drawn along the borders of
Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri , Arkansas , and Louisiana divides the country
into two parts designated the Eastern and We stern Market Areas . The
Eastern Market Area is smaller in land area, but contains almost 75
percent of the national population .
Kentucky is also at the center of a seventeen state area containing
over 2/5 of the nation ' s population , personal income, and retail sales .
This area is composed of those states within an approximate 400-mile
radius of the Kentucky border . This is shown in greater detail in the
following table .

'-

I

'-
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TABLE 17
CONSUMER MARKET POTENTIAL
Population
Percent of U.S.

Personal Income
Percent of U.S.

Retail Sales
Percent of U. S

Alabama
Arkansas
Delaware
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana

1.8
1.0
0.3
2.2
5.5
2.5

l. 2
0.7
0.3
l. 7
6.5
2.5

l. 3
0.6
0.3
1.9
6.2
2.7

KENTUCKY

l. 7

l. 2

l. 3

Maryland
Michigan
Miss_ouri
North Carolina
Ohio
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
Tennessee
Virginia
West Virginia

l. 8
4.2
2.3
2.5
5.3
6.0
l. 3
2.0
2.3
0.9

2.0
4.5
2.3
1.9
5.4
6. l
0.9
l. 4
2.0
0.7

l. 7
4.4
2.4
2.0
5.3
5.7
0.9
l. 6
2.0
0.7

-

41. l
43.6
41. 4
REGIONAL TOT AL
Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Current Population Reports, Series
P-25, No. 321 for Population; U.S. Department of Commerce, Survey
of Current Business, July 1965 for Income; U.S. Department of Commerce,
Census of Business, 1963, "Retail Trade" for Retail Sales.
Per capita personal income in Rowan County in 1963 was $926
which was below the state average of $1,799 . >:< According to the 1964
Survey of Current Business per capita income in Kentucky was $1,830.
Retail sales in Rowan County in 1964 totaled $13,516,000. ,:o:<
..,;

>:<Bureau of Business Research, College of Commerce, University of
Kentucky, Kentucky Personal Income, 1963, 1965.
,:<,:<Sales Management, Survey of Buying Power, June 10, 1965.
42.
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CLIMATE

The average annual precipitation in Kentucky ranges from 38 to
40 inches in the northern part of the state to 50 inches or more in the
south-central parL Late summer is normally the driest part of the year .
Winter is relatively open, with midw i nter days averaging 32 degre e s
in the northern parts to 40 degrees in the southern, for about six weeks'
duration.
Midsummer days average 74 degrees m the cooler uplands to 79
degrees in the lowland and southern areas .
The growing sea son varies from 180 days i n the north to 210 in
the south. Seasonal heating-degree days average about 4,500 for the
state. Sunshine prevails for an average of at l east 52 percent of the
year and increases to 60 percent or more to the southwesL
Kentucky's climate is temperate . The cli matic elements of
sunlight, heat, moisture, and winds are all in moderation without
prolonged extremes . Rainfall is a bundant and fairly regular throughout
the year. Warm - to-cool weather prevail s w i th only short periods of
extreme heat and cold.

L

L
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TABLE 18
CLIMATIC DATA FOR MOREHEAD, ROWAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY

Month

Temp . Norm .,:,
Deg . Fahrenheit

Av. Relative
Humidity Readings':,,:,
7:00 A . M. 7:00 P . M .
(EST)

Total
Pree . No-rm . ,:,
Inches

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

36.3
37.8
44 . 9
55.4
64.5
72 . 4
75.7
74.2
68 . 1
57 . 0
45. 1
37 . 2

4 . 45
3 . 63
4 . 63
3 . 87
4.06
4 . 49
4 . 79
4. 11
3 . 08
2 . 26
3.21
3 . 23

Annual Norm .

55.7

45.81

84
82
81
79
81
84
85
88
86
86
82
83

77
71
66
62
63
64
66
66
64
65
70
75

,:,station Location: Farmers , Kentucky
,:<>:<Station Location: Lexington , Kentucky
Length of Record: 7 : 00 A. M . readings 18 years;
7:00P. M . readings 18years.
Days cloudy or clear : (20 years of record) 102 clear , 105 partly cloudy ,
158 cloudy
Percent of possibl e sunshi ne:

(20 years of record) 6. 0%

Days with precipitation of 0.01 inch or over :
Days with 1 . 0 i nch or more snow , sleet , hail:
Days with thunderstorms:
Days with heavy fog :
Prevailing wind :

(20 years of record) 129
(20 years of record) 5

(20 years of record) 49

(20 years of record) 18

( 17 years of record) South

Seasonal heating-degree days:

(29 years of record) Approximate long-term
means 4, 683 degree days.
Source: U.S. Weather Bureau, Climatological Data - Kentucky, 1964;
U . S . Weather Bureau, Local Climatical Data - Lexington, Kentucky, 1964.
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Appendix A
HISTORY

Rowan County, the 104th county in formation, was created in 185 6 b y an
act of the Kentucky legislature . It was named in honor of John Rowan, judge,
lawyer, statesman, and member of the U . S . Senate .
Morehead, the county seat of Rowan, was laid out in 1856 also, and was
incorporated on January 26, 1869 . It was named in honor of James T . Morehead,
a democratic governor of Kentucky who was later elected as a Whig to the United
States Senate . In 1870 , with a population of about 200, the town contained,
besides the courthouse and public buildings, 5 lawyers, 1 doctor, 2 churches,
2 stores, l steam flouring and saw mill, 1 shingle machine , 1 cooper and 1
blacksmith shop .
Today, Morehead is a center of education for eastern Kentucky. Morehead
State College had its begi:iming in 1887-whenFrankButton , a young minister, and
his mother decided to open a school. The school had only one pupil that first
y e ar, but gradually it grew, gaining the support of the Christian Church until it
was deeded to the Commonwealth for the establishment of a teachers college in
1922. It is said that the famous Tolliver - Martin feud was the reason the Buttons
began this now famous institution . This school now enrolls over 1 , 100 pupils
annually. The most famous development in adult education , the 11 moonlight schools,
had their beginnings in Rowan County . Mrs . Cora Wilson , then superintendent of
Rowan County schools , organized these classes to teach the illiterate adults of the
county how to read and write. Fifty years ago , she prepared her faculty to
receive about 150 students . Some 1 , 200 people attended class es the first night ,
with ages ranging from 18 to 86 . In the two y e ars, 1911 and 1913, illiteracy was
almost completely wiped out in Morgan County . Her idea received state attention,
when Governor McCreary opened a campaign against illiteracy . The movement
grew so greatly that in 1923 Mrs . Wilson became chairman of the World Illiteracy
Commission .
Morehead has also become a small town industrial center of eastern .
Kentucky . In the period 1950 to 1960 thi s mountain town gained 34 . 4% in population. She added two industries to her total , giving Morehead 21 shops of
various sizes. There was also a 52 . 9% increase in the number of worke r s employed in the manufacturing trades . The largest shop was the Morehead Garment
Company, employing 196 workers . The major industry is forest products which
utilize over 300 men in turning out lumber and wood articles .
During the Civil War, Rowan County saw many skirmishes . On June, 16, '
1863, Lt. Col. R.R . Maltby , with two battalions of 10th Kentucky cavalry , overtook Everett 1 s Confederate cavalry at Triplett 1 s Creek bridge, near Morehead ,
and defeated them after a brisk skirmish . During the engagement Col. DeCourcey 1 s
8th Michigan cavalry regiment, with l , 000 men, came up and attacked the

11

I

Confederates, most of whom were able to slip off under the impression that they '
were home-guards; while the 8th Michigan with cannon and Spencer rifles opened
a hot fire on the 10th Kentucky, across the creek- -fortunately shooting over their
heads. Thirty-eight Confederates were captured, one of whom was killed and three
others wounded.
On November 10, 1863, guerrillas made a fourth raid within a week into
Morehead, but were driven off without loss to either side.
And finally on March 21, 1864, the historian Collins reports: "Courthouse
at Morehead, Rowan County, and that at Owingsville, Bath County, destroyed by
fire; the former the work of an incendiary, the latter from the carelessness of
Federal soldiers."
Although the Rowan County area is predominately hill country, the valleys
produce agricultural, products in abundance. Looking back to 187 0, we find only
7, 900 pounds of tobacco were grown in the county. In 1958, the area, including
Rowan and .the surrounding counties, produced nearly 22 and 1 / 2 million pounds
of burley. Similar gains were made in all areas of agricultural production .
From 1860 to 1960 Rowan County has more than quintupled in size from 2, 282 to
12,808.
Rowan is the northermost of the seventeen counties that contributed land
for the 900, 000 -acre Cumberland National Forest, which stretches along the
western rim of the mountains in a narrow band from Rowan County south to the
Tennessee state line . Within the forest are many beautiful spots that make
admirable camp sites .

-
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Appendix B

COVERED EMPLOYMENT BY MAJOR INDUSTRY DIVISION
ROW AN COUNTY AND KENTUCKY
Rowan County
Number
Percent

Industry

1 , 634

100.0

528,477

100.0

Mining and Quarrying

11

0. 7

27,724

5.3

Contract Construction

104

6. 4

44,388

8. 4

Manufacturing
Food and kindred products
Tobacco
Cl_othing, tex. and leather
Lumber and furniture
Printing , pub . and paper
Chemicals , petroleum ,
coal and rubber Stone, clay and glass
Primary metals
Machinery, metals and equip.
Other

778
39
0
224
320
20

47.6 ·
2. 4
0
13.7
19 . 6
1. 2

209 , 337
24 , 809
11 , 597
32,413
15,830
12,533

39.6
4.7
2. 2
6. 1
3.0
2.4

26
149
0
0
0

1.6
9. 1
0
0
0

17 , 123
6 , 666
11,193
73 , 558
3 , 615

3. 2
1. 3
2. 1
13 . 9
0. 7

Transportati on, Communication
and Utilities

134

8. 2 ·

37 , 054

7.0

Wholesale and Retail Trade

455

27 . 8

137,084

25.9

F i nanc e , Ins. and Real Estate

54

3. 3

24 , 837

4. 7

Services

98

6. 0

45 , 903

8.7

All Industries

L

Kentucky
Percent
Number

Other
Source:

0
2,150
0.4
0
Kentucky Department of Economic Security , September, 1965 .
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ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE POPULATION FOR
ROW AN COUNTY AND KENTUCKY, 1960
Rowan County
Male
Female

Subject
Total Population

Kentucky
Male
Female

6,559

6,249

1,508,536

1,529,620

4,682
2,733
2,718
2,453
1, 521
382
542
8
265
1,949
9
979
961
528
433

4,475
1,006
1,006
953
539
342
72

1,036,440
743,255
705,411
660,728
440,020
58,275
156,582
5,851
44,683
293,185
15,336
94,734
183, 115
91,626
91 , 489

1,074,244
291,234
290,783
275,216
208,384
44,462
16,109
6,261
15,567
783,010
8,791
97,825
676,394
539,838
136,556

EMPLOYMENT ST A TUS
Persons 14 years old & over
Labor force
Civilian labor force
Employed
Private wage & salary
Government workers
Self-employed
Unpaid family workers
Unemployed
Not in labor force
Inmates of institutions
Enrolled in school
Other & not reported
Under 65 years old
65 and over

0

53
3,469
0

838
2,631
2,155
476

MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP
OF EMPLOYED PERSONS
All employed
2,453
953
. 660,728
Professional & technical
239
160
46,440
Farmers & farm mgrs .
275
8
91, 669
Mgrs. , officials, & props.
234
32
58, 533
Clerical & kindred workers
102
220
35, 711
Sales workers
118
76
39,837
Craftsmen&foremen
361
19
114,003
Operatives & kindred workers
481
129
140,192
Private household workers
O
78
1,123
Service workers
119
184
29 , 844
Farm laborers & farm foremen
91
4
33, 143
Laborers, ex . farm & mine
340
0
44, 227
Occupation not reported
93
43
26 , 006
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U . S. Census of Population:
Social and Economic Characteristics, 11 Kentucky .

275,216
36,879
2,339
10,215
66,343
25,265
2,836
45,305
25,183
40,156
2,046
l, 671
16,978
1960, "General
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Appendix D
KENTUCKY CORPORATION TAXES

Corporation Organization Tax
Domestic corporations having capital stock divided into shares are required
to pay an organization tax to the Secretary of State at the time of corporation. The
tax is based upon the number of shares authorized:
Rate Per Share
(Par Value)
First 20, 000 shares
20,001 through 200,000 shares
Over 200, 000 shares

1¢
1/2¢
1/5¢

Rate Per Share
(No Par Value)
1/2¢
1/4¢
1/5¢

The minimum tax is $10. If additional shares are authorized, the tax is computed
on the basis of the total number of shares, as amended, and the tax due in excess
of that ·already paid must be paid at the time the amendment to the articles of
incorporation is filed.
The tax applies to the capital of foreign corporations m case of merger or
consolidation with a Kentucky corporation.
Corporation License Tax
Every corporation owning property or doing business in Kentucky is liable
for corporation license tax . This provision does not apply to banks and trust
companies, foreign and domestic insurance companies, foreign and domestic
building and loan associations, and corporations that, under existing laws, are
liable to pay a franchise tax.
The license tax return , Form 41A820, is due on or before the 15th day of
the 4th month following the close of the corporation's taxable year. The tax rate
is 70¢ per $1, 000 value of capital stock employed in this state. The minimum
liability is $10.
Corporation Income Tax
The Kentucky corporate income tax is derived from that portion of the
corporation I s entire net income which is attributable to Kentucky operations.
Federal income taxes are allowed as a deduction in arriving at taxable net income
to the extent that such Federal income tax is applicable to Kentucky operations.
The corporation income tax rate is 5% on the first $25, 000 of taxable net income
and 7% on all over $25,000 taxable net income.

I
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Every corporation whose estimated tax liability will exceed $5, 000 must
file a declaration of estimated tax due. The declaration must be filed on either
May 15, September 15, or December 15, whichever date first succeeds the
determination that an estimate must be filed. The estimated tax due in excess
of $5, 000 will be paid in equal installments on the dates prescribed. Taxpayers
using a fiscal year accounting period must--substitute the corresponding dates.
Kentucky's portion of taxable corporation income derived from public
utilities and the manufacture and sale of tangible property is determined by ·
applying to net income an average of the ratios of the value of tangible property,
payroll, and amount of sales in this state to the total value of tangible property,
payroll, and amount of sales of the corporation. In general, this same method
is used for allocating taxable income of corporations engaged in other types of
business.
General Property Taxes
Kentucky's Constitution provides that all property, unless specifically
exempt, shall be assessed for property taxation at fair cash value. Until 1965,
Kentucky courts had consistently held that uniformity of rates regardless of
assessment ratios took precedence over fair cash value. However, a 1965
Kentucky Court of Appeals decision overruled this interpretation and set January 1,
1966, as the effective date when all property must be assessed at fair cash value.
In order to minimize the effect of increased assessment evaluation the
First Extraordinary Session, 1965, of the General Assembly, passed legislation
which limits tax revenues received by local jurisdictions to 1964 revenues. An
allowance was made by the legislature which allowed all local taxing jurisdictions,
after holding a property advertised public hearing, to increase taxes by no more
than 10% per year for the years 1966 and 1967.
State ad valor em tax rates, applicable to the various classes of property,
are shown as follows:

State
Machinery, agricultural
and manufacturing
Raw materials and products
in course of manufacture
Real estate
Tangible personal property>:<,:<
(not subject to a specific rate)
Intangible personal property
(not subject to a specific rate)

Rate Per $100 Assessed Value
County
City
School

15¢

No

No

No

15¢
1 1/2¢

No
Yes>!<

No
Yes>!<

No
Yes>:<

15¢

Yes>!<

Yes>!<

Yes>!<

25¢

No

No

No

>!<Local rates vary. See the local taxes section of this brochure.
,:<,:<Includes automobiles and trucks, merchants inventories and manufacturers
finished goods, business furniture.

.....,
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MAJOR KENTUCKY STATE AND LOCAL TAXES
APPLICABLE TO A MANUFACTURING CONCERN

State

Local

Business
Taxes

1. Corporation income tax of 5% on first
$25,000 and 7% on all over $25,000 of
taxable net income which is allocated to
Kentucky, after deduction of Federal
corporation income tax attributable to
Kentucky operations.
2. Corporation license tax of 70 cents on
each $1,000 of that part of the value of
capital stock represented by total property
owned and business transacted (sales and
payroll) in Kentucky; minimum tax $10.

There are no local
taxes levied on
business firms outside
corporate limit~ of
Kentucky cities.

Personal &:
Individual

Individual income taxes range from 2% of
the first $3, 000 of net income to 6% on
net income in excess of $8,000 after the
deduction of Federal individual income tax
payments, which is reduced by a tax credit
of $20 for each exemption.

There are no local
individual income
(occupational) taxes
levied outside the corporate limits of Kentucky
cities except in Jefferson
County.

Real Estate

1 1/2 cents on each $100 of assessed
valuation.

Local rates vary within limits imposed by law.

Machinery &:
Equipment

15 cents on each $100 of assessed
valuation.

No local taxing juris diction allowed to impose
a property tax on manufacturing machinery and
equipment.

Inventory

15 cents on each $100 of assessed
valuation .

No local taxing juris diction is allowed to
impose a property tax
on manufacturing inventories, raw materials
and goods in process.

Sales &: Use

3% retail sales and use tax with broad
exemptions for new and expanded industry.

None

Intangible
Property

The assessment ratios and tax rates per
$100 of assessed value for the various
classes of intangible property are as follows:
Bank D e posits
100% 1/10 of 1¢ per $100
Stocks &: Bonds
100%
25¢ per $100
Accounts Receivable
85%
25¢ per $100

No local taxing juris diction allowed to impose
a property tax on intangible
pr o perty.

I
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Appendix E

KENTUCKY REVISED STATUTES
103. 200

to

103. 285

REVENUE BONDS FOR INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

103. 200 Definitions for KRS 103. 200 to 103. 280. As
used in KRS 103. 200 to 103. 285, "industrial buildings" or "buildings'! means
any building , structure, or related improved area suitable for and intended
for use as a factory, mill, shop, processing plant, assembly plant, fabricating
plant, or parking area deemed necessary to the establishment or expansion
there.of, and the necessary operating machinery and equipment, or any of these
things , to be rented or leased to an industrial concern by the city or county by
which it is acquired. ( 1964)
103.210 Issuance of bonds. Inordertopromotethereconversion
to peacetime economy, to relieve the conditions of unemployment, to aid in the
rehabilitation of returning veterans and to encourage the increase of industry
in this state, any city or county may borrow money and is sue negotiable bonds
for the purpose of defraying the cost of acquiring any industrial building, either
by purchase or construction, but only after an ordinance has been adopted by
the legislative body of the city or the fiscal court of the county, as the case may
be , specifying the proposed undertaking, the amount of bonds to be issued, and
the maximum rate of interest the bonds are to bear. The ordinance shall further
provide that the industrial building is to be acquired pursuant to the provisions
of KRS 103. 200 to 103. 280. (1962)
1 0 3 . 2 2 0 Inter e st on bonds ; terms . ( 1) The bonds may be is sued
to bear interest at a rate not to exceed six percent per annum, payable either
annually or semiannually, and shall be executed in such manner and be payable
at such times not exceeding twenty-five years from date thereof and at such
place or places as the city legislative body or the fiscal court of the county, as
the case may be , determines .
(2) The bonds may provide that they or any of them may be called for
redemption prior to maturity, on interest payment dates not earlier than one
year from the date of issuance of the bonds, at a price not exceeding 103 and
accrued interest, under conditions fixed by the city legislative body or the
fiscal court of the county, as the case may be , before issuing the bonds. (1962)
103. 230 Bonds negotiable; disposal; payable only from
revenue. Bonds issued pursuant to KRS 103. 200 to 103. 280 shall be negotiable.
If any officer whose signature or countersignature appears on the bonds or coupons
ceases to be such officer before delivery of the bonds, his signature or countersignature shall nevertheless be valid and sufficient for all purposes the same as
if he had remained in office until delivery. The bonds shall be sold in such
manner and upon ·such terms as the city legislative body or the fiscal court of

I
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the county, as the c 'a se may be, deems best, or any contract for the acqu1s1tion of any industrial building may provide that payment shall be made in such
bonds. In no event shall any bonds be negotiated on a basis to yield more than
six percent, except as provided in subsection (2) of KRS 103. 220. The bonds
shall be payable solely from the revenue deri:yed from the building, and shall
not constitute an indebtedness of the city or county within the meaning of the
Constitution. It shall be plainly stated on the face of each bond that it has
been issued under the provisions of KRS 103. 200 to 103. 280 and that it does
not constitute an indebtedness of the city or county within the meaning of the
Constitution. (1962)
1 0 3. 2 4 0 Use of proceeds of bonds . All money received from
the bonds shall be applied solely for the acquisition of the industrial building,
and the necessary expense of preparing, printing and selling said bonds, or
to advance the payment of interest on the bonds during the first three years
following the date of the bonds. ( 1946)
103. 245 Acquisition of industrial building; power to
condemn; procedure . An industrial building within the meaning of
KRS 103. 200 may be acquired by a city or a county by purchase, gift, or condemnation. Whenever a city or a county shall determine that land or other
property, right of way, or easement over or through any property is needed
by such· city or county, as the case may be, to accomplish the purposes of
KRS 103 200 to 103. 285, inclusive, it may by ordinance or resolution au'thorize
the purchase or condemnation, in the name of such city or county, of said land
or other property, or right of way or easement for such purposes, and may
proceed to condemn and acquire such property in the same manner by which
an urban renewal and community development agency is permitted and author ized to acquire property under the provision of KRS 99. 420, and in accordance
with the procedures therein set out, except that all property, rights of way,
and easements already held by its owner or lessee for industrial development,
shall be exempt from condemnation under this section. ( 1964)
1 0 3 . 2 5 0 Receiver in case of def au 1 t.
If there is any default
in the payment of principal or interest of any bond, any court having jurisdiction
of the action may appoint a receiver to administer the industrial building on
behalf of the city or county, as the case may be , with power to charge and collect
rents sufficient to provide for the payment of any bonds or obligations outstanding
against the building, and for the payment of operating expenses, and to apply
the income and revenue in conformity with KRS 103. 200 to 103. 280 and the
ordinance referred to in KRS 103. 210 . (1962)

....

...

103. 260 Application of revenue; charges for use. (1) At
or before the issuance of bonds the city legislative body or the fiscal court of
the county, as the case may be, shall, by ordinance, set aside and pledge the
income and revenue of the industrial building into a separate and special fund
to be used and applied in payment of the cost thereof and in the maintenance,
operation and depreciation thereof. The ordinance shall definitely fix and

....

-3determine the amo~nt of revenue necessary to be set apart and applied to the
payment of principal and interest of the bonds, and the proportion of the balance
of the income and revenue to be set aside as a proper and adequate depreciation
account, and the remaining proportion of such balance shall be set aside for the
reasonable and proper operation and maintenance of industrial building.
(2) The rents to be charged for the use of the building shall be fixed and
revised from time to time so as to be sufficient to provide for payment of inter_e st
upon all bonds and to create a sinking fund to pay the principal thereof when due,
and to provide for the operation and maintenance of the building and an adequate
depreciation account. ( 1962)
103. 270 Depreciation account. (1) If a surplus is accumulated in
the operating and maintenance funds equal to the cost of maintaining and operating
the industrial building during the remainder of the calendar, operating or fiscal
year, and during the succeeding like year, any excess over such amount may be
transferred at any time by the city legislative body, or the fiscal court of the
county, as the case may be, to the depreciation account, to be used for improvements, extensions or additions to the building.
(2) The funds accumulating to the depreciation account shall be expended
in balancing depreciation in the industrial building or in making new constructions,
ext ensions or additions thereto. Any such accumulations may be invested as the
city legislative body, or the fiscal court of the county, as the case may be, may
designate, and if invested the income from such investment shall be carried into
the depreciation account. (1962)
103.280 Additional bonds. (1) Ifthecitylegislativebody, or the
fiscal court of the county, as the case may be, finds that the bonds authorized
will b e insufficient to accomplish the purpose desired, additional bonds may be
authorized and is sued in the same manner.
(2) Any city or county acquiring any industrial building pursuant to the provisions of KRS 103. 200 to 103. 280 may, at the time of issuing the bonds for such
acquisition, provide for additional bonds for extensions and permanent improvements to be placed in escrow and to be negotiated from time to time as proceeds
for that purpose may be necessary. Bonds placed in escrow shall, when negotiated, have equal standing with the bonds of the same issue .
(3) The city or county may issue new bonds to provide funds for the payment
of any outstanding bonds, in accordance with the procedure prescribed by KRS
103. 200 to 103. 280. The new bonds shall be secured to the same extent and shall
have the same source of payment as the bonds refunded. ( 1962)
103. 285 Property acquired under KRS 103. 200 to 103. 280
exempt from taxation. All properties, both real and personal, which a
city or county may acquire to be rented or leased to an industrial concern according to KRS 103. 200 to 103. 280, shall be exempt from taxation to the same extent
as other public property used for public purposes, as long as the property is
owned by the city or county. (1962)
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Appendix F

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Secretary of State, Frankfort, Kentucky
INSTRUCTIONS FOR FILING AR TIC LES
OF
INCORPORATION FOR FOREIGN CORPORATIONS
IN KENTUCKY

I. Original articles of incorporation and all existing and subsequent
amendments to original articles must be filed with the Secretary of State
of Kentucky, certified by the Secretary of State of the state of incorporation, as of the current date, in chronological order. A $25. 00 filing fee
for original articles and amendments is required. A fee of $10. 00 is
required for recording articles and amendments.

2. A statement of corporation designating a process agent and place of
business in Kentucky is required, for which the filing fee is $5. 00. Our
Constitution requires that the process agent reside at the place of business.
3. Photostatic copies will be accepted for filing and recording, if they
are PLAINLY LEGIBLE and in proper legal form with respect to size,
durability, etc., and of such size and quality as to permit them to be
rephotostated.
For further information write to

Thelma Stovall,
Secretary of State,
Commonwealth of Kentucky.
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Appendix G
COOPERATING STATE AGENCIES

L
L..

L.,

As a state, Kentucky realizes the importance of industry in developing
her many resources. In addition to the Department of Commerce, which was
created for the express purpose of promoting the economic development of
the Commonwealth, there are many state agencies actively engaged in programs which, directly or indirectly, contribute materially to the solution of
problems which affect our industrial growth. Since it is a statutory function
of the Department of Commerce "to coordinate development plans, " contact
with the following state agencies and others concerned may be established
through this agency.
The Kentucky Highway Department, in planning its program of development and expansion, gives every consideration to the needs of existing proposed
industries. During 1965, highway expenditures in Kentucky for the construction
of four-lane highways totaled $46, 710, 74 7. Kentucky has ranked in the upper
!ourth oi all states in recent years in both the number of miles of highway
construction and in the amount of money spent.

L

The Department of Economic Security provides labor market information
for the state, giving the latest estimated employment in non-agricultural indus tries, estimated average hours and earnings of production workers in manufacturing, and estimated labor turnover rates in the manufacturing and mining
industries. As an aid to the location of prospective industries, the Department
will conduct surveys on labor supply and economic characteristics of specified
areas. The Department's Division of Employment Service, with offices in 25
cities in the state is available to assist in the recruitment of both established
and new industries. All local offices are equipped to administer aptitude tests
for approximately 800 occupations as a part of the recruitment process, using
the General Aptitude Test Battery and certain specific tests. These tests
facilitate getting the "round peg" into the "round hole, 11 thereby helping to reduce
worker turnover and training time.
The Kentucky Department of Labor has been highly successful in its
relations with both management and labor. Representatives of this department
are available at all times to consult with industries on any matter in which they
can be of service.
The Kentucky Department of Revenue offers the services of its tax consultants to industries seeking locations within the state, as well as to resident
industries,

'---,

L

The Kentucky Department of Commerce takes pride, not only in the services it has to offer to industries seeking locations in Kentucky, but in the service
it attempts to render on a continuing basis to existing industry. Established
industries have found the state to be considerate of their welfare and we welcome
the opportunity to introduce representatives of prospective new industries to our
present family of industries.
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS POLICY ON
INDUSTRIAL ACCESS ROADS

Under established and necessary policies and within the limits of
funds available for this purpose, the Kentucky Department of Highways
will cooperate in constructing or improving access roads to new industrial
plants, subject to the following:
1.

Before the Department will approve any project, there must
be a definite assurance given to the Department by the
Department of Commerce that the new plant will be built.

2.

The length of the project must be feasible as well as
reasonable and the cost justified on a cost benefit ratio.

3.

The necessary rights of way will be furnished without cost
or obligation to the Department of Highways, whenever
possible.

4,

If approved, access roads will be built only from the nearest
highway to the property line of the company. When possible,
existing roads will be improved rather than new roads built.

5.

No roads will be built that will serve solely as private driveways on plant property. No parking lots are to be built.

6.

No project is to be given final approval prior to authorization
by the Commissioner of Highways. No other person is authorized to make a commitment for the Department of Highways.

J
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Henry Ward
Commissioner of Highways
Commonwealth o,f Kentucky
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